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Trail Blazer Tours India Pvt. Ltd. was established in 2007 by travel industry professionals and taken
over in 2010 by the well known Katgara Group, pioneers in tourism, setting new standards of
innovation and excellence. Our core services include inbound tourism, corporate travel, conferences,
incentives, domestic and international holidays. With over 250 experienced professionals at offices
in major cities, we offer quality services at the best possible price. TBi has won several prestigious
awards including the National Tourism Award in recognition of its outstanding performance.
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We Believe
• That travel promotes peace and understanding
• That integrity, innovation and service excellence are crucial to success
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We Offer
• The best of personalised services, backed by years of knowledge and experience
• Quality services and superior value
• The highest professional and ethical standards
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Welcome to TBi’s world of carefree, memorable holidays in the Far East. Choose from popular
destinations or discover lesser known ones, travel on your own or take an escorted tour; see as much
or as little as you like. TBi gives you plenty to choose from. Let our experienced and knowledgeable
holiday experts help you plan your vacation, always keeping in mind your requirements. All you
need to do is decide and let TBi give you a truly memorable vacation!
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Explore FAR EAST
If you’re looking for a holiday not too far away from home, that combines thrilling experiences, awe-inspiring
sights, mystical charm, ancient cultures and buzzing metropolises, then a trip to the Far East is ideal for you. It’s
filled with such a kaleidoscope of variety and contrast, that you’ll need a lifetime of visits to discover them all!

TBi - Winners of the National Tourism Award

Sunway Lagoon, Malaysia
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Infinity Pool at Marina Bay Sands

Singapore
The Republic of Singapore is a sovereign city-state and island country
in Southeast Asia. It lies off the southern tip of the Malay Peninsula.
With meticulously planned architecture, a great public transport
system and litter free roads, Singapore is literally like a movie set.
With a unique medley of Muslim Malay, Chinese and Indian cultures,
there are enough shops and malls, temples and ethnic eateries to
choose from and a sub-culture that has a flavour of its own.
Do you know??

Merlion

•

Singapore gets its name from the Malay “Singa” (lion), from the
Sanskrit “Singha” and “Pura” (city) in Sanskrit.

•

Singapore consists only of one main island and 63 tiny islands,
mostly uninhabited.

•

Singapore is the largest exporter of ornamental fish (25% of the
world market).

•

The Bukit Timah Nature Reserve contains more species of trees
than North America.

•

The largest fountain in the world is at Suntec City.

•

The world’s largest tropical orchid garden is in Singapore
Botanic Gardens.

•

The 165 m high Singapore Flyer is the world’s tallest and largest
observation wheel.
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information

Singapore Flyer
Chilly Crab

Skybar at Ku De Ta

Capital
Singapore
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Cuisine:

Official Language
Chinese, Malay,
Tamil, English
Government
Republic

Singapore Sling

Currency
Singapore Dollar

Cuisine: Singapore is one of the world’s great eating capitals where hawker stalls
are as good as the finest restaurants. The cuisine is heavily influenced by Malay,
Indian and Chinese cultures. International cuisine is available everywhere. Some
of the popular dishes are the Sambal Stingray - spicy grilled stingray in a banana
leaf, Char Kway Teow - stir-fried rice cake strips, Hainanese Chicken Rice, Clay-pot
seafood, Fish-head curry, Beef Rendang- a spicy beef stew cooked in coconut milk,
Chilly/Pepper Crab and Laksa. Many eateries stay open till late.
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Shopping:

Time Difference
Singapore is
2 hours 30 minutes
ahead of India

Orchard Road the main shopping district is great for international fashion. For
ethnic products, jewellery, textiles and antiques, visit Kampong Glam, Little India
and Chinatown. Holland Road Shopping Centre is a treasure trove of ethnic-inspired
arts and crafts, don’t miss Lim’s Arts and Living, offering antiques and more. Shop
all night at Mustafa Centre in Little India for knick-knacks, clothes, textiles and
electronics at the lowest fixed prices in Singapore. Some of the shopping malls are
Centerpoint, City Square Mall, Suntec City Mall and Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands.

Electricity
The electrical current is
220 – 240 Volts, AC 50 Hz.
Most power sockets are
designed for standard 3-pin
square plugs.
Best Time to Visit
February to October
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Nightlife:

Gardens By the Bay

Singapore offers a vibrant array of nightlife and entertainment choices. There
are nightclubs, bars, lounges and live entertainment venues aplenty. Boat Quay,
Clarke Quay and Robertson Quay are the most happening areas to experience the
clubs and bars of Singapore.

Marine Life park
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things to do
and see

species. See the giant pandas and witness river giants such as the giant freshwater
stingray. Walk through the lush Squirrel Monkey Forest and go on the Amazon River
Quest boat ride. End your journey at the world’s largest freshwater aquarium that
re-creates the Amazon forest during its annual rainy season.

White Tigers at
Singapore Zoo

SINGAPORE

City Tour

Singapore Zoo

Drive around the Civic District, passing by the Padang, Cricket Club, Parliament
House, Supreme Court and City Hall. Stop at the Merlion Park for impressive views
of Marina Bay. Visit the Thian Hock Keng Temple, one of the oldest Buddhist-Taoist
temples and a local Handicraft Centre. Stop at the National Orchid Garden to admire
the display of 60, 000 orchid plants. The final stop is at Little India.

Singapore Flyer

Enjoy breathtaking views of Singapore and beyond. The Singapore Flyer, a giant
165m high observation wheel is different from the traditional ferris wheel.

Transformer Ride at Universal Studios

Theme Parks/Adventure

Sentosa with Underwater World

Gardens by the Bay

Spanning 101 hectares, this award-winning horticultural attraction houses over
250,000 rare plants and is just a 5 minute walk from the city. The Gardens are split
into three waterfront spaces: Bay South, Bay East and Bay Central, which connects
the first two. Enjoy an amazing view of the Marina Bay skyline. After sunset, enjoy
the nightly sky show of dazzling lights and sounds in the OCBC Garden Rhapsody.

Panoramic Skyride Sentosa

Wildlife PARKS

cruises from Singapore

Singapore is an important cruise destination for many international cruise liners
sailing in the Far East. Several cruise companies offer cruises from Singapore.

Choose from:
Marina Bay Cruise Centre

rail

Classic 3 journeys to choose from:
• Eastern Oriental Tiger Express: Singapore to Bangkok – 3/5 days
• Fables of the Hills: Singapore to Singapore – 8 days
• New Year Celebration 2014: Singapore to Bangkok – 4 days

Universal Studio

Discover the awe-inspiring world of life in the ocean at the world’s largest aquarium.
Immerse yourself in a magical marine world. With over 800 species of marine
animals, the aquarium is home to majestic manta rays, enormous goliath groupers,
Napoleon wrasses, and other gentle giants of the sea. Come face-to-face with sharks,
moray eels and discover the endless wonders. Visit all 10 zones of the aquarium.

Outskirts of Singapore

Morning Johor Bahru with buffet lunch

Yangtse Alligator

First visit the Mandai Orchid Garden and then cross the border via the Causeway
to Malaysia. Visit the Abu Bakar Mosque, Malay Village, Sultan Ibrahim building,
Sultan Museum and Boutique. Enjoy lunch at Johor Bahru before heading back
to Singapore.

• Star Cruises: Singapore to Singapore – 3, 4 & 6 days
• Royal Caribbean International: Singapore to Singapore – 3, 4, 6 & 8 days
• Costa Cruises: Singapore to Singapore - 4, 8, 15 days

suggested
itineraries

The golden age of travel lives on aboard the Eastern & Oriental Express
luxury train. Winding through some of the world’s most beautiful
and exotic landscapes, it voyages through Singapore, Malaysia and
Thailand, and on to Laos.
Through rainforests and paddy fields, past plantation houses and lush
mountains, delve into these countries’ hidden treasures that are only
accessible by rail. Discover the heart of the East.

Uniquely Singapore – 4 days
Day 1: Singapore - Night Safari
Little India

Marina Bay Sands

Arrive at Changi International Airport and transfer on seat in coach basis (SIC) to
your hotel. This evening, meet our representative in the hotel lobby and transfer
to the Night Safari, the world’s first, set in 40 hectares of secondary jungle. See a
myriad of nocturnal animals, in their natural habitat. Roam the jungle in the tram
through the East and West Loop weaving through the Himalayan Foothills to the
Southeast Asian Rainforest and Indian Subcontinent. Return to your hotel around
2300 hrs. Overnight.

Day 2: Singapore – City Tour

S.E.A. Aquarium

River Safari

River Safari is Asia’s first and only river-themed wildlife park and Singapore’s newest
wildlife attraction. The park is home to over 6,000 aquatic and land animals, over 200

Visit Malaysia’s most historical city, which has seen the rise and fall
the Malay Sultanate, the Portuguese, the Dutch and the British.
Enjoy Malacca’s medieval charm, picturesque buildings, multi-racial
population and narrow streets. Visit St. Paul’s Hill where St. Francis
Xavier was interned, Cheng Hoon Teng Temple - the oldest Chinese
temple in Malaysia and Porta De Santiago - the Portuguese fortress.
Enjoy a Malaysian lunch in Malacca on this private tour.

Take a return shuttle transfer and One Day pass to Universal Studios Singapore.
See all your favorite movie-themed attractions, including Jurassic Park Rapids
Adventure, Madagascar: A Crate Adventure, Revenge of the Mummy and many
more! Experience the Transformers Ride at Sci-Fi City, enjoy the Shrek 4-D Adventure
and find the treasure in the Lost World.

Take flight into the colourful world of birds. Uncover a treasure trove of over 5,000
birds from 400 species and get up close to them. Catch the exhilarating High Flyers
Show and be mesmerized by more than 100 birds on stage, learn the ancient the art
of falconry at the Kings of the Skies Show, get a rare glimpse on how newborn birds
are taken care of at the Breeding & Research Centre and be entertained while you
have Lunch with Parrots.
Get ready for a wild night out! Experience up close encounters with over 2,500
nocturnal animals from 130 species. Kickstart your night with the fiery Thumbuakar
tribal performance and enjoy an exciting guided Tram Safari Adventure through
7 geographical regions of the world. Stroll along the 4 exciting walking trails
and explore the mysterious nocturnal jungle on foot. Complete your adventure
at the Creatures of the Night Show - an amazing showcase of abilities by our
nocturnal stars.

Sentosa, Asia’s premier leisure destination is just minutes away from the main island
of Singapore. Visit Images of Singapore and experience the colorful culture and
vibrant heritage of Singapore, re-told through life-size figures, animatronics and
special effects. At Underwater World and the Dolphin Lagoon, watch the adorable
pink dolphins perform their natural antics. End with a scenic Cable Car Ride from
Sentosa to Mount Faber and see the beautiful city landscape.

Universal Studios Singapore with return shuttle service

Jurong Bird Park

Night Safari

See more than 2,800 animals from around the world in a unique open zoo setting.
Enjoy Jungle Breakfast with Wildlife and dine with the gregarious orang utan clan,
python and more! Catch interactive animal presentations, such as the Animal
Friends Show, Elephants at Work and Play and Rainforest Fights Back. Rub noses
with Inuka the polar bear, see the raccoon dogs and wolverines at Frozen Tundra;
our coolest exhibit yet. Go on the various feeding trails to watch the animals at their
most active - you may even have the chance to hand-feed some of them!

Malacca Malaysia Day Trip

where to
stay
Besides the 3 - 5 star hotels, Singapore has some the most unique
hotels that you can find, from villas to luxury resorts.
Unique Stays:
• Marina Bay Sands
• The Raffles
• Resort World Sentosa
• The Capella, Sentosa

Universal Studios
Dolphin Lagoon, Sentosa

After breakfast, drive around the Civic District, passing by the Padang, Cricket Club
and important government buildings. Stop at the Merlion Park for impressive
views of Marina Bay. Visit the Thian Hock Keng Temple, one of the oldest BuddhistTaoist temples and a local Handicraft Centre. Visit the National Orchid Garden in
the Singapore Botanic Gardens and admire over 60, 000 orchid plants. The final
stop is at Little India. Return to your hotel in the afternoon. Overnight.

Day 3: Singapore – Sentosa Island

Breakfast. Morning free. In the afternoon, meet our representative in the lobby
and transfer to Sentosa Island. Visit The Underwater World, Dolphin Lagoon,
Images of Singapore and Songs of the Sea, the multisensory world-class water
show comprising dramatic effects, water jets, lasers, bursts of fire and foot-tapping
music set in the sea. Transfer to your hotel in the evening. Overnight.

Day 4: Singapore

Breakfast. Transfer by coach on SIC basis to Changi International airport.

Fun Time in Singapore – 6 days
Day 1: Singapore - Night Safari

Marine Life Park

testimonial

“

A very enjoyable and
wonderful trip to
Singapore...We all enjoyed
every moment of it mainly
due to your impeccable
arrangements and
guidance.
Harshaprabhat Shetty
Mumbai

“

Bintan Lagoon Resort

Arrive at Changi International Airport, and transfer on seat in coach basis to the
hotel of your choice. Check in and relax. Meet our representative in the hotel lobby
at around 1800 hrs for your transfer to the Night Safari, the world’s first animal night
park. Explore the mysterious jungle under the moonlit sky onboard a guided Tram
Safari Adventure that brings you through the 7 geographical regions of the world.
Return to your hotel around 2300 hrs. Overnight.

Day 5: Singapore – Jurong Bird Park - River Safari

Day 2: Singapore - Universal Studios

In the afternoon enjoy the River Safari - Asia’s first and only river-themed wildlife park and
Singapore’s newest wildlife attraction. The park is home to over 6,000 aquatic and land
animals, over 200 species. See the giant pandas and witness river giants such as the giant
freshwater stingray. Walk through the lush Squirrel Monkey Forest and go on the Amazon
River Quest boat ride. End at the world’s largest freshwater aquarium that re-creates the
Amazon forest during its annual rainy season. Return to your hotel. Overnight

Breakfast. At 0830 hrs, transfer to Universal Studios Singapore, Southeast Asia’s first
movie theme park. Enjoy fun filled activities at Wrestle Villains, travel to ancient times
and revel in the glamour of showbiz. Return to your hotel at 1800 hrs. Overnight.

Day 3: Singapore – S.E.A. Aquarium™

Breakfast. Discover the awe-inspiring world of life in the ocean at the world’s largest
aquarium. Immerse yourself in a magical marine world. With over 800 species of
marine animals, the aquarium is home to majestic manta rays, enormous goliath
groupers, Napoleon wrasses, and other gentle giants of the sea. Come face-to-face
with sharks, moray eels and discover the endless wonders. Visit all 10 zones of the
aquarium. Return to your hotel. Overnight.

Day 4: Singapore - Sentosa Island

Breakfast. Morning free. In the afternoon, meet our representative in the lobby and
transfer to Sentosa Island. Visit The Underwater World, Dolphin Lagoon, Images of
Jurong Bird Park

Taman Negara

Singapore and Songs of the Sea, the multisensory world-class water show comprising
dramatic effects, water jets, lasers, bursts of fire and foot-tapping music set in the sea.
Return to your hotel at 2100 hrs. Overnight.
After breakfast visit Jurong Bird Park and uncover hidden gems in this chirpy treasure
trove of over 5,000 birds from 400 species and get up close with these feathered
friends. From lunch with parrots to hand-feeding adorable African penguins at
Penguin Encounter, these unique feeding programmes let you interact with birds
from around the world. Overnight.

Day 6: Singapore

Breakfast. Check out and transfer to the airport on SIC basis.

Bintan Lagoon – 4 days
Day1: Singapore – Bintan

Arrive Singapore, transfer to the ferry terminal and leave for Bintan Lagoon Terminal.
Arrive and go through immigration at the resort’s beachfront. Check in at Bintan
Lagoon Resort and enjoy a welcome drink upon arrival. Bintan Lagoon Resort is a
473-room deluxe beach resort with 2 championship 18-hole golf courses, 1.5 km of
pristine beachfront, 11 restaurants and over 50 land and sea activities. Rest of the day
is at leisure. Overnight.

Day 2: Bintan Lagoon Resort

Breakfast. Enjoy your stay at this fabulous resort. Choose from various activities both
in and out of the water, including 20 water sports. Some are at an extra cost. Enjoy a
leisurely dinner at the restaurant. Overnight.

Malaysia
Petronas Twin Towers

Malaysia is on the Malay Peninsula in Southeast Asia. The nation also
includes Sabah and Sarawak on the island of Borneo to the east. It is
one of Asia’s more prosperous nations where tall high-rises contrast
with tribal houses on stilts; where rugged mountains reach for the sky,
while their rainforest-clad slopes sweep down to plains teeming with
forest life. Discover cool highland hideaways, warm, sandy beaches
and beautiful islands. A blend of Chinese, Malay, Indian and other
ethnic cultures makes Malaysia one of the most colorful and unique
destinations in Asia.
Do you know??
•

Kuala Lumpur is the Malaysian word for a ‘Muddy Estuary’.

•

The tallest twin towers of the world, the Petronas Twin Towers
in Kuala Lumpur, until Taipei 101 took over.

•

The first film to be screened in 1933 in the country was Laila
Majnu, a black and white movie based on a Sanskrit play.

•

The Belum rainforest has the largest tiger population
in Malaysia.

•

Sabah is home to the Rafflesia, the largest flower in the world.

•

Malaysia has a staggering coastline of 4,675 km and has
200 islands.

•

Malaysia is home to the oldest rainforest (130 million years) in
the world, older than the tropical forests of the Amazon and
Congo Basins

Day 3: Bintan Lagoon Resort

Breakfast. Day at leisure. Try the Taman Sari Spa at the resort (optional). Overnight.

Day 4: Bintan

Breakfast. Morning at leisure. Transfer to the ferry and return to Singapore.
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things to do
and see

good
to know

PENINSULAR MALAYSIA

PERLIS

Rainforest Music Festival

Chicken Satay

MALAYSIA

NIGERI SEMBILAN
MELAKA

Sunway Lagoon

Visit Sunway Lagoon set in 80 acres, with its theme lands, like Adventure Park,
Wild Wild West, Water Park, Surf Beach and Elephant Walk. Enjoy the daily shows,
thrilling rides and slides and take home more than just memories!

KUALA LUMPUR

Langkawi

Sunway Lagoon

City Tour of Kuala Lumpur

SABAH

Grand Langkawi Tour

Discover the beauty and charm of old and new Kuala Lumpur. See the
magnificent skyscrapers and colonial buildings, Petronas Twin Towers (photo
stop), Karyaneka Handicraft Centre, King’s Palace (photo stop), National
Monument, National Museum (excludes entrance fee), National Mosque
(photo stop) and the Sultan Abdul Samad Building.

PAHANG

Kuala Lumpur
Putrajaya
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EAST MALAYSIA

SARAWAK
JOHOR

Johor Bahru

View the magnificent tropical rainforest and waterfall of Northern Langkawi.
Visit Malaysia’s largest Crocodile Farm (daily show at 1445hrs) and go on
the Langkawi Cable Car to the top of Gunung Mat Cincang Mountain for a
spectacular view. Visit the Batik Village, Mahsuri’s Tomb, the unusual Black Sand
Beach, Eagle Square and Kuah Town.

Countryside and Batu Caves

destination
information

Cuisine:

Malaysian food is multicultural, combining Malay, Indian, Chinese and Peranakan.
It’s not only colorful, spicy and eclectic – but also delicious!
Rice, noodles and roti prata are the staples. Try Satay-marinated barbecued pieces
of meat on bamboo skewers, Nasi Lemak – rice cooked in rich coconut milk and
pandan leaves, Laksa Beehoon – rice noodles soaked in rich and spicy soup,
Rendang, Roti Canai – pancakes, Noodles prepared in Hokkein and Cantonese
styles, Chinese Dim Sum served with spicy curries, Indian Masala Dosa and Nyonya
delicacies. Seafood is plentiful, cooked in various ways.

Capital
Kuala Lumpur
Official Language
Bahasa Melayu
Government
Constitutional monarchy
Currency
Malaysian Ringgit
Time Difference
Malaysia is 2 hours 30 minutes
ahead of India
Electricity
The electrical current is 220
– 240 Volts, AC 50 Hz. Most
power sockets are designed for
standard 3-pin square plugs.
Best Time to Visit
May to September

Batik painting
Borneo Handicrafts

Shopping:

In Kuala Lumpur, the Bukit Bintang area has the most high end malls and also
features night markets retailing arts and crafts, counterfeit goods and souvenirs.
Central Market offers local arts and crafts, pewter ware, silverware, colorful batiks,
sarees and beautifully embellished woodcarvings. Visit popular Petaling Street in
Chinatown, with a large range of merchandise including reproductions of designer
shoes and handbags. Langkawi is the best for international duty-free goods. You’ll
find plenty of shopping malls, night markets and more in Penang.

Take a trip to the outskirts along the ‘Ambassador Row’, Istana Sharif Ali and
Malay villages. Visit the Royal Selangor Pewter the largest and most modern
pewter factory in the world, reputed internationally for its high quality and
craftsmanship. Next, stop at a Batik Factory to see how batik is designed and
printed. Visit the Batu Caves - a limestone hill that has a series of caves and
Hindu cave temples.

Genting Highlands

At about 6000 feet lies Malaysia’s only casino resort. Take a skyway ride (tickets
at own expense) by cable car up to the hilltop on the longest and fastest cable
car in S.E. Asia, fringed by one of the oldest tropical jungles in the world. Try
your luck at the casino. Enjoy the many fun rides at the indoor and outdoor
theme parks (tickets at own expense). Don’t miss the Super Tabonggan & Sky
Venture, the only sky diving simulator in Asia!
Langkawi Sky Bridge

Mangroves & Limestone Caves Tour
Batu Caves

“

testimonial
I thank you very much for a nice and
comfortable tour to Malaysia for
me and my family, it was very well
organized and planned. I look forward
to have such arrangement again in
near future.
Dr. Arun Malhotra
Delhi

“

Genting Highlands Fun Rides

George Town

Penang

City Tour

George Town, the capital city named after King George III of England, is an
interesting blend of the old and new. See one of the largest colonial buildings
in S.E. Asia, stop at Fort Cornwallis which marks the spot where Sir Francis
Light first landed. Visit the State Museum and pass by colorful Little India and
bustling Chinatown. Stop at the world’s 4th largest Reclining Buddha statue at
Wat Chayamangkalaram.

Nightlife:

There’s plenty to choose from after the sun goes down. Fashionable restaurants,
cozy cafes and the ever-popular 24-hour “mamak” draw in the crowds. From
pubs to vibrant clubs with international DJs, nightlife in Malaysia’s cities is
booming. In KL, the partying centers along Changkat Bukit Bintang, Asian
Heritage Row and Jalan P. Ramlee. Nightlife options in Penang are just as
vibrant. Explore the area between Eastern & Oriental Hotel and Cititel Hotel in
Georgetown where the old time English pubs, nightclubs and trendy bars are.

Take a boat ride into the Wetlands and explore the luscious, mangrove forest and
rugged limestone cliffs. Visit the Fish Farm, view eagle feeding, go cave exploring,
see sculptured limestone formations and enjoy a swim at a secluded beach.

Butterfly Farm, Penang

Botanical Garden and Butterfly Farm

Visit the Butterfly Farm in Teluk Bahang, with over 120 species of rare and
exotic tropical butterflies, a hatchery and a “Preserved Butterflies of the World”
museum. Visit the century- old 72 acre Penang Botanical Garden.
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rail
Kuala Lumpur – Singapore – Kuala Lumpur

Discovering Malaysia by rail remains a favorite with travelers eager to retrace footsteps of
early adventurers. The National Railroad links the north with south and east with west. This
railway system is also linked with Thailand railroads and travels down to Singapore. Train
travel between Malaysia and Singapore is a cost effective, different experience.
Trishaw Ride in Penang

Heritage Trishaw Trail

Take a leisure ride on the enchanting Beca, also called the Trishaw
or Jinrickisha around Penang’s charming tourist spots.

Lost World of Tambun

Hidden amongst the lush greenery of Tambun, Ipoh, is this fully
themed water park that appears to emerge from the surrounding
400 million year old limestone cliffs and vibrant jungle - a new
world of adventure just waiting to be explored. Enjoy the Wet Park,
Dry Amusement Park, Lost World Hot Springs & Spa, Petting Zoo
and Tiger Valley.

Hill & Temple Tour

Visit Kek Lok Si - the largest Buddhist Taoist monastery and temple
complex in Malaysia, with its imposing 10,000 Buddhas Pagoda
and the tortoise Pond of Longevity. Ascend 830 m up Penang Hill
by Swiss funicular railway, passing through hill farms and lush
tropical jungles for a panoramic view of the island and mainland.
Visit Thean Ean local products centre and pick up local spices.

Malacca

Malacca Malaysia Day Trip

Temple, Penang

Poring Hot Spring & Kinabalu Park

Sarawak Cultural Village

Visit the Sarawak Cultural Village, a unique living museum at the
foothill of the legendary Mount Santubong. See 7 representative
ethnic houses - Bidayuh Longhouse, Iban Longhouse, Penan Hut
Orang Ulu Longhouse, Melanau House, Malay house and Chinese
Farm House. Observe their lifestyle, arts, craft, foods, clothes and
music. Enjoy the multi - cultural dance.

Kiulu River Rafting with Lunch

Drive 22 km from Kuching and enjoy a 30 minute jungle walk to
the centre, a temporary home for endangered native wildlife of
Sarawak, especially the Orang Utan. See semi-wild Orang Utan
which the locals have named the ‘Wild man of Borneo,’ in their
natural habitat.

After your hotel pick up, drive to Kiulu River for light refreshments before
you transfer to the starting point for a short briefing by your guide. Raft
down to Kiulu River, after which lunch will be served. Return to your hotel.

Mamutik Island Tour

Take a 15 minute boat ride to Mamutik, the smallest island in the
Tunku Abdul Rahman National Park. Mamutik has rich coral and
marine life in crystal clear waters and stretches of white sand.
Swim, enjoy water sports, sunbathe or just relax.

Kuching

Kuching City Tour

Kuching is the largest city in Borneo. See the Colonial Law Court,
Clock Tower, Monument of Charles Brooke, Astana (Governor’s
Palace), the City Garden, Malay Villages, Kuching Waterfront,
Chinese Temple and Cat Museum. Visit the world famous Sarawak
Museum and enjoy a ‘Tambang Boat Ride’ across the waterfront.

Kota Kinabalu

Fairy Cave & Wind Cave

Discover the State Capital of Sabah. Visit the Sabah Foundation
Building to see one of the few hanging structures left in the world
and visit the Buddhist Temple and the Sabah State Museum. Pass
by the State Mosque and drive to Tanjung Aru beach.

Mamutik Island

Drive to Nabalu, a small town near the foot of Mount Kinabalu and
shop for handicrafts. Continue to Poring Hot Spring, for a jungle
trek up the Canopy Walk in the tree tops for a view of the rainforest.
Take a dip in the Japanese style bath tubs filled with natural hot
sulphur spring water. Visit a vegetable market in Kundasang and
enjoy lunch at a local restaurant. After a brief visit to the Kinabalu
Park Headquarters, return to your hotel.

Discover Malacca’s medieval charm, picturesque buildings and
narrow streets. Visit St. Paul’s Hill where St. Francis Xavier was
interned, Cheng Hoon Teng Temple - the oldest Chinese temple in
Malaysia and Porta De Santiago - the Portuguese fortress. Enjoy a
Malaysian lunch in Malacca on this private tour.

Kota Kinabalu City Tour

Poring Hot Springs

Drive 50kms from Kuching, through villages and past rubber estates,
pepper gardens, cocoa plantations and tropical jungles. The Fairy Cave
and the Wind Cave, formed over one hundred million years ago are
made of limestone. See the stalactite and stalagmite formations in the
Fairy Cave, a mystical cavern with a cool stream flowing through.

•
•
•
•
•

3 trains service the Kuala Lumpur – Singapore – Kuala Lumpur route each day.
The journey takes 6 – 7 hours.
Choose from 2 modern air-conditioned daytime trains or an overnight sleeper.
Leave Kuala Lumpur from the KL Sentral Station. Leave Singapore from Woodlands
Train Checkpoint in the north of Singapore Island.
Choose from Deluxe, first and second class sleeper cabins and first, second and third
class for seats only category.

Day 1: Kuala Lumpur – Genting Highlands

Arrive at Kuala Lumpur International Airport and transfer on seat
in coach basis (SIC) to your hotel in Genting Highlands. Overnight.

Day 2: Genting Highlands – Kuala Lumpur

Breakfast. Enjoy the Genting’s Outdoor Theme Park and its
many rides. Fun for the whole family! Try your luck in the
casino. In the evening, transfer to Kuala Lumpur on SIC basis.
Arrive Kuala Lumpur and check into your hotel. Overnight.
Kuala Lumpur city

After breakfast, tour some of KL’s best sights including the King’s Palace, the National
Monument and Independence Square. Photo stop at the magnificent Petronas Twin Towers. Overnight.

Day 4: Kuala Lumpur

Breakfast. Transfer to Kuala Lumpur International airport for your flight back home.

Cameron Highlands

Magical Malaysia – 5 days

Full Day Discovery Tour

Cameron Highlands

Malaysian Magic – 4 days

Day 3: Kuala Lumpur – City Tour

Semenggoh Wildlife Rehabilitation Centre

At more than 5000ft are Cameron Highlands. Drive through the
“green carpet” of BOH plantation – the pioneer of tea growers.
Enjoy a tour of the factory and sample various type of tea. Next, visit
the flower and vegetable farm and the villages of the Highlands
natives – the Semais. Take a short trek to the small waterfall, and
break for lunch. Visit a day market on the way back.

suggested
itineraries

The
Bazaar
KualaCurve
Lumpur
City Tour
Langkawi Casa del Mar

where to
stay
Besides the 3 - 5 star hotels, Malaysia has some of the most unique hotels, island
resorts, nature retreats and budget accommodation.
Unique Stays:
Cameron Highland: Cameron Highlands Resort
Kota Kinabalu: Gaya Island Resort
Kuala Lumpur: The Club Saujana Resort
Malacca: The Majestic Malacca
Pulao Redang: The Taaras
Langkawi: Casa del Mar
Penang: Eastern and Oriental Hotel

Day 1: Kuala Lumpur

Arrive at KL International Airport and transfer to your
hotel. Check in and rest of the day is at leisure. Overnight.

Day 2: Kuala Lumpur - City Tour

After breakfast, enjoy the City Tour which includes
Independent Square, Chinatown, King Palace’s, important
monuments, the Malaysian Handicrafts Centre and shop
at big shopping malls on your own. Overnight.

Day 3: Kuala Lumpur - Langkawi

After breakfast, transfer to the airport and fly to
Langkawi. Arrive and transfer to your hotel. Langkawi
is one of the most beautiful and romantic islands in
Asia. Overnight.
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Day 4: Langkawi – Island Hopping Tour

Kota Kinabalu - 6 days

After breakfast, go by boat to outlying islands - Pulau Dayang Bunting, an
island of intriguing legends with a freshwater lake; enjoy a nature walk on
Pulau Singa Besar. Stop at Pulau Beras Basah for a swim. Overnight.

Arrive at Kota Kinabalu International Airport, meet our representative
and transfer to hotel. Overnight.

Langkawi
Sarawak Clututral Village

Arrive Kuching Airport, meet our representative and transfer to your
hotel. Overnight.

Long Tail Macaques at Bako National Park

After an early breakfast, drive to the village and take a short boat ride to
Bako Park. See monkeys, long-tailed macaques, wild boars, monitor lizards
and numerous species of birds. See mangrove and kerangas (heath)
forests, and various types of tropical vegetation. Follow the trails. Return
to Kuching mid-afternoon. Overnight.

Breakfast. Transfer to the airport

Breakfast. On your City Tour, enjoy a bird’s eye view from Signal Hill; see
Sabah Foundation Building - one of the few hanging structures in the
world. Stop at the Buddhist Temple, visit the Sabah State Museum and
pass by the resplendent State Mosque. Drive to Tanjung Aru Beach. Have
local lunch on your own and drop off at the Grand Borneo shopping
hyper mall shop, watch a movie or go to the spa or the amusement centre
there. Or drop off at the Filipino Market to buy authentic pearls and local
handicrafts. Explore the water front - a very happening part of the city
centre. Return to hotel. Overnight.
Mount Kinabalu

Day 4: Kuching - Semenggoh Orang Utan Centre – Sunset
Cruise

Day 5: Kuching

Sultan Abdul Samad Building

Sunset Cruise on the Sarawak River

Breakfast. Enjoy a full day tour to Genting Highlands, 6,000 feet
above sea-level Take the skyway cable car to the top, enjoying
the magnificent view en route. Head to the casino or enjoy the
attractions and fun rides of the indoor and outdoor theme parks.
Meet with rest of the group at the theme park gate and return to
your hotel. Overnight.

Day 6: Kuala Lumpur – City Tour

Breakfast. Enjoy an introductory city tour. See the Suria KLCC
and Arrow Bridge, King’s Palace and Istana Negara, the official
residence the “Supreme Head.” Visit the National Monument
and drive past the Dataran Merdeka (Independence Square)
in the colonial district. After lunch on your own, drive past the
resplendent National Mosque and go shopping at Suria KLCC.
Return to your hotel. Overnight.

Day 3: Kota Kinabalu – City Tour

Day 3: Kuching – Bako National Park

After early breakfast leave for Semenggoh Orang Utan Centre. This
rehabilitation centre for orphaned or rescued orangutans. Be briefed
by the rangers and see the Orang Utans being fed. Return to Kuching.
Afternoon free.
At 1730 hours, board the MV Equatorial for a 1½ hour sunset river cruise on
the Sarawak River. Enjoy a scenic sunset and walk the short distance back
to your hotel. Overnight.

Kinabalu National Park, Malaysia’s first World Heritage site. Stop at Pekan
Nabalu to pick up local souvenirs and try snacks prepared by the locals.
Arrive and visit the Exhibition Centre and Mountain Garden with its many
varieties of flora.
Enjoy lunch at a local restaurant and continue to Poring Hot Spring for
a jungle trek up the Canopy Walk in the tree tops with a view of the
rainforest. Take a dip in the natural hot sulfuric spring water in the open
tubs or pool. Return your hotel. Overnight.

Day 2: Kuching- Sarawak Cultural Village & City Tour

Breakfast. Visit the Sarawak Cultural Village, a ‘living museum’ sprawled
over a17 acres at the foothills of Mount Santubong. Learn about the
cultures and lifestyles of the people. Enjoy a multi-cultural dance, have
lunch and return to Kuching for a tour of the city established by Sir James
Brooke, the first White Rajah of Sarawak. See the old buildings ancient
Chinese temples and colorful markets, and visit the Sarawak Museum.
Return to your hotel. Overnight.

Day 5: Kuala Lumpur – Genting Highlands

Day 2: Kota Kinabalu – Kinabalu National Park & Poring
Hot Spring After early breakfast, drive through scenic countryside to

After breakfast, transfer to the airport.

Day 1: Kuching

Breakfast. Transfer to the airport and fly to Kuala Lumpur. Arrive,
meet our representative and transfer to your hotel. Overnight.

Day 1: Kota Kinabalu

Day 5: Langkawi

Discover Kuching – 5 days

Day 4: Kota Kinabalu – Kuala Lumpur

Day 7: Kuala Lumpur

Breakfast. Transfer to the airport.

Tea Plantations Cameron Highlands

Day 3: Cameron Highland – Pangkor Laut

After breakfast, proceed to Pangkor Laut, a tiny private island, by
ferry from Lumut jetty. It is one of Malaysia’s most exclusive luxury
resorts, speckled with hillside, seafront and above-water villas and
private ‘estates’ on a secluded bay away. The resort boasts 7 dining
outlets, a private beach and a spa village. Overnight.

Day 4: Pangkor Laut

Breakfast. Day free to enjoy the beautiful resort. Overnight.

Day 5: Pangkor Laut

After breakfast, transfer to the point of exit to take your ferry back
to the main island.

Beautiful Taman Negara – 3 days
Day 1: Kuala Lumpur - Taman Negara

Best of Nature – 5 days
Taman Negara
Serene Pangkor Laut island Spa Villa

Day 1: Kuala Lumpur - Cameron Highland

Arrive Kuala Lumpur and transfer to Cameron Highlands, 1542
m above sea level, famous for its tea plantations and cool
temperatures. En route, stop at Batu Caves, the sacred cave temple
for the Hindus (except during Thaipusam in January). Visit a cottage
industry centre of basket weaving, a native settlement and Lata
Iskandar Waterfall. Enjoy afternoon tea at the hotel. Overnight.

Day 2: Cameron Highland - Sightseeing

Breakfast. Drive through the “green carpet” of BOH plantation –
the pioneer of tea growers. Enjoy a tour of the factory and sample
various type of tea. Next, visit the flower and vegetable farm and
the villages of the Highlands natives – the Semais. Take a short
trek to the small waterfall, and break for lunch. Visit a day market
on the way back. Overnight.

Board a motorized longboat and depart at 1400 hrs on a 3 hour
trip to Kuala Tahan , the HQ of Taman Negara. Cruise past local
villages and lush tropical rainforest. Arrive at Kuala Tembeling and
register yourself with the National Park and Wildlife Department.
Check in at the Taman Negara resort. Enjoy dinner at the resort.
At night enjoy a guided jungle walk in the 130 million year old
tropical rainforest. Overnight.

Day 2: Taman Negara

Breakfast. Take a jungle walk up Teresik Hill for a panoramic view
of the tropical rainforest. Go on the canopy walkway to experience
the rainforest from a different perspective. Return to the resort for
dinner. Overnight.

Day 3: Taman Negara – Kuala Lumpur

Breakfast. Transfer to Kuala Tembeling to take a boat to Kuala
Tahan; arrive at the jetty and transfer to your hotel in Kuala
Lumpur or to the airport.

Indonesia

Volcanoes

The paradise islands with friendly
people, delicious food, breathtaking
nature, impressive culture and many
things to explore.

Indonesia
Indonesia is a sovereign state in Southeast Asia and Oceania, sharing
land borders with Papua New Guinea, East Timor and Malaysia. It is
the world’s largest equatorial archipelago comprising 17,000 islands
and is home to tigers, komodo dragons and orang-utans. It has some
of the best surfing and white-sand beaches in Asia, a colourful culture
and a mélange of ethnicities with rich traditions. There’s something
for every interest in Indonesia!
Do you know??

Borobudur Temple, Central java

•

New Guinea, Borneo and Sumatra islands are amongst the top
ten largest islands in the world.

•

The Borobudur Temple is the world’s largest Buddhist temple
and was earlier one of the Seven Wonders of the World.

•

Marco Polo was the first European to reach Indonesia.

•

The equator passes through Sumatra, Sulwesi and Kalimantan
along with a few small islands.

•

Indonesia is a part of ‘The Ring of Fire’, volcano group of which
about 75% are in Indonesia.  

•

The Mudskipper fish which can walk, hop, climb on trees and
breathe on land is found here.

•

The country is so expansive that it has three time zones.
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things to do
and see

good
to know
Bintan
North Sumatra
Padang

Enjoy the beautiful landscape of the camp and elephant trek along the edge
of the valley. See monkeys and tropical birds in their natural habitat. Look
down at the raging Ayung River. Enjoy lunch at the ‘Trunk ‘n’ Mahour café.

Bali

Drive through countryside to the Ulun Danu Temple on the shores of
picturesque Lake Bratan, with the magnificent Mount Batur (1239m) towering
in the background. This Shivaite temple is the second most important temple
after Bali’s mother temple, Pura Besakih. Drive to Gitgit Waterfall and enjoy
lunch at Lovina Beach.

Sulawesi
Molucca Sea

Java Sea

Elephant Trekking (Short Ride)

Fantastic Northern Bali

North
Maluku

Kalimantan

INDONESIA
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Jakarta Surabaya Bali Sea
Lombok
Yogyakarta
Bali Nusa

Bali Hai Aristocat Evening Cruise

Enjoy a champagne cocktail and canapes in the Marina garden and board
the Aristocat, a 64ft sailing catamaran, to the sound of live music. Sail towards
Nusa Dua for a memorable evening of fine dining and entertainment.
Tanha Lot Temple

Jakarta

Kintamani & Tanah Lot Sunset Tour

destination
information

Visit Batubulan village to see a Barong Dance performance and visit a traditional
Balinese house compound. Visit Celuk, a village known for its gold and
silversmiths, Mas, a woodcarving center and Ubud, well known its traditional
paintings. Drive to the mountain at Kintamani, to enjoy the spectacular view of
Batur volcano. Have lunch (not included) at a local restaurant. See the stunning
sunset atTanah Lot Temple by the sea.

Capital
Jakarta

Bali Hai Lembongan Island Reef Cruise

Official Language
Bahasa Indonesia

Balinese Cuisine

Government
Republic
Currency
Rupiah
Time Difference
Indonesia is 2 hours 30
minutes ahead of India.
Electricity
The electrical current
is 230 Volts, AC 50 HZ.
Indonesian electrical
plugs have two round
pins.
Best Time to Visit
May to September

Private Dinning on Jimbaran Beach

Cuisine:

Sarongs of Indonesia
Wood Carvings

The cuisine differs from region to region, influenced by China
by way of fish and meat balls and noodles. Sumatran cuisine
is influenced by the Middle East and India with meat curries,
while Eastern Indonesia shows similarities to Polynesian and
Melanesian cuisine. The staple food is rice. Popular dishes
are Soto - a traditional broth of meat and vegetables, Nasi
Goreng - fried rice with toppings, Nasi Lemak -coconut rice,
Sate – grilled meat on a skewer, served with peanut sauce and
Ayam Goreng Sambal Mangga - fried chicken with mango
sambal; Enjoy Bintang and Anker beer. Jakarta offers great
dining opportunities with delicious cuisine from around
the world at international cafes, restaurants, and fine dining
venues. Bali is one of Asia’s most dynamic dining destinations.

Shopping:

From street vendors selling authentic homemade wares to
huge department stores and malls, the choices are endless.

Must buys are woodcarvings, textiles, brass tobacco boxes,
batik, tribal art, baskets, beads and ‘wayang kulit’ puppets.
Bali is the best place for local arts and crafts - shop at Kuta Art
Market for sarongs, clothes, shoes, jewelries, handicrafts and
leather goods; Celuk Village known for its gold and silver craft.
Jakarta and Yogyakarta are better known for mainstream and
luxury brands.

Nightlife:

Indonesia is vibrant after dark - with clubs, wine bars, bowling
alleys and karaoke bars dotting the mainland and the idyllic
islands as well. For a cultural experience, enjoy spectacular
traditional song and dance performances. Bali’s nightlife
ranges from laid back beach bars to up-tempo clubbing. Hard
Rock Café and Casablanca in Kuta, Santa Fe Bar & Grill, Double
Six Club and Kudos Bar & Lounge in Semiyank are some of the
most popular places to be at.

Highlight Jakarta

Drive through the bustling city, past important landmarks and visit National
Museum, the finest in S. E. Asia, to see the world’s most complete collection
Chinese porcelain. Visit Sunda Kelapa Harbor and Beautiful Indonesia in
Miniature Park, displaying diverse aspects Indonesia’s 27 different regions.
In the Museum of Indonesia see a collection of artifacts and handicrafts.

Full Day Bandung Tour with Lunch

Enjoy a full day on the luxury Bali Hai II catamaran moored alongside a purposebuilt pontoon in peaceful Lembongan Bay. See the island’s exotic marine life
and colorful corals from the semi-submersible coral viewer. Go snorkeling or
enjoy unlimited banana boat rides, a cultural tour of the island or the exciting
35 m waterslide. Feast on a delicious buffet served in air-conditioned comfort.

Dolphin Watching Tour

After your hotel pick up, drive to Tanjung Benoa to board your boat and sail to
the dolphin spot point to see dolphins frolicking in blue waters. Enjoy optional
refreshments and optional water sports.
Kintamani, Batur Volcano

Barong Dance

“

testimonial

Just back after a wonderful vacation in
Bali. The best part was the Nusa Dua
beach resort. Thank you so much for all
the arrangements ... great trip!
Surendra Manek
Mumbai

“

Elephant Trek along the Ayung River

Leave for Bandung, the capital of West Java and Indonesia’s 3rd largest city.
In colonial times, it was known as the “Paris of Java” because of its European
ambience. Bandung shares with Miami a fine legacy of Tropical Deco
1920s architecture. Visit the rim of Tangkuban Perahu Volcano and see the
bubbling mud and sulphur below. Visit the nearby Ciater Hot Springs and
Thermal Spa. After lunch at a local restaurant, go shopping at a textile outlet.

Bintan

Bintan Elephant Park

Duration: 4 hours
Overview: Home to seven Sumatran elephants, Bintan Elephant Park offers
a wonderful interactive adventure! Take an elephant ride into the forest.
Feed the elephants. Or simply sit back and enjoy our elephant show.

Gunung Bintan Adventure Trek

Duration: Half day or a full day
Overview: Challenge the 340-metre high mountain of Gunung Bintan
and enjoy breathtaking panoramic views from the summit. Trek through
Bintan’s rainforest and see the giant trees which are more than 40 metres
tall. Catch at glimpse of rare animals like the Silver Leaf Monkey, Sun Birds,
eagles and many more. Step under the waterfall and receive a shower of
blessings according to local tradition.

Selamat Datang

Prambanan, Yogakarta

Borobudur Tour

Drive to Magelang and visit Borobudur, the biggest Buddha temple in the world,
built by King Samaratungga, on a small hill in the Kedu Basin, a rich, fertile valley
surrounded by spectacular volcanoes. Also visit Pawon temple at a village
and Mendut temple with its magnificent statue of the Buddha Sakyamuni.

Surabaya

Surabaya Discovery Tour

Pasar Oleh Oleh

Surabaya is the 2nd largest city of Indonesia. See the Submarine
Monument, Kayoon Flower Garden Market and the Joko Dolog Statue,
built in 1289 to honor King Kertanegara of the Singosari Dynasti. Visit the
Dutch colonial style House of Sampoerna, owned by one of the biggest
cigarette clove factories. It is now a museum. Visit the cigarette factory
behind to see the process of making cigarette cloves by hand. See the
famous Komodo Dragon, the world’s largest lizard at Surabaya Zoo.

Mangrove Discovery Tour

Duration: Half day
Overview: Experience the beauty and mystery of nature with the awardwinning Bintan Mangrove Discovery Tour. Discover the flora and fauna of the
mangrove. For a totally magical and out of this world experience, take a night
mangrove tour and ride into a mesmerizing blanket of glowing fireflies.
Yogyakarta Temple

Mangrove Discovery Tour

Santa Maria Cave

Duration: 4 hours
Overview: The Santa Maria Cave was built in 18th century by a Dutch Pastor. On
every Sundays, devotees flock here and sing songs of praise while enjoying a
short get-together with the community.

Besides the 3 and 5 star hotels, accommodation options include resorts and spas, villas,
cottages, eco lodges, beach front bungalows and more.
Unique Stays:
• Bali: Amanwana, Moyo Island – Luxury beach resort
• Ubud: Kayumani’s Ubud – Ethnic luxury villas & spa
• Bukit Peninsula, Bali: Bulgari Resort – Italian style villas
• Lombok: The Lombok Lodge – Designer lodge suites
• Jakarta: Kemang Icon by Alila – All suite boutique hotel
• Yogyakarta: MesaStila – a luxury wellness retreat encircled by 8 volcanoes and set
in 55 acres of gardens, plantation and tropical jungle.

Arrive at Bali Ngurah Garai International Airport and transfer by coach (SIC) basis to
your hotel. Overnight.

Day 2: Bali – Bali Safari Marine Park

After breakfast, spend all day a the Bali Safari Marine Park. Enjoy Safari Journey, Front
of the Line, the Aquarium, Animal Encounter, Fun Zone rides , meal @Uma restaurant, a
night show (subject to availability). Return to your hotel by coach. Overnight.

After breakfast, transfer by coach to Tanjang Benoa to enjoy water sports activities. See
the underwater world by Glass Bottom Boat, visit Turtle Island and enjoy snorkeling.
Return to your hotel. Overnight.

Lombok Island

Day 5: Bali

Breakfast. Check out and transfer by coach to the airport.
Amanwana, Moyo island, Bali

cruises

International cruise companies operate only a small number of cruises from
ports like Sumatra and Bali which have well-developed facilities

Yogyakarta

Choose from:

Visit “Kraton”, the magnificent palace of the Sultan, Tamansari (Water Castle) and
then a traditional batik workshop to see batk being woven. Visit Kotagede - the
original home of Yogya’s silverware.

•
•
•
•

Yogyakarta City Tour

Day 1: Bali

Day 4: Bali - Tanjang Benoa

Lombok City Tour

Lombok Island

Bali Escapes - 5 days

Breakfast. Drive by coach to the 3.8 hectare Waterbom Park in the heart of Tuban and
Kuta. Enjoy all the exciting world - class water slides (included). Note: Towel, locker,
Gazebo , Euro Bungy , Wall Climbing, Water Blaster, Spa services and food/beverages
are not included. Return to your hotel. Overnight.

Drive to the Taman Safari Park blessed with tropical mountain views and
an amazing collection of more than 1000 wildlife species, including 150
endangered ones like the Komodo Dragon and European Bison. Explore the
park by vehicle. Drive to Cemorolawang village and continue on horseback
to Mt. Bromo. Climb 247 concrete steps to the rim of the crater and watch a
spectacular sunset.

Lombok Island lies east of Bali. Visit historical highlights like the. 1714 Mayura
floating palace, the Meru Temple the biggest Hindu temple, and Narmada
Water Palace with a miniature of Mt. Rinjani. Visit the oldest temple of Lingsar
with its unique history and taste the traditional food of Lombok.

suggested
itineraries

Day 3: Bali – Waterbom Park

Bromo Sunset & Safari Park Tour

Pasar Oleh-Oleh

The Bintan Resort’s very own market of gifts, Pasar Oleh-Oleh is a cluster of
Indonesian-style huts offering local Indonesian delicacies like Keropok (prawn
or fish crackers), Emping (Belinjo crackers) and packets of dried seafood such
as Ikan Bilis (anchovies), scallops and shrimps. A must-buy is the Kueh Lapis – a
spongy and sweet square-shaped Indonesian cake baked to a layered perfection

where to
stay

Silver Sea: From Benoa, Bali to Singapore – 11 days
Crystal Cruises: Java Sea Jewels – Benoa, Bali to Singapore - 12 days
Crystal Cruises: Crystal Getaways – Benoa, Bali to Kota Kinabalu - 8 days
Seabourn: Great Barrier Reef & Gold Coast – Benoa, Bali to Sydney – 16 days

Jakarta – 3 days
Day 1: Jakarta

Arrive at the Jakarta airport, and meet our representative for your transfer to the
hotel. Spend the day at leisure. Overnight.

Day 2: Jakarta – Indonesia Miniature Park Shopping Tour

Breakfast. Visit the Miniature Park which exhibits architectural and handicraft displays
of Indonesia’s 27 provinces. Visit the bird park. After lunch on your own, enjoy
shopping at Mangga Dua - a street filled with malls offering discounted clothes,
textiles, shoes, bags and more. Overnight.

Day 3: Jakarta

Breakfast. Check out and transfer to the airport.
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Traditional Indonesia – 6 days

Bali – Gili Trawangan – 5 days

Day 1: Yogyakarta

Day 1: Bali

Arrive at Adi Sutjipto Airport and meet our representative at the arrival gate.
Transfer to your hotel. Overnight.

Arrive at Denpasar Airport and meet our representative for your transfer to
the hotel. Overnight.

Day 2: Yogyakarta – City Tour

Philippines

Day 2: Bali – Benoa Harbour

After breakfast, visit the magnificent 9th century Hindu Temple of Prambanan and
the famous Roro Jongrang temple with its open-air theatre where the Ramayana
Ballet is performed during full moon from May to October. Also visit the nearby
Kalasan, Sewu and Plaosan Temples. Continue to the Sultan’s Royal Palace (the
Keraton), Sonobudoyo Museum (closed on Mondays), Batik home industry and
Kota Gede silver works. Return to the hotel. Rest of the day is free. Overnight.

After breakfast proceed to Benoa Harbour to enjoy water sports like
Parasailing, Jet ski and Banana Boat (once each). Return to the hotel. Rest of
the day is at leisure. Overnight.

The Republic of the Philippines, a sovereign country made up of over
7100 islands, is completely different spiritually and culturally, due to
350 years of Spanish rule. Whether you’re looking for natural wonders,
historical landmarks, culture, arts, shopping or recreation, there’s
something for everyone here. Get lost in Manila, discover beautiful
coral islands and great diving; explore the 17th century town of Vigan,
see the incredible 3000 year old rice terraces in Luzon and more. It’s the
people and their culture that makes this land special!

Day 3: Bali – Lombok

Breakfast. Check out and transfer to the airport to fly to Lombok Island.
Upon arrival meet our representative and transfer to your hotel. Enjoy the
divine beaches, majestic Mt. Rinjani and spectacular marine life on your own.
Overnight.

Day 3: Yogyakarta – Bali

Breakfast. Transfer to the airport and fly to Bali. Arrive and meet our representative
for your transfer to the hotel. Rest of the day is free at leisure. Overnight.

Day 4: Lombok – Gili Trawangan

Day 4: Bali - Ubud

Breakfast. Drive to Celuk the gold and silver works centre, visit Batuan, the stone
carvings centre, Mas the woodcarving centre and Ubud the Balinese painting
centre. Continue to the Uluwatu Temple, hanging on a cliff 100 m above the ocean.
Enjoy the ancient Kecak Dance, based only on vocals. Drive to Jimbaran Bay for a
delicious seafood dinner at a seaside restaurant. Return to your hotel. Overnight.

Snorkelling at Gilli Trawangan
Balinese Tribal

After breakfast, depart for Gili Trawangan, the best place for snorkelling.
Check into your hotel. Go snorkelling in clear, shallow waters, over colourful
coral reef and see hundreds of tropical fish. Then visit the blue coral island of
Gili Meno and Gili Air and visit an interesting fishing settlement. Overnight.

Do you know??
• Ferdinand Magellan was the first European to have made it to
	Philippines.

Day 5: Gili Trawangan – Lombok

Breakfast. Check out and transfer to the airport for your flight to Lombok.

Day 5: Bali – Tanjung Benoa Beach

Afterbreakfast,enjoywatersportslikeParasailing,BananaBoatand Jet Ski (onceeach)
atTanjung Benoa. Continue to Kuta area for shopping. Return to your hotel. Overnight.

•

Philippines was named after King Philip II of Spain.

•

Karaoke was invented in Philippines but the word came from
Japanese meaning singing without accompaniment.

•

Philippines is the largest producer of coconuts.

•

It has more than 200 volcanoes, only some are active.

•

The Philippine flag is the only flag in the world displayed differently
during peace and war. In peace time, the blue side is on top; in war
time, the red.

•

The country is the “texting capital of the world,” - 350 to 400 million
SMS are sent daily by 35 million users.

•

Philippines is the 3rd largest English speaking country in the
world (after USA and the UK).

Banana Boat at Benoa Harbour

Day 6: Bali

Breakfast. Check out and transfer to the airport.
Uluwatu Temple

Surfing on Uluwatu Beach

•

Borocay Island

Along with Holy Week, Christmas is another celebration
that Filipinos love to observe. The Yuletide season (September –
       January), makes it the longest celebration of Christmas in the world.

testimonial
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Luzon

PHILIPPINES
Manila

things to do
and see

“

What a fantastic country!
Thank you for sending us there
and for planning our trip so
well. Look forward to our next
holiday with you.
Amit Kumar
Delhi

MANILA

Manila Half Day Tour
Sulu Sea

Visit Fort Santiago, built in 1663 inside the older Walled City
of Intramuros. The first Spanish fortress and the site of torture
chambers and dungeons. Visit the Manila American Cemetery &
Memorial with its 17,206 marble headstones for 36,279 missing
gallant American and Filipino soldiers during World War II.
Continue to Rizal Park - the National Hero’s Park, before reaching
the CBD of Makati. Visit a curio shop of before a seafood lunch at
a restaurant. Return to your hotel.

Borocay Island

Cebu
Bohol
Palawan

Celebes Sea

Davao

destination
information
Buddha Bar, Manila

Capital
Manila

Pinoy handicrafts
National Flower, Sampaguita

Currency
Peso
Time Difference
Philippines is 2 hours 30
minutes ahead of India.

Cuisine: Filipino food is influenced by Malay, Spanish, Chinese, American,
other Asian and Latin cuisine. It is a bold combination of sweet, sour and
salty flavors and is not heavily spiced. Rice is staple, accompanied with
chicken, pork, beef and fantastic seafood dishes. Tropical fruits are favorites.
Try the Lechón - whole roasted pig, Adobo - Chicken or pork braised in garlic,
vinegar, oil and soy sauce, Kare-kare - Oxtail with vegetables in peanut sauce,
Longganisa - Philippine sausage. San Miguel beer is world famous. Western
style food is available at European and American owned cafe and bars in the
major cities and resorts.

Shopping: Pick up handicrafts made of bamboo, shell, wood and
ceramics. The most common jewelry is of shell and silver. North Luzon’s
Ifugao Province is known for high quality woodcarvings produced by the
locals. From wayside stalls to large malls in the cities, you’ll find plenty of
things to buy including clothes, international high street brands, handbags,
shoes and more.

Electricity
The electrical current is
220 – 240 Volts, AC 50
Hz. Philippines generally
accept 2 types of plugs a
2-pin round or flat blade
plug.
Filipino lamps

Best Time to Visit
September to mid-May

Filipino Cuisine

Cuisine:

Official Language
Filipino, English
Government
Republic

City Tour with Manila Ocean Park & Cultural
Dinner Show

Nightlife: The Malate district of Manila is the most famous, offering a vast
array of bars, nightclubs, discos, karaoke, restaurants, gay clubs and lounges.
Greenbelt and Eastwood city at Quezon are other options in Manila. Cebu’s
nightlife is both for party people and for those who would simply like to
chill at night. Tagbilaran’s nightlife is low key, with cafes, bars and jazz clubs.
Puerto Princesa has bars and entertainment venues on a smaller scale. The
standard of the music is truly amazing and live music shows are everywhere.

Visit the Walled City of Intramuros, a fortress built by the
Spaniards during the 16th century, passing by historical Rizal
Monument in Rizal Park. Visit the Manila Cathedral & San
Agustin Church built in 1589. Enjoy Manila Ocean Park, and
discover over 5,000 varieties of marine creatures from around
300 indigenous species. Walk through Asia’s largest underwater
viewing tunnel. The cultural dinner show starts at 6:30pm at the
19th century Barbara’s restaurant, specializing in Spanish and
native dishes. Return to your hotel.

Jeepney Heritage Tour

Discover Manila by Jeepney. See the Cultural Centre of the
Philippines, the Harbor Square, and pass through Rizal Park.
Enjoy the Light and Sound Museum, showcasing the rich history
of the Philippines and of Intramuros, visit the Manila Cathedral
and the San Agustin Church. Take a walking tour to historic Fort
Santiago. Lunch at the 19th century Barbara’s Restaurant and
enjoy Spanish and native cuisine.

“

Chocolate Hills, Bohol

Underground River Tour

Pagsanjan Tour

Drive to the famous Pagsanjan Falls, approx 2 hours away, past
several plantations. Enjoy an exciting canoe ride paddled by
skillful boatmen upstream onto the falls; the trip back down is
unforgettably thrilling, shooting the rapids. Enjoy an optional ride
on the bamboo raft that takes you 299 feet under the high falls
and explore the cave behind it or enjoy a swim. Enjoy a sumptuous
native lunch after the boat ride.

Cebu City

Cebu Half Day City Tour

Discover the oldest colonial city of the Philippines and its most
famous landmark, Magellan’s Cross which was first planted in
1521 to mark the spot where the native Filipinos were baptized
into the Catholic faith. Stop at Fort San Pedro, the nucleus of the
first Spanish settlement and now a museum park. Visit the St. Nino
Church, Casa Gorordo Museum and the Taoist Temple at Beverly
Hills. Visit a handicraft store.

Mount Mayon Legazpi City, Luzon Islands

Island Hopping and Snorkeling Tour

Panglao Beach

Visit some islands with white sand beaches set in clear blue waters
and untouched coral reefs. Go across by an outrigger boat (45
minutes) to the Hilutungan, Nalusuan and Talima Islands, and go
swimming, snorkeling and fish feeding. Have a barbecue lunch at
another island and return to your hotel.

Relax at the Panglao Island beaches including Dumaluan and Alona.
Take a short ride to the town proper which its traditional layout.
See the remnants of an older church and a massive hexagonal
watchtower. Take an optional whale or dolphin watching tour or
go island hopping.

Bohol Full Day Excursion

Tension Bridge in Sevilla

Taking a fast ferry ride to Bohol. See the Chocolate Hills comprising
1,268 giant mole hills, stop by the Blood Compact site (first Treaty
of Friend ship between Spain and Bohol). Visit the Bilar man-made
forest and Baclayon Church. Then board the Loboc River Cruise
and enjoy a buffet lunch.
Phillipine Eagle

Pagsanjan Falls

Take a half day tour to Sevilla to see the famous bamboo hanging
bridge that crosses the Sipatan River.There are two bridges, one for
each direction. An entrance fee to cross the bridge is applicable.

Palawan

Palawan City Tour

Puerto Prinsesa is one of the most beautiful cities, rich in Palawan
culture and history. See Mitra’s Ranch, the Crocodile Farm, Hunda
Bay, Hot Springs and more. Visit Iwahig Prison and Penal Farm
and Plaza Cuartel, the restored ruins of an old garrison. Visit
the Immaculate Conception Cathedral, with its unique angular
structure. Enjoy dinner before cruising on the Iwahig River.

Underground River Tour

Take a day trip to Puerto Princess Subterranean River National Park,
a UNESCO site which is a habitat for biodiversity conservation.
Explore the underground river by paddle boat and see funnels,
stalagmites and stalactites. Enjoy a picnic lunch.

Jeepney Tours, Manila

Bohol

Tagbilaran City Tour

Tagbilaran is the capital of Bohol and its only city. Visiting shopping
malls like Bohol Quality, Island City Mall and Plaza Marcela; try the
restaurants, visit the Bohol Museum and see landmarks like the
Sandugo Blood Compact site.

Davao

Philippines Eagle Centre

Visit the Philippine Eagle Center (PEC). The Center is home to 36
Philippine Eagles, 18 of which are captive-bred. It houses other
species of birds, mammals and reptiles. Simulating a tropical rain
forest environment, offers a glimpse into the country’s ecosystem.
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Davao Crocodile Park

Boracay Island

This 7 hectare center is home to Saltwater Crocodiles and
a one-stop destination for guests, enthusiasts and thrillseekers alike. Experience close encounters during animal
shows, view the crocodiles, butterflies and animals. Enjoy
airsoft, waterball and zorv. Exxplore souvenir shops, art
galleries, tattoo shops, restaurants and food stalls.

Mount Luho

Bluejaz Resort and Waterpark

Willy’s Rock is an oddly shaped volcanic rock formation landmark
that juts out of the clear water a few meters from the western part
of White Beach.

Spend a day of fun and adventure, enjoy water sports and
the two giant slides, just 5 minutes away by boat from
Davao City. If you are lucky, you can ride the pirate ship,
which is faster than the regular boats.

Climb up 100 m to Mount Luho for panoramic views, see the eerie
Dead forest, Bat Cave, where at dusk thousands of bats awake and
fly off.

suggested
itineraries
Manila at its Best – 4 days
Day 1: Manila – City Tour

Willy’s Rock

Upon arrival, meet our representative and transfer to your hotel.
After lunch on your own, enjoy a City Tour. See Rizal Park, pass by the
American War Memorial, the Cultural Center of Philippines and proceed
to Intramuros the “Walled City.” Visit San Agustin Church, Casa Manila,
Manila Cathedral and Fort Santiago. Go shopping at SM Mall of Asia,
continue to Makati City, the commercial and financial hub. Overnight.

Day 2: Manila - Tagaytay City

Breakfast. Drive 55 km to Tagaytay City on the Tagaytay Ridge 2,100
feet above sea level. Enjoy a spectacular view of Taal Lake and Taal
Volcanoo, whose crater houses another volcano known as “lake within
a volcano”.  After lunch, see other sights before returning to Manila. Rest
of the evening is at leisure. Overnight.

Day 3: Manila – Resort World Manila
Movenpick Hotel, Cebu

where to
stay

Banaue Roce Terraces

Luzon Island

Banaue Rice Terraces, Ifugao Province

The Banaue Rice Terraces have been described as the 8th
Wonder of the World and are a UNESCO site. They were
carved out of the hillside by Ifugao tribesmen 2000 to 3000
years ago without the aid of machinery to provide level
steps for rice planting, and are still in use today. Some reach
1500m and if they were laid end to end, they would stretch
half way around the world! One of mankind’s greatest
engineering feats!

Besides the 3 - 5 star hotels, Philippines has some the most
unique hotels that you can find, from villas to luxury resorts.
Unique Stays:
• Makati, Luzon Island – Raffles
• Palawan - Miniloc Island Resort
• Boracay - Mandala Spa & Villas
• Boracay - Monaco Suites de Boracay
• Cebu - Movenpick Hotel, Mactan Island

Breakfast. Visit the Resort World Manila (RWM), Philippines first
integrated lifestyle hub. Enjoy awe-inspiring acts and performances by
local and international artistes at RWM Bar 360 and try your luck at the
casinos. Shop for luxury brands at The Newport Mall. Return to your
hotel. Overnight.

Day 4: Manila

Kawasan Falls Cebu

Borocay Islands

Cebu – 4 days
Day 1: Manila – Cebu – City Tour

Fly to Cebu, the oldest Spanish city. Transfer to your hotel and
check in. After lunch on your own visit Fort San Pedro, the oldest
triangular fortress in the country and Magellan’s Cross, marking
the beginning of Christianity in the Philippines. See Spanish
colonial architecture including Basilicia Minore del Santo Nino
with the oldest religious relic and the Gorordo Museum, once the
home of Cebu’s wealthiest families. Visit the impressive Taoist
Temple at Beverly Hills and Mactan Island. Overnight.

Day 2: Cebu – Island Hopping Tour

Breakfast. Take the Island Hopping and Snorkeling Tour. Visit some
islands with white sand beaches set in clear blue waters and

Breakfast. Transfer to the airport.

Day 3: Boracay

Day 3: Cebu

Breakfast. Transfer to the airport.

Breakfast. Day free. Overnight.

Day 4: Cebu

Breakfast. Transfer to the airport.

Breathtaking Boracay – 4 days
Arrive Manila Airport, meet our representative, and transfer to
your hotel. After lunch, see Rizal Park, pass by the American War
Memorial, the Cultural Center of Philippines and proceed to
Intramuros the “Walled City.” Visit San Agustin Church, Casa Manila,
Manila Cathedral and Fort Santiago. Go shopping at SM Mall of
Asia, continue to Makati City, the commercial and financial hub.
Enjoy a Filipino seafood dinner and cultural show at the popular
Zamboanga Restaurant on your own. Overnight.

cruises
Philippines is an important destination for many international
cruise liners sailing in the Far East. Cruise ships of Ama
Waterways, Silversea, Azamara and Seabourn call at Manila,
Mandalay, Sandakan and other ports.

untouched coral reefs. Go across by an outrigger boat (45 minutes)
to the Hilutungan, Nalusuan and Talima Islands, and go swimming,
snorkeling and fish feeding. Have a barbecue lunch at another island
and return to your hotel. Overnight.

Day 1: Manila – City Tour

Makati city

Day 2: Manila – Boracay
Pangalao Islands

Lobok River Cruise

Cebu Heritage Park

Breakfast. Fly to Boracay, one the most beautiful islands in the world.
Arrive and transfer by road to catch the boat to your resort. Relax, enjoy
the beach and the sumptuous seafood (lunch on your own). Overnight.

Breakfast. Enjoy your resort spa facilities or take up an optional
activity. Overnight.

Day 4: Boracay

Bohol – 3 days
Day 1: Manila – Bohol – Sightseeing Tour & River
Cruise

Fly to Bohol and transfer to your resort. After lunch on your own
take a tour and see with historic Blood Compact Commemorative
Shrine and the centuries-old Baclayon church with its impressive
carved wooden altars built during the Spanish regime. En route
to Chocolate Hills, drive through Loboc and Bilar towns planted
with Mahogany and endemic trees. Enjoy a 50 minute Loboc
river cruise on a motorized catamaran and enjoy a sumptuous
local lunch on board. Admire the beautiful scenery along the
riverbanks. Overnight.

Day 2: Bohol – Pangalao Island

Breakfast. Visit Panglao Island, the largest among the 73 islets that
surround Bohol. Visit the unique Bohol Bee Farm which offers an
alternative lifestyle, an experience of interesting smorgasbord
of organic delights. Buy pure raw honey, see raffia weaving, try
organic food. Return to your hotel. Overnight.

Day 3: Bohol

Breakfast. Transfer to the airport.

Thailand
Vietnam
Cambodia
Laos
Myanmar

Peng Festival

Thailand
Halong Bay

Thailand is at the centre of the Indochina peninsula in Southeast Asia. It
shares a border with Myanmar to the north and west, Laos to the north
and east, Cambodia to the southeast and Malaysia to the south.
Hot, friendly and thoroughly enjoyable, Thailand is one of Asia’s favourite
tourist destinations. The countryside is lush, the cities are bustling and
chaotic, and its World Heritage sites are most certainly worth a visit.
Buddhism and food are a way of life here and Thais are a very tourist
friendly lot. Spas, beaches, dense forests, national parks, shopping...
Thailand has it all!
Do you know??
•

Thailand was actually called Siam throughout history; the name
changed to Thailand in 1939.

•

Thailand’s national flower is Ratchaphruek or golden shower tree,
not the orchid although Thailand is the world’s number one orchid
exporter.

•

It is home to the world’s largest solid gold Buddha. Wat Traimit
(Temple of the Golden Buddha) was cast about 9 centuries ago. The
image is 3 meters high and weighs about 5½ tons.

•

Thailand has over 1430 islands. Phuket is the largest.

•

The national symbol is the elephant.

•

Thailand is the world’s largest producer of tin.

Chiang Mai
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THAILAND

good
to know

things to do
and see

luxury and seclusion in a unique and
unforgettable location just 35 minutes from

Bangkok

Bangkok

Temple and City Tour

Pattaya

Visit the Wat Jetuphon (Wat Po), the oldest city temple, renowned as
Thailand’s oldest university. See the 46m long and 15 m high statue of a
reclining Buddha, visit Wat Traimitr, which houses a 5.5 ton gold Buddha
and visit a jewellery retailer (Royal Lapidary).

Gulf of Thailand
Koh Samui
Phuket

This award-winning property offers relaxed

Krabi

destination
information
Capital
Bangkok

beachfront villas, perfect for couples,
families and groups.

Thai Umbrellas

Thai food relies on fresh ingredients and is a unique blend of tastes,
always with a tang of lemongrass and lime. No dish is complete without
the requisite noodles and rice dish. Enjoy Tom Yum Goog - spicy soup
with shrimp, green and red Thai Curry, Pad Thai Noodles, Som Tam
- green papaya salad; Durian Dessert, Banana Fritters, Fruit Shakes,
Chang and Chai Beer. Street food is available everywhere. In Bangkok,
the Victory Monument area, Chinatown Yaowarat, Ratchawat Market
or Sukhumvit Soi 38 offer lip - smacking opportunities for food.
International cuisine is also available.

Currency
Baht
Time Difference
Thailand is
1 hour 30 minutes
ahead of India

Shopping:

Thailand is a bargain hunter’s paradise. Antiques, handbags, clothing,
gold, colourful handcrafted lamps, sports and swim wear, imitation
brands and accessories, software, silks and jewellery. Shopping in
Bangkok is an experience to enjoy. From Bangkok’s the gleaming
chrome and towering malls to its famously buzzing street markets,
there are all kinds of places to blow your baht. Shop at Chatuchak
market, Siam Square, Asiatique The Riverfront,Chinatown, Bangkok
flower market.

Electricity
The electrical current
is 220 Volts, AC 50 Hz.
Most power sockets
are designed for
standard 3-pin square
plugs.
Best Time to Visit
All year round

Thai Dancing

Cuisine:

Government
Constitutional
monarchy

Nightlife:

Elephant Show

The resort is set in lush tropical gardens with
stunning views of Phang Nga Bay, and
boasts 500 metres of private beach.
Guests will experience island life while staying
in luxurious accommodation, with properties
including outdoor jacuzzi suites and grand

Floating Markets

Official Language
Thai

Phuket International Airport.

Thailand’s nightlife is probably more synonymous with Bangkok
rather than the rest of the country, with areas as well known as
Patpong, Nana or Soi Cowboy. But there are excellent live music and
jazz clubs, ultra cool bars, trendy discos and great restaurants too.
Thailand’s islands host world-class music venues and events like “Full
Moon Parties” as do some of the regional capitals such as Chiang Mai.

Emerald Buddha

Grand Palace Tour & The Emerald Buddha Temple

The Grand Palace was built at the same time as Bangkok in 1782, by the
first king of the ruling Chakri dynasty. See traditional and distinctively
European buildings. Visit the Wat Phra Kaew, which houses the small but
holy figure of the Emerald Buddha (actually fashioned from a type of
jadeite). Visit a jewellery retailer (Royal Lapidary).
Royal Palace and Temple

Dine at three world-class restaurants serving
delicious Thai and international cuisine, and
enjoy a myriad of activities including sailing,
kayaking, water slides, tennis courts and
mountain biking. Relax and unwind at the
beautiful Village Spa, or souvenir shop at the
Cocomart and Banana Boutique.

www.thevillage-coconutisland.com

Phuket’s Ultimate Tropical Retreat
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Koh Samui – Bo Phut

Samui Island Tour

Grand Canyon Ride
at Dream
Elephant
ParkWorld

Long Neck Karen

Siam Niramit Show

The Crocodile Farm and Elephant Theme Show

Visit Amphran Elephant Ground and Zoo and enjoy the Elephant
Show. At the Crocodile Farm, a thrilling show features a master
crocodile catcher wrestling crocodiles.

lined with illuminated Buddhist temples and royal palaces, old
trading wharves, colonial buildings and local houses. Sample
spicy Thai seafood delicacies prepared by the Khinlom Chom
Saphan Restaurant chefs.

Dream World with Lunch

Damnernsaduak Floating Market and Kanchanaburi

Fun for the whole family! Enter through Dreamland Plaza, a
European village and tour the Dream Garden on a sightseeing
train, cable car and bicycle boat. See replicas of the Pyramids,
Angkor Wat and more. Enjoy gentler rides and games at Fantasy
Land and serious thrills like Hanging Coaster and Space Mountain
at Adventure Land. Younger kids can enjoy a host of fun rides. An
optional extra is Snow Town.

Safari World with Lunch

Visit Safari Park and a Marine Park for great fun and entertainment.
Drive through Safari Park for a close encounter with endangered
species. Get close to lions, tigers and bears at the Feeding Show.
Marine Park has animals from land, sea and air and 8 amazing shows
ranging from live stunt spectaculars to animal shows including a
dolphin show. An optional extra is the Jungle Cruise, a fun-filled
water flume ride. The tour ends at the hotel via Gems Factory.

Siam Niramit Show

Transfer from your hotel to Ratchada Road to see this famous
show. Enter the village which displays and sells local handicrafts.
The show journeys through Siamese history, folklore and festivals
using the latest technology for stunning special effects. See 3 acts ‘Journey Back to History,’‘Journey Beyond Imagination’ and ‘Journey
Through Joyous Festivals.’

Chao Phraya Dinner Cruise

The Song Fang Klong riverboat is a simple but elegant colonial
style twin-deck cruiser. Glide along the Chao Phraya River banks

Depart for Ratchaburi province and the well-known floating
market, visiting an orchid farm en route. At Damnernsaduak, take
a boat trip along the canals where farmers paddle their produce to
the market wharf. Continue to Kanchanaburi, associated with the
Bridge on the River Kwai and the ‘Death Railway,’ for lunch. Visit
the reconstructed bridge and the JEATH, to know about the daily
grind of the prisoners. Visit the WW2 cemetery before returning
to Bangkok.

Full Day River Kwai Easy

Kanchanaburi, 130 km west of Bangkok is in a wild mountainous
province abutting Burma. Limestone hills and fields of sugar-cane
surround it. Visit the Don Rak War Cemetery where those who
worked on the bridge are buried. Entrance to visit the ThailandBurma Railway Centre. Enjoy a scenic boat ride along the 3 rivers
and view the famous River Kwai Bridge. Enjoy lunch at a restaurant
at Pakseng Pier and take a train ride through lush forest along the
notorious ‘Death Railway’. Return to Bangkok.
Flight of the Gibbon, Zip-line

Ban Tawai Village of Handicrafts, Chiang Mai

Chiang Mai

City and Temple Tour

Chiang Mai’s long and varied history is evident within the old town
walls. There are over 300 temples in Chiang Mai. Visit Wat Phra
Singh, the largest one, with fine wood carved buildings, Wat Chedi
Luang a former home to the Emerald Buddha and the graceful Wat
Chiang Man the oldest, once home to King Mengrai. Wat Suan Dok
is the royal funery temple.

Elephant Safari, Rafting and Longneck Hill Tribe

Visit the Mae Ta Maan Elephant Camp, 56 km away. See how
trained elephants work in teak forests and see them bathing. Take
a 1 hour elephant ride through the jungle, stopping at the Lisu
Hilltribe Village whose inhabitants originate from Tibet. Enjoy an
afternoon trip on a bamboo raft along the Mae Taeng River, drive
to visit the Long Neck Karen or Padong tribe which originated in
Myanmar. The women wear several brass rings around their long,
slender necks. Also visit the Palong tribe, the smallest group found
in Thailand.

Golden Triangle Excursion

Visit Chiang Rai city, the older sister of Chiang Mai, founded in 1262
by King Mengrai. Visit the beautiful White Temple and drive to the
Golden Triangle territory, visiting Sop Ruak, where the Ruak River
converges with the mighty Mekong and the borders of Myanmar,
Thailand and Laos converge. Visit the market town of Mae Sai at
the northernmost point in Thailand and return to Chiang Mai.

The Flight of the Gibbon

Take an exhilarating flight through a 1500 year-old rainforest
high above the forest floor. Zip-line easily from tree to tree on a
spectacular and gradual downhill course, accompanied by the
safety team which teaches you how to move through the trees
with the speed and grace of a young gibbon.

After your hotel pick up, drive to the Big Buddha Temple with a
12m high golden image, Samui’s most famous landmark Continue
to Laad Koh viewpoint for panoramic beach views and stop at
‘Grandpa’ and ‘Grandma’ shaped rocks on Lamai beach. Shop for
souvenirs and try a sweet coconut caramel, or ‘Kalamare.’   Visit
Kunaram temple to see an ancient mummified monk in the
meditating position. Travel to Na Muang waterfall, the largest
waterfall on the island. Return to your hotel.

Angthong National Marine Park

See the animal shows. Walk 10 minutes to the waterfall, have
a swim. Visit a rubber plantation and return to the hotel. An
afternoon tour is also available.

Full Day Koh Samui 4WD Jeep Jungle Tour

See the jungle from an open top 4WD jeep on rough roads. Cross
rivers and hidden valleys to waterfalls. Enjoy the view from the
island’s highest point. Enjoy lunch at a small mountain restaurant.

Krabi

Phi Phi – Gems of Krabi

After pick up from your hotel by AC minibus, transfer to the pier
to board your boat to the Ang Thong Marine National Park. Enjoy
coffee/tea and a pastry. Stop at park headquarters for a view over
the islands. Continue to Tham Bua Boke to see the stalactites
and stalagmites. Have a hot buffet lunch on board and continue
to Mae Koh to see the emerald green saltwater lake of Talay Nai
within a crater. Mid afternoon, return to Koh Samui. Enjoy coffee/
tea with a sandwich. Arrive at the pier at approx. 1700 hours and
transfer to your hotel by minibus.

Board a speedboat from Ao Nang to beautiful Phi Phi Don and
Phi Phi Ley islands. Also visit Bamboo Island, to sunbathe or
swim. Pass by the Viking Cave, where nesting swifts provide
raw material for birds nest soup and through the magnificent
lagoon of Phi Phi Ley. Stop at Maya Bay, location of ‘The Beach’
movie starring Leonardo Dicaprio. Visit Loh Samah Bay, snorkel
at Monkey Bay and Have a buffet lunch at a restaurant on Phi Phi
Don. Back on board, go snorkeling around the island. Return to
Krabi mid afternoon and transfer to hotel.

Full Day Jungle Safari Experience

Phang Nga Bay Tour (James Bond Island)

Transfer from hotel by four wheel drive vehicle to visit Samui
highlights. See the 15 m high Big Buddha landmark, Grandpa and
Grandma shaped rocks south of Lamai beach, the mummified
monk and the Magic Garden. In the afternoon, visit Na Muang
Safari Park and Waterfall and enjoy a Thai lunch at the restaurant.
Sea Cave, Tham Lod

Drive for 2½ hours to Phang Nga province before boarding the
boats to go out into the bay. Enjoy the natural scenery and see
the lime stone cliffs. This needle like island was feartured in the
James Bond film ‘Man with the Golden Gun’. Visit a village of sea
gypsies. Return to Krabi late afternoon.

4 Island Tour

At Krabi river board a long-tail boat to Koh Tab Island. Enjoy
snorkeling in the magnificent coral reef with tropical fish at Koh
Kai Island. Take a picnic lunch at Poda Island. Continue to Princess
Cave for more snorkeling or swimming.

Sea Cave Kayaking Adventure

Visit Ao Luk, a community-based tourism area. Arrive at Borthor
pier, board a kayak, paddle down the sea passing the mangroves
and enter the sea cave of Tham Lod, a magnificent eroded
limestone tunnel with magical stalactites and stalagmites.
Continue paddling to Tham Phi Hua To with pre-historical 3000
years old wall paintings. Afternoon, visit Thanbokkhoranee
National Park and swim in the natural waterfall.

Pattaya

Nong Nooch Tropical Gardens

Take a 15 minute drive to Nong Nooch - 500 acres of tropical and
temperate gardens, ablaze with color. Enjoy a 45 minute show
with traditional Thai dances, kickboxing and sword fighting. Then
enjoy a 45 minute elephant show.

Sri Racha Tiger Zoo

See Bengal Tigers, feed a cub, watch crocodiles hatching from their
eggs, a scorpion nest and several shows, performed throughout
the day - a croc wrestling match, bicycling bears, basketball
elephants and a circus with performing tigers. At the restaurant,
sample crocodile tail soup and fried scorpion with herbal tea.
Phi-Phi Islands

Nong Nooch Tropical Gardens
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Crocodile Farm

Enter the petrified forest of the 40 acre Million Years Stone Park.
Enjoy daily shows where handlers place their heads between the
croc’s jaws. See an albino selection, elephants, camels, lions, tigers
and bears; saris cranes, cassowaries, ostriches and fish, including
the native giant catfish of the Mekong, the largest freshwater fish
in the world.
Crocodile Farm
Ripley’s Believ it or Not Museum

Ripley’s Believe It or Not Museum

Believe it or not, there’s a crashed fighter plane in the side of the
Ripley’s World of Entertainment building! The Museum includes
10 themed rooms, reflecting the lifelong pursuits of the late
Robert Ripley who visited 198 countries in search of oddities unbelievable exhibits, amazing stories and optical illusions.

Mini Siam

Coral Island

Mini Siam, the 1st example of a miniature city in South-East
Asia and 3rd in the world after the Netherlands and Taiwan. See
historical buildings on a scale of 1:25 including reconstructions
of Sukhothai and Ayutthaya architecture; over 80 replicas of Thai
temples and historical sites, replicas of the Eiffel Tower, St Basil’s
Cathedral, Statue of Liberty and Tower Bridge. Keeping all things
in miniature, go-carting is also available.

Coral Island Excursion

Today we visit the largest island, Koh Lan. Stop en route for optional
extra purchase of paragliding or sea walking activity. All activities
are at your own risk and discretion. Arrive and relax on the beach.
Return by boat to Pattaya for lunch at an Indian restaurant. Return
to the hotel, stopping by the Gems Gallery.

Tiffany Transvestite Cabaret
Tiffany Show

Don’t miss the famous Tiffany’s - the first ever truly transvestite
cabaret show in S.E. Asia. See spectacular performances and admire
the marvelous, talented and beautiful Tiffany’s performers. Tiffany
Show is in a unique, elegant theatre with a 1,000 seat capacity.

Alcazar Transvestite Cabaret

The Alcazar has grown into an internationally renowned cabaret
production, with dazzling sets, colorful costumes and a state of
the art light and sound system. The female performers are all really
males. The show is suitable for all members of the family.

Phuket

Phuket City Tour

Phuket, the largest of Thailand’s islands and a province in its own
right, is roughly the size of Singapore and was once a port on trade
routes. See the remaining Sino-Portuguese architecture in Phuket
town, reminiscent of Malacca. Visit Wat Chalong, the orchards
and an orchid farm. Also visit the Laem Phromthep, a cape at the
southernmost tip. Pass Kata and Karon beaches before returning
to your hotel. This tour is available with/without lunch.

Canoe Cave Explorer Phang Nga Bay Tour

Canoe with your skilled guide through idyllic Phang Nga Bay
made famous by the James Bond Movie - Man with a Golden
Gun. Dotted with dozens of islands and limestone cliffs. See newly
discovered sea caves and ‘Hongs’ (rooms). Hongs are open-air
cliff-lined cylindrical tidal lagoons connected to the outside world
only through stalactite-filled tunnels, undiscovered until 1990.

Siam Niramit Dinner Show – Gold or Silver Class

where to
stay

cruises

Thailand features not only some of the finest hotels and
resorts in the world but also arguably the greatest variety of
accommodation to choose from. Options range from rural home
stays to luxurious five-star spa-resorts and nearly everything in
between.

Thailand is an important cruise destination for many
international cruise liners sailing in the Far East. Most cruise
ships call at Laem Chabang port 2½ from Bangkok, Phuket,
Phang Nga Bay and the Phi Phi Islands. Star Cruise, Royal
Caribbean International and Princess Cruises begin their
cruises from Singapore.

Unique Stays:
• Bangkok: Chakrabongse Villas
• Chang Mai: Lisu Lodge and Khum Lanna
• Koh Samet: Nimmanoradee Resort
• Koh Chang: The Mangrove
• Koh Samui: Q Signature Samui
• Koh Samui:  Sala Samui Resort and Spa
• Phuket: The Pavilions/ Trisara/Banyan Tree

suggested
itineraries
Best of Thailand – 5 days
Day 1: Bangkok – Pattaya

Arrive at Bangkok (Suvarnabhumi) International Airport, where
our representative will meet and transfer you to your hotel in
Pattaya. Overnight.

Day 2: Pattaya - Coral Island with Lunch

After breakfast transfer by boat (25 mins) to Coral Island, the largest
of Pattaya’s archipelago. Spend the day swimming, snorkeling,
water skiing, sunbathing. Take a ride on the glass- bottom boat to
see an amazing display of marine life and corals. Enjoy Thai lunch.
Return to your hotel by afternoon. Relax or go on a shoppingspree. Overnight.

Q Signature, Koh Samui

Transfer from your hotel to Phuket town to see the acclaimed Siam
Niramit show. Dinner is buffet style featuring highlights from the
Thai kitchen. The show journeys through Siamese history, folklore
and festivals using the latest technology for stunning special
effects. See 3 acts - ‘Journey Back to History,’ ‘Journey Beyond
Imagination’ and ‘Journey Through Joyous Festivals.’  

Phuket FantaSea Buffet Dinner and Show

Diving, Coral Island

See Thailand’s cultural heritage at FantaSea Theme Park. Enter
through the Fantasy Village, see pageants and handicraft displays,
enjoy elephant rides and a games centre. Enjoy a Thai and
international buffet, served by ‘kinarees’, half human-half bird.
Enjoy the ‘Fantasy of a Kingdom’ show about a mythical figure, the
Prince of Kamala in his quest for ‘Thai-ness’.

rail

Fantasea Show

“

testimonial
We had an awesome vacation in Thailand. A great
experience and worth all the money and effort put into
it...thank you for such great planning. You are our fixed
travel agents for life:)
Neeti & Rudolph Kamboj
Mumbai

“

The golden age of travel lives on aboard the Eastern & Oriental
Express luxury train as it winds its way through rainforests and
paddy fields, past plantation houses and lush mountains. Embark
on adventurous land voyages between Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur
and Singapore. Discover their history, culture and natural
wonders that are only accessible by rail. Meet personalities and
experts who bring these places alive.
Choose from:
Malay Peninsula: Bangkok – Malaysia – Singapore - 4 days
Tales of Laos: Bangkok to Bangkok – 4 days
Epic Thailand: Bangkok to Bangkok – 7 days

Day 3: Pattaya – Bangkok

After breakfast, transfer to your Bangkok hotel for overnight.

Day 4: Bangkok - City & Temple Tour

After breakfast, enjoy a half day tour. Visit Wat Traimitr which
houses the world’s largest 5.5 ton solid gold Buddha, Wat Pho, the
oldest temple in Bangkok which houses the Reclining Buddha, a
45m long statue. Wat Pho is still an important centre for traditional
medicine and also houses a wealth of art. Return to your hotel by
afternoon. Go shopping at designer stores and buzzing street
markets. Overnight.

Day 5: Bangkok

Breakfast. Transfer to Bangkok (Suvarnabhumi) International Airport.
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Phuket – 3 days

Angthong Marine Park

Day 1: Phuket – Phuket Fantasea Show

Day 1: Krabi

Arrive Phuket, and after a warm welcome, transfer to your hotel
(check in time 2 pm.) In the evening, enjoy the Phuket Fantasea
Show with dinner, with transfers (closed on Thursday) on seat
in coach basis. Start Time: 5.30 pm, End Time: 11 pm. This is the
island’s biggest show with trapeze artists, a cast of hundreds,
performing elephants and other animals and an exotic storyline
that blends tradition with fantasy. Enjoy one of the biggest
buffets in Asia set in a theme park.

Arrive Krabi and transfer to your hotel. (Check- in time 2 pm). Overnight.

Day 2: Krabi – Hong Island Tour with Lunch

Breakfast. Your tour begins at 8 am and ends at 2 pm. Travel by
speedboat and enjoy the day exploring the island and Pelay Beach.
Enjoy a picnic lunch, go swimming and snorkeling. Also known
as Room Island, Hong Island is deserted and renowned for its
breathtaking beauty, shallow coral reefs and fine, sandy beaches. In
the middle of the half-circled shaped island lies the secret lagoon.
Overnight in Krabi.

Day 2: Phuket – Phi Phi Island Tour with Lunch

Early breakfast. Enjoy the full day Phi Phi Island Tour by speed
boat. Start Time: 7.30 am, End Time: 5.30pm. Step off the golden
sands at Tonsai onto the Arisa speedboats. The soaring Tonsai
Towers on Phi Phi Don Cliffs dominate the bay and as you rush
out towards Phi Phi Ley on the near horizon. Feel the excitement!
Overnight in Phuket.

Breakfast. Spend the morning explore the island on your own. In
the afternoon, enjoy an Elephant Safari. Buy bananas and feed
your elephant! Relax a little and head for the Rainbow Waterfall
to swim in the refreshing waters. Return to your hotel. Overnight.

Day 3: Khao Lak

Breakfast. Day free - indulge in spa therapy for a couple. Overnight.

Day 4: Khao Lak – Phuket Airport
Breakfast. Transfer to Phuket Airport.

Vietnam
Vietnam is the easternmost country on the Indochina Peninsula in Southeast
Asia and is bordered by China to the north, Laos to the northwest, Cambodia
to the southwest, and the South China Sea to the east.
Rising from the ashes of war after war, Vietnam today is a major tourist
destination. Endless fields of lush green paddy, long stretches of powdery
beach, thick forests and soaring mountains, basket boats and conical
hats, water buffaloes and motorcycles, palaces and pagodas, Vietnam is
as exotic as it gets.

Day 3: Krabi

Breakfast . Morning is at leisure. Transfer to the airport.
Elephant Trek Krabi

Khao Lak – 4 days

Day 2: Khao Lak – Elephant Safari

Reclining Buddha Nha Trang

Breakfast. The tour begins at 8 am and ends at 1 pm. Enjoy a 1
hour elephant ride, trekking along the stream through the jungle,
spotting wildlife followed by lunch. Visit Huay Tho Waterfall and
visit Khao Phueng Cave. Overnight.

Breakfast. Check-out of your hotel in the afternoon and transfer
to the airport.

Arrive Phuket and transfer to your hotel in Khao Lak. Rest of the
evening is at leisure. Enjoy a romantic dinner on the beach. Overnight.

Hoi An

Day 3: Krabi – Elephant Trek

Day 3: Phuket

Day 1: Phuket - Khao Lak

Krabi - 3 days

Do you know??

Koh Samui – 3 days
Day 1: Koh Samui

Arrive to a warm welcome in Koh Samui and transfer to your hotel.
(Check-in time 2 pm). Overnight.

Day 2: Koh Samui - Angthong Marine Park

After early breakfast, leave at 7 am for Angthong Marine Park by
speed boat. The park consists of 42 islands and is a wonderland
of strangely shaped limestone outcrops, verdant hillsides and
turquoise waters teeming with exotic fish. Go kayaking and then
snorkel. Tour ends at 5 pm. Overnight.

Day 3: Koh Samui

Breakfast. Morning is at leisure. Transfer to the airport.

Halong Bay

Halong Bay

•

Vietnam is about 8 times the size of Switzerland with a population
of 83 million.

•

The Vietnam War is the longest war ever (1959 – 30th April, 1975).

•

Vietnam is the world’s 2nd largest exporter of coffee, which was
introduced by the French.

•

The Vietnamese language has 6 different tones. A change in tone
changes the meaning of the word.

•

Tet Nguyen Dan is the ‘Festival of the First Day’. It celebrates
Christmas, birthdays and New Year together.

•

Halong Bay became one of the New 7 Wonders of Nature in 2012
and is the most visited natural attraction in Vietnam.

•

Hanoi became the capital of the Vietnamese Kingdom 1000 years
ago. It was known by 5 different names throughout its history.
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VIETNAM
Hanoi

in 1948 and by 1965, 200 km of tunnels were built. They included hospitals,
schools, meeting rooms, kitchens and sleeping quarters. Booby traps were laid
throughout the complex for protection. Take a trip underground with a guide.

Hoi An

Hoi An City Tour

Hue

Hoi An was an international trading port during the 17th and 18th centuries.
The well preserved old town is a UNESCO site. Visit the Phuc Kien Assembly Hall,
18th century the Tan Ky House, still inhabited by the same family, the wooden
Phung Hung House held up by 80 pillars; see the Japanese Covered Bridge with
a shrine to the God Tran Vo Ba De, believed to control of the weather.

Da Nang
Hoi An

destination
information

Ho Chi Minh City

Cuisine:

Capital
Hanoi
Official Language
Vietnamese
Government
Socialist Republic
Currency
Dong
Time Difference
Vietnam is 1 hour 30
minutes ahead of India
Electricity
The electrical current is
220 Volts, AC 50 HZ. Two
prong plugs are common
in Vietnam. Many of the
new 4 and 5 star hotels
use the British standard
3-pin plug.
Best Time to Visit
November to January

Hanoi

Pho - noodle soup

Lacquer ware
Vietnamese woman

Floating Market

Vietnamese cuisine has a combination of five fundamental taste
elements - spicy, sour, bitter, salty and sweet. Vietnamese food is
one of the healthiest cuisines worldwide. Some popular dishes
are Bun Bo - cold rice noodles with beef, Nouc Mam - fish sauce
which is an essential ingredient, Pho - noodle soup, Banh Cuon steamed rice rolls with minced pork, Gio Lua- Lean Pork Pie, Bia
Hoi - draught beer, Ca Phe - coffee with condensed milk. Much
of the cuisine has been heavily influenced by French colonialism.
Enjoy Bánh Patê Sô – a savory puff pastry pie with juicy meat
filling, the famous Baguette made of rice flour, Foie Gras Terrine
with Spring Rolls and more.

Hue: This is the best place to collect small souvenirs. A number
of fashion shops, souvenir shops and galleries are concentrated
on the large streets. For reasonable prices and good variety Dong
Ba Market is a must. Shop at Pilgrimage Village for silk/fabric,
woodwork, ceramics and rattan.

Shopping:

Nightlife:

Enjoy shopping at high class malls and supermarkets, bustling
open markets, galleries, boutiques and street stalls. Imported
branded products are taxed making them costlier. Buy made-tomeasure clothing, lacquer ware, woodwork, fine cotton goods,
machine and hand embroidered goods, scarves, faux jewelry, arts
and gems.
Ho Chi Minh City: Shop at traditional markets like Ben Thanh,
Binh Tay, An Dong, Tan Dinh, Saigon Square, Dan Sinh for things
at very affordable prices. There are several shopping malls like
Vincom Centre, Saigon Centre, Nowzone and and Parkson
offering international brands.

Hanoi: The small streets are filled with shops in beautiful colonial
buildings. There are whole streets only selling shoes or pottery and
so on. Visit the Old Quarter, the Ipa - Nima, Velvet Underground,
Ocean Park Luxury Mall, Vincom Tower and the factory outlets of
Burberry and Ralph Lauren.
Big cities like Ho Chi Minh City, Hanoi, Halong Bay are full of lively
pubs, clubs and bars. Vietnam brews some of the cheapest draft
beer in the world. See a cultural show, the famous Vietnamese
Water Puppet Show and traditional dance shows.
Water puppet show

things to do
and see
HANOI

Half Day City Tour

After your hotel pick up, drive to Ho Chi Minh’s Complex and the mausoleum of
the nation’s founder and leader. See the Presidential Palace, Uncle Ho’s wooden
stilt house and the 11th century One Pillar Pagoda which looks like a huge lotus
flower. Visit the Temple of Literature, the site of Vietnam’s oldest university,
dedicated to Confucius.

Ha Long Bay

Depart for Ha Long Bay via the Hong Ngoc Humanity Centre and arrive in Ha
Long. Board a private boat for a cruise of the bay, famous for its scenic karsts
jutting out of the sea. Visit a fishing village and one of the limestone caves
followed by a stop to swim in the emerald waters (weather permitting). Enjoy a
seafood lunch on the boat.

Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon)

Half Day City Tour

Visit Reunification Palace and Notre Dame Cathedral built in 1877 by the
French. Visit the old Central Post Office designed by Gustave Eiffel and the War
Remnants Museum, opened in 1975 shortly after the fall of the South Vietnam
government.

Cu Chi Experience

Drive to the Cu Chi Tunnels built in the countryside during the Indochina conflict
as a base from which the Viet Cong could covertly operate. Construction began

Marble Mountains and Cham Museum

The Marble Mountains (Mountains of the 5 Elements) consist of five peaks: Thuy
Son (water) the highest, Moc Son (wood), Kim Son (metal), Tho Son (soil), and
Hoa Son (fire). Climb the stairs to Thuy Son for a view. Visit Huyen Khong cave
before entering Tam Thai and Linh Ung pagodas. See Non Nuoc stone village,
which creates marble products. Visit the Cham Museum at Da Nong which
displays ancient 300 terra cotta sculptures. Enjoy lunch at a local restaurant
return to Hoi An.

Notre Dam Cathedral Ho Chi minh City

Hue

Bao Quoc Pagoda, Hue

Hue Discovery

Hue was the national capital until 1945. Visit Dong Ba market and the Citadel,
a large fortress with 2 m thick and 10 km long walls within which lie ornate
pagodas and palaces of the Forbidden Purple City. Stop for a traditional lunch
in a local nunnery. Visit a village that specializes in making incense and visit one
of the emperor’s tombs. Visit Bao Quoc Pagoda and Tiger Arena, where elephant
and tiger duels entertained the Emperor. Enjoy an afternoon cruise along the
Perfume River.
Forbidden Purple City, Hue
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testimonial
Thank you so once again for arranging a great trip for us.
We enjoyed ourselves thoroughly in Vietnam... Halong
Bay is an absolute must for anyone going ...
Roshni Bhot
Mumbai

Secret of the North – 4 days

“

Day 1: Hanoi - Vuon Thi - Ninh Binh

From Hanoi, drive to Ninh Binh via Vuon Thi village
and lunch with a local family. Learn how water rice
is cultivated. Cruise on the Van Long reservoir and
admire the soaring limestone cliffs. Continue to Ninh
Binh for overnight.

where to
stay
There are 3-5 star hotels, charming guesthouses, beautiful beach
and spa resorts and boutique hotels and stylish romantic retreats.
Junk Cruise Boats, Halong Bay

Unique Stays:
• Hanoi: Intercontinental Hanoi West Lake
• Da Nang: Intercontinental Da Nang Sun Peninsula
• Nha Trang: An Lam Ninh Van Bay Villas
• Nha Trang: Six Senses Ninh Van Bay
• Hue: Best Western Premier Indochine Palace
• Hue: Vedana Lagoon Resort & Spa
• Hue: Pilgrimage Village
• Ho Chi Minh City: Caravelle Hotel

cruises
Ships of several international cruise companies like Star Cruises, Princess,
Royal Caribbean, Cunard and more visit Vietnam on their Far East cruises.

River Cruises

Enjoy a boutique-luxury hotel and the leisurely pace of a river cruise on “The
Jayarvarman.” Go off the beaten track and enjoy new experiences.
Six Senses

Choose from:
• Pearl of the Orient: Saigon to Phnom Penh - 4 days
• The Lost Civilization: Saigon to Siem Reap – 8 days

Ha Long Bay Overnight Junk Cruise

Take an overnight junk cruise in Halong Bay, Vietnam’s most spectacular
natural wonder. Enjoy a seafood lunch, dinner, swimming, kayaking
(optional) or visit one of the many limestone caves. Comfortable airconditioned ensuite cabins, Hanoi hotel pickup and drop off are included.

Mekong Discovery

Set off from Ho Chi Minh for My Tho on the Mekong Delta. Board a private
boat for a cruise along the river. Visit an island and enjoy a traditional music
performance. See coconut candy being made, visit some villages and
continue by Xe Loi, a motorized cart, to an apiary. Transfer to smaller boats
to explore the narrow canals. Have lunch at Diem Phuong Restaurant. After
lunch return to Ho Chi Minh City.

Day 2: Ninh Binh - But Cave ComplexWater Puppet Performance - Hai Phong

After breakfast, drive to the boat landing for an
unforgettable sampan ride through the But Cave
Complex where dry caves the water caves are found.
Disembark at Thung Nham dock. Drive to a small
village, the birthplace of water puppetry to watch an
outdoor performance. Take home a wooden puppet
souvenir. Proceed to Hai Phong for overnight.

Day 3: Hai Phong - Ha Long Bay

Breakfast. Drive to Ha Long Bay and board a junk for a
cruise among the hundreds of islets. Enjoy a seafood
lunch and a swim. Drop anchor in the late evening
for an overnight stay among the dramatic limestone
peaks rising out of the sea. Enjoy your dinner on board.

Day 4: Ha Long Bay - Boat Cruise – Hanoi

After breakfast, enjoy a cruise through the limestone
cliffs and emerald waters before returning to the
dock. Drive back to Hanoi stopping en route at a
ceramic factory.
But Cave Complex

Vietnam Classic –10 days
Day 1: Hanoi

Arrive and transfer to your hotel. Overnight.

Day 2: Hanoi – Full Day Tour

Breakfast. Visit the imposing Ho Chi Minh mausoleum (closed
Mondays & Fridays),see his wooden stilt house and the One Pillar
Pagoda. Explore the first university of Vietnam, the Temple of
Literature. In the afternoon, visit Hoan Kiem Lake and the Ngoc
Son Temple. Enjoy a one-hour cyclo tour of the Old Quarter. Stop
at an ancient Vietnamese “long house.” Overnight.

Day 3: Hanoi - Ha Long Bay

Breakfast. Drive to Ha Long Bay and board a junk for a cruise
among the hundreds of islets. Enjoy a seafood lunch and a swim.
Drop anchor late evening among the dramatic limestone peaks
rising out of the sea. Enjoy dinner on board. Overnight.

Day 4: Ha Long Bay - Boat Cruise - Hanoi – Hue

Day 8: Hoi An - Da Nang - Ho Chi Minh City

Breakfast. Depart for Da Nang to catch your flight to Ho Chi Minh
City. Upon arrival, transfer to your hotel. Overnight.

Day 9: Ho Chi Minh City - Cu Chi Tunnels – City Tour

After breakfast, visit the amazing Cu Chi Tunnels where Vietnamese
guerrillas built a labyrinth of narrow tunnels as hideouts during
the war. Return to Ho Chi Minh City in the afternoon for a city tour
which includes the Reunification Palace (photo stop), the Notre
Dame Cathedral, Chinatown, the Binh Tay Market and the Thien
Hau Temple or the Quan Am Pagoda. Overnight.

Day 10: Ho Chi Minh City - Ben Tre - Boat Cruise

Breakfast. Depart for My Tho on the Mekong Delta for a boat
cruise along the river. Walk to a coconut handicraft workshop.
Enjoy horse-drawn cart ride and enjoy tea at a local house. Board
a sampan and drift along the narrow, tree-lined canal to explore
the Mekong Delta. After lunch, visit a business making coconut
candy before returning to My Tho. Visit the Vinh Trang Pagoda if
time permits, whilst returning to Ho Chi Minh City. Overnight.

After breakfast cruise through the limestone cliffs and emerald
water before returning to the wharf. Transfer to Noi Bai Airport
for your flight to Hue. On arrival, transfer to your hotel. Overnight.

Day 11: Ho Chi Minh City

Day 5: Hue - Sightseeing

Best of Vietnam & Cambodia – 11 days

After breakfast, enjoy a boat cruise on the peaceful Perfume River
to visit the Thien Mu Pagoda and then take a car to the mausoleum
of Emperor Tu Duc. In the afternoon, visit the spectacular Imperial
Citadel and the Dong Ba Market. Overnight.

Day 6: Hue - Da Nang - Hoi An

Breakfast. Drive along the coast and via mountain passes to Hoi
An, stopping at Lang Co Beach village. Visit the Cham Museum
in Da Nang which houses the world’s finest collection of Cham
artworks before proceeding to your hotel in Hoi An. Overnight.

Day 7: Hoi An - Sightseeing

Breakfast. Visit a famous lantern workshop and learn how to make
one. Enjoy a walking tour which includes an ancient merchant
house, the Phuc Kien Assembly Hall, the 400-year-old Japanese
Covered Bridge and the riverside market. Take a boat trip on the
Thu Bon River and explore the old town. Overnight.

Limestone caves, Halong Bay

Breakfast. Transfer to Tan Son Nhat Airport.

Day 1: Hanoi

Arrive in Hanoi and transfer to your hotel. Overnight.

Day 2: Hanoi – Full Day Tour

Breakfast. Visit the imposing Ho Chi Minh mausoleum (closed
Mondays & Fridays),see his wooden stilt house and the One Pillar
Pagoda. Explore the first university of Vietnam, the Temple of
Literature. In the afternoon, visit Hoan Kiem Lake and the Ngoc
Son Temple. Enjoy a one-hour cyclo tour of the Old Quarter. Stop
at an ancient Vietnamese “long house.” Overnight.

Day 3: Hanoi - Ha Long Bay

Breakfast. Drive to beautiful Ha Long Bay and board a junk for
a cruise among hundreds of islets. Enjoy a seafood lunch and
a swim. Drop anchor in the late evening for an overnight stay
among the dramatic limestone peaks rising out of the sea. Enjoy
dinner on board. Overnight.

Old quarters Hanoi
Mekong River Cruise

Day 4: Ha Long Bay - Hanoi - Ho Chi Minh City

After breakfast, cruise through the limestone cliffs and emerald
waters before returning to the wharf area. Transfer to Noi Bai
Airport for your flight to Ho Chi Minh City. Arrive and transfer to
your hotel. Overnight.

Day 5: Ho Chi Minh City - Cu Chi Tunnels – City Tour
Elephant Terrace, Angkor Wat

Breakfast. This morning visit the amazing Cu Chi Tunnels where
Vietnamese guerrillas built a labyrinth of narrow tunnels as
hideouts during the war. Return to Ho Chi Minh City in the
afternoon for a half-day city tour. Highlights include the
Reunification Palace (photo stop), the Notre Dame Cathedral, the
Central Post Office, Chinatown, the Binh Tay Market and either the
Thien Hau Temple or the Quan Am Pagoda. Overnight.

Day 6: Ho Chi Minh City - Cai Be - Tra On

Breakfast. Drive to Cai Be and take a boat cruise to the Cai Be area.
See local merchants trading. Visit a village to see how rice cake
and rice paper are made. Board the riverboat Bassac and cruise to
Cho Lach. Have lunch onboard while cruising, stopping for a brief
guided tour around riverside villages. Drop anchor at Tra On for an
overnight stay on board. Enjoy your dinner onboard.

Wat with its extraordinary architecture. Experience a spectacular
sunset over the monuments. Overnight.

Day 10: Siem Reap - Angkor Complex – 1 hour Foot
or Khmer Traditional Massage

After breakfast, visit the graceful 11th century Temple of Shiva,
Banteay Srei and the Banteay Samre Temple. On the return trip,
visit Ta Prohm Temple mystically enveloped by the jungle. In
the afternoon, visit the Institute for Khmer Traditional Textiles
(IKTT) where the young generation learn traditional silk-making
techniques. Enjoy a one hour foot massage or traditional Khmer
massage at the spa. Overnight.

Cambodia

Day 11: Siem Reap

Breakfast. Transfer to the airport.

Located in the southern portion of the Indochina Peninsula in
Southeast Asia, Cambodia is bordered by Thailand to the northwest,
Laos to the northeast, Vietnam to the east and the Gulf of Thailand
to the southwest
Khmer Rouge and Pol Pot, three decades of war and bloodshed,
poverty and political strife have eaten into Cambodia’s history, but
not into the spirit of its people. Boasting of Ankor Wat, the eighth
wonder of the world, Cambodia has opened up to tourism as never
before. See tropical beaches, awe-inspiring temples, heart-breaking
optimism and infectious smiles. Come discover this fascinating,
magical land!

Traditional Foot Massage

Day 7: Tra On - Cai Rang Floating market - Ho Chi
Minh City

Cai Be Local Market
Siem Reap, Angkor Complex

Breakfast. Early morning, leave Tra On and cruise to Can Tho City
to explore the colourful and bustling floating market at Cai Rang
before disembarking at Can Tho Pier. Drive back to Ho Chi Minh
City. Overnight.

Do you know??

Day 8: Ho Chi Minh City - Siem Reap

Breakfast. Transfer to the airport for your flight to Siem Reap.
Arrive and transfer to your hotel. In the afternoon, explore Khmer
temples from the early Angkorian period. Visit the Roluos group of
temples dating from the 9th and 10th centuries including Preah
Ko, Bakong, and Lolei Temples. Return to your hotel in the early
evening. Overnight.

Day 9: Siem Reap - Angkor Complex

Breakfast. Enter Angkor Thom via the Southern Gate and
explore the ancient city. Then visit the ruins at Bayon, Baphoun,
Phimeanakas, the Royal Palace, the Elephant Terrace and the
Leper King Terrace. In the afternoon, visit magnificent Angkor

Royal Palace, Phnom Phen

•

The Cambodian flag is the only national flag that has an image
of a building – the Angkor Wat.

•

During the 4 year rule of the Khmer Rouge, one-fifth of
Cambodia’s population was killed.

•

The ancient temple of Angkor Wat is the largest religious
structure in the world.

•

Cambodia has the largest inland lake in South East Asia called
the Tonle Sap.

•

Cambodia is the only Asian country to have a king who is partly
of French descent.

•

Tarantula kebabs are a popular delicacy in Cambodia.
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Smile of Angkor Show

Phnom Penh

Scuba Diving at Cambodia Islands

Discover the legendary Angkor dynasty of a millennium ago through the
2 hour ‘Smile of Angkor’ high - tech extravaganza. The show features all the
myths from the reliefs of Angkorian temples with a splendid performance. This
program is also available with dinner.

CAMBODIA
Royal Ballet Cambodia
Siem Reap

The 3 main islands Koh Tang, Koh Rong Somloem and Koh Kon are excellent for
diving in clear waters with an abundance of marine life and untouched corals.
Become a PADI-certified diver in one of the world’s cheapest locations to learn.
Certified PADI Open Water or Advanced Dive Courses are available. Day trips
and overnight trips to the islands from Sihanoukville are available.

Half Day City Tour – Khmer Rouge.

From 1975 until 1979 after the American withdrawal from Indochina, the
notorious Khmer Rouge terrorized Cambodia. Visit the Tuol Sleng Museum of
Genocide, a school that became the dreaded S22 detention centre, Choeung
Ek, the site of a ‘killing field’ where the memorial stupa comprises the bones of
the departed. Enjoy a Phnom Penh panoramic tour.

Phnom Penh

Half Day City Tour – Royal Phnom Penh

destination
information
Pub Street Siam Reap

Cuisine:

Capital
Phnom Penh
Official Language
Khmer
Government
Constitutional Monarchy

Cambodian Cuisine

Currency
Riel
Time Difference
Cambodia is 1 hour 30 minutes
ahead of India
Electricity
The electrical current is 220 Volts,
AC 50 HZ. Two prong plugs are
common in Cambodia.
Best Time to Visit
November to January

Smile of Angkor SHow

Night Market Phnom Penh

Similar to Thai and Vietnamese cuisine, China and France
both influence Cambodian food, as do spices and curries
from India. Two unique ingredients that give a typically
Cambodian flavor are a pungent fermented fish paste known
as Pra-Hok and the Kapi, a fermented prawn paste. Popular
foods are noodles, soups, grills, stir-fries, curries, salads,
vegetables, rice, fruits and desserts. Try Sticky Banana, Caw –
pork or chicken stew with eggs, Fish Amok - coconut fish curry,
Bai Sach Chrouk - pork and rice, Machu Kroung - a delicious
sweet and sour soup, and if you’re feeling adventurous, fried
spiders! In Phnom Penh there are excellent Thai, Vietnamese,
Chinese, French and Mediterranean restaurants.

Shopping:

Phnom Penh: Cambodian fine silk pieces and textile materials
are world renowned. Pick up hand carvings, silverwork and
paintings. Besides boutique stores and malls, the traditional
Russian Market and Central Market in Phnom Penh offer
antique pieces and designer clothes at discounted prices.
Siem Reap: Explore the Old Market, a curio haven with
its wide variety of souvenirs, jewelry, basketwork, local
silverware and clothing. Browse around the Angkor Night

Market for handicrafts, souvenirs and silks. The boutiques,
galleries and specialty shops offer generally higher quality
Cambodian items.

Nightlife:

From nightclubs to pubs and bars, Cambodia has a lot to
offer. Public performances of Khmer traditional dance are few
and far between.
Phnom Penh: Go bar hopping at several clusters of nightspots
around town. The Riverfront has dozens of bars and lovely
colonial style restaurants stretching along Sisowath Quay.
The well known Heart of Darkness bar is popular with tourists
and expats. Nearby are bars like the Walkabouts, Zepplin and
Howies. Just off of the mall is Pontoon, the most popular
night club with a variety of international DJs.
Siem Reap: From intimate and stylish places for a quiet
cocktail, to Khmer disco type paces with very loud music, to
lively bars, there is something for everyone. The liveliest areas
are Pub Street, the alley and lane off it, the Old Market area
and the Night Market area. Angkor What? Bar was the first
and is still the most popular bar on Pub Street.

Visit the Royal Palace (still used by Cambodian royals) and Silver Pagoda, with
flooring made up of silver tiles. Visit the National Museum, in traditional Khmer
style, housing sculptures from the glorious Angkor Empire. Enjoy views of Wat
Phnom, on the only hill in town where the Mekong, Bassac and Tonle Sap rivers
meet. Visit Psar Thmei, the Art Deco central market.

Although Cambodia’s main attractions lie around Siem Reap (Angkor), Phnom
Penh and Preah Sihanouk (Kampong Saom), there are hotels and guesthouses
in every province around the country. You will also find home stays, villas,
lodges and condos.
Unique Stays:
• Phnom Penh: Raffles Hotel Le Royal
• Phnom Penh: Intercontinental
• Baray District: Khemer Village Home Stay
• Siem Reap: The Bong Thom’s Home Stay
• Siem Reap: Amansara Resort
• Siem Reap: Heritage Suite
• Sihanouk: Ramada Hotel & Resort

Mekong Sunset

Board a local “moto-remork”  (tuk tuk), explore local Cambodian life on a sunset
island visit and boat cruise. Head to the Japanese Friendship Bridge to catch
a vehicle ferry across the Mekong River to Mekong Island, famous for its silk
weaving, agriculture and aquaculture. See the silk weavers at work, explore a
Buddhist temple. Enjoy local snacks and explore the small market. See floating
fish farms and a Catholic Church. Includes panoramic tour of the Wat Ounalom,
the Royal Palace, and the Silver Pagoda.

Siem Reap

Full Day City Tour Angkor

After your hotel pick up, visit the late 12th century Angkor Thom, royal capital
of prolific builder Jayavarman VII. See the striking Bayon, a mountain of facetowers. View the ruins of Ta Prohm entwined by strangler-figs. After lunch at
a local restaurant, visit the awe-inspiring Angkor Wat, the 12th century statetemple of Suriyavarman II, the largest religious monument on earth.

Angkor Gondola Boat Ride

Take a traditional Khmer gondola boat trip on a small reservoir in the evening
from the South Gate of Angkor Thom. Glide along gently as the sun sets and
visit a small cave. Take a short trek to the historical ruins of Prasart Chrung and
enjoy the sunset.

where to
stay

Angkor Wat
Amansara Resort Siem Reap

cruises
Heritage Line

Enjoy the singular touches of a boutique-luxury hotel, the leisurely
pace of a river cruise on “The Jayarvarman”, a floating sanctuary of
style and space. Go off the beaten track and enjoy new experiences.
From Vietnam to Cambodia and beyond, the mystic allure of cruising
is all consuming.

Choose from:
• Pearl of the Orient: Phnom Penh to Saigon - 4 days
• Serenity Cruise: Siem Reap to Phnom Penh – 4 & 5 days
• The Lost Civilization: Siem Reap to Ho Chi Minh City – 8 days
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via the Southern Gate and explore the ancient city. Then visit
the ruins at Bayon, Baphoun, Phimeanakas, the Royal Palace, the
Elephant Terrace and the Leper King Terrace. In the afternoon,
visit magnificent Angkor Wat and explore its extraordinary
architecture. Overnight.

Day 4: Siem Reap - Banteay Srei - Banteay Samre Taphrom – IKTT

After breakfast, visit the graceful 11th century Temple of ShivaBanteay Srei and the Banteay Samre Temple. On the way back,
visit the Ta Prohm Temple mystically enveloped in the jungle. In
the afternoon, visit the ‘Wisdom from the Forest’ project at the
Institute for Khmer Traditional Textiles (IKTT) and see how silk is
produced. Pick up some lovely souvenirs. Overnight.
Angkpr Temple Complex

suggested
itineraries
Cambodia Heritage – 5 days
Day 1: Phnom Penh - City Tour

Arrive and transfer to your hotel. In the afternoon, visit some
of the capital’s most impressive sights including the National
Museum, the Silver Pagoda, the Royal Palace and Wat Phnom,
Phnom Penh’s oldest shrine. Overnight.

Day 2: Phnom Penh

After breakfast, take a Cyclo Tour through the old colonial streets.
Stop at the Apsara Arts Association which provides needy
children education and training in dance, music and theatre. Visit
the Toul Sleng Genocide Museum.
In the afternoon, visit Wat Than where disabled land mine victims
are taught handicraft skills, the Russian Market offering souvenirs
clothing, silverware, and ceramics at bargain prices. Enjoy a
spectacular sunset boat cruise on the Mekong River. Overnight.

Day 3: Phnom Penh - Siem Reap - Angkor Complex

After an early breakfast, transfer to the airport and fly to Siem
Reap, arrive and transfer to your hotel. Later, enter Angkor Thom

Day 5: Siem Reap

Breakfast. Transfer to the airport.

Essential Cambodia – 8 days
Day 1: Phnom Penh - City Tour

Arrive Phnom Penh and transfer to your hotel. In the afternoon,
visit some of the most impressive sites including the National
Museum, the Silver Pagoda, the Royal Palace and Wat Phnom,
Phnom Penh’s oldest shrine. Overnight.

Day 2: Phnom Penh

After breakfast, take a cyclo tour through the old colonial streets.
Stop at the Apsara Arts Association which educates needy
children and trains them in dance, music and theatre. In the
afternoon, visit Wat Than where disabled land mine victims are
taught handicraft skills. Visit the Russian Market and go bargain
hunting for clothes, silverware, silk, bags, and ceramics. Take a 1
hour sunset boat cruise on the picturesque Mekong River. Overnight.

Day 3: Phnom Penh - Kompong Cham - Kompong
Thom
Breakfast. Drive to Kompong Cham which retains its colonialera charm and visit Wat Nokor Temple, the local market and see
French colonial architecture. After lunch, drive to Kompong Thom,
visiting the 11th century Wat Kohear Nokor en route. Overnight.

Day 4: Kompong Thom - Sambor Prei Kuk - Siem
Reap

Breakfast. Drive to the 7th century Sambor Prei Kuk Temple. Visit
the ancient capital of Chenla comprising 100 temples from the preAngkor period and the complex at Ishanapura which has 4 groups of
ancient Khmer temples. After lunch, drive to Siem Reap. Overnight.

Day 5: Siem Reap - Roluos Group - Ta Prohm

Breakfast. Visit the 9th and 10th century Roluos group of temples,
including Preah Ko, Bakong and Lolei Temples. In the afternoon,
visit the Bantey Kdei with its rarely seen sculpted female deities,
the Srah Srang lake and the impressive Ta Prohm Temple
mystically enveloped by the jungle. Visit the Ta Keo, Chau Say
Tevada and Thommanon Temples. Overnight.

Day 6: Siem Reap - Angkor Complex

Breakfast. Enter Angkor Thom via the Southern Gate and
explore the ancient city. Then visit the ruins at Bayon, Baphoun,
Phimeanakas, the Royal Palace, the Elephant Terrace and the
Leper King Terrace. In the afternoon, visit magnificent Angkor
Wat. Explore its extraordinary architecture and see a spectacular
sunset. Overnight.

Day 7: Siem Reap - Banteay Srei - Banteay Samre –
IKTT

After breakfast, visit the graceful 11th century Temple of Shiva Banteay Srei and the Banteay Samre Temple. On the way back,
you get to see the Ta Prohm Temple mystically enveloped by the
jungle. In the afternoon, visit the ‘Wisdom from the Forest’ project
at the Institute for Khmer Traditional Textiles (IKTT) to see how silk
is produced. Pick up some lovely silk products. Overnight.

Day 8: Siem Reap

Breakfast. Transfer to the airport.

Mekong River

Laos
Wat Xieng Thong, Luang Prabang

Laos is a landlocked country in the center of Indochina, bordered by
Burma and China to the northwest, Vietnam to the east, Cambodia to
the south and Thailand to the west.
Glittering temples, monks in saffron robes, misty mountain peaks,
aromatic markets, picturesque landscapes, lazy island life — Laos
is all about simple pleasures. Centuries-old monasteries co-exist
peacefully with cities that are fast adapting to tourism. But the
wilderness is still pristine, the culture still intact and the way of life,
still languid.
Do you know??
•

The Khone Papeng in Laos, is the largest waterfall in the whole
of Southeast Asia.

•

Laos is the “World’s Most Bombed Country.” Over two billion
tons of bombs were dropped there during the Vietnam War

•

The highest point in Laos, the Phou Bia, not open to tourists
because it is filled with unexploded ammunition.

•

You can pay not only with the Laotian currency, the Lao Kip, but
also with Thai Bahts and US Dollars.

•

Laos is covered with mountains and thick forests, which makes
communication a little difficult.

•

The Mekong River is also known as Mae Nam Khong (Mothers
of all Rivers).

Banteay Srei
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VIENTIANE

Half Day City Tour

Vientiane

Vientiane the capital is assembled from a collection of villages
centered on Buddhist temples. Visit the oldest Buddhist temple
- Wat Sisaket’s Ho Trai hall which contains 6840 Buddha images.
Opposite is Wat Prakeo where the Emerald Buddha, now in
Bangkok, was once housed. Continue to That Luang, the holy of
holies for Lao Buddhists. The great golden spire serves as a symbol
for the country. Stop for a photo at the Patouxai, or Victory Gate
and then visit a weavers’ village.

destination
information
Capital
Vientiane
Official Language
Lao
Government
Socialist Republic

Lao weaves

Currency
New Kip
Time Difference
Laos is 1 hour 30
minutes ahead of
India
Electricity
The electrical
current is 220 Volts,
AC 50 HZ. Two
prong plugs are
common
Best Time to Visit
November to April

Night Market

Cuisine:

Traditionally, Laotians eat by hand, used spoons for soup and
chopsticks for noodles. Their staple food is sticky rice. Fresh
vegetables and herbs appear in almost every Lao meal and meat
and fish are usually grilled or steamed. Try Larb - a spicy mixture of
marinated meat and/or fish with herbs, greens and spices and the
well known Papaya Salad. Lao cuisine has many regional variations
and the French legacy is still evident in Vientiane. Baguettes are
sold on the street, and fusion French restaurants are common. Lao
coffee from the Bolaven is highly regarded internationally and the
local Beer Lao is a good brew.

Buddha Park (Xieng Khuan)

Larb with rice

Day 1: Vientiane – City Tour

Mount Phousi as seen from the Mekong River Cruise

cruises
Discover the diversity of the most exciting river in
South East Asia and the cities, towns and temples
along its shores. Spend some unforgettable nights
on a sandbank in the middle of the jungle with all
creature comforts on board.

UNESCO site Pak Ou caves

Phu Si Hill

Catch an amazing sunset at Phu Si Hill or Chomsy Hill, just opposite the
Royal Palace Museum. The hill is only about 100 m high and the climb is not
strenuous. Start exploring the area around 4 pm and get to the main viewing
area of That Chomsi Temple by 5.30 pm.

Choose from:
• Luang Prabang : Luang Prabang to Luang
	Prabang - 3 days
• Southern Laos: Pakse to Pakse – 4 days
• Vientiane Luang Prabang: Vientiane to Luang
	Prabang – 6 days

where to
stay

Nightlife:

Buddha Park

Arrive in Vientiane and transfer to your hotel. Refresh and go on a
city tour that includes Pha That Luang, a gleaming golden stupa
- the national monument, Ho Pha Keo, the former royal temple,
now a museum with beautiful examples of Buddhist sculpture;
Wat Si Saket and Patuxai, a monumental arch inspired by the Arc
de Triomphe, but executed with Lao motifs. Overnight.

Day 2: Vientiane - Luang Prabang – City Tour

Mekong River Cruises of Laos

Luang Prabang

There are many markets around Vientiane. The city’s main
shopping streets are Samsenthai and Setthathirat, around the
Nam Phu Fountain area and the Morning Market. Pick up beautiful
sarongs, hand-woven shirts, handicrafts of bamboo and straw,
intricate weaves, elaborate silver trinkets, Lao paintings, precious
stones and more. In Luang Prabang, explore the Night Market on
Sisavangvong Road and shops in the Old Chinese Quarter.
Laos is not the place to come if you want a Patong-style holiday.
In Vientiane, a handful of nightclubs stay open past midnight.
Lazy riverside bars, quaint wine drinking venues and a handful of
nightclubs make up its nightlife. Luang Prabang is not a nightlife
destination but a few small establishments stay open past midnight.

This UNESCO site is a highlight of the Mekong River cruise. Board a simple
long boat from Luang Prabang and cruise along the Mekong River for 25 km,
stopping at a local Lao Whiskey Village or Sa Paper Village. Arrive and climb
the steep stairs to reach the caves housing hundreds of Buddha statues.
The caves serve as a repository for old Buddha images that can no longer
be venerated on an altar, either because they are damaged to the point of
disfigurement. Tham Ting or the lower cave contains approximately 2500 or
more Buddha statues.

Luang Prabang Walking Tour

Shopping:

Laos Classic Tour – 4 days

Pak Ou Buddha Caves

Visit the Buddha Park, housing more than 200 religious statues
including a huge 40m high reclining Buddha image. Take photos
from the top of the 3 storey high giant pumpkin structure. The
entrance looks like a demon’s mouth with a stone ladder inside
leading to a bird’s eye view.

Meet your guide at the Post Office in the centre of this small
UNESCO heritage town. Visit the former Royal Palace which is now
the National Museum. The palace was constructed during French

suggested
itineraries

rule and exhibits both French colonial and local designs. Then visit the 16th
century Wat Xiengthong, the finest of Lao temples. The elegant low-sweeping
roof of the chapel is a highlight of Lao religious architecture. See the ‘Tree of
Life’ mosaic. At Wat Visoun admire the impressive stupa. Visit the Traditional
Arts and Ethnic Centre.

Vientiane has a classic colonial luxury hotel, a few boutique options, and
several business-style hotels of international standards. Luang Prabang
offers some elegant resorts but elsewhere, there are few fancy resorts.
Unique Stays:
• Vientiane : Green Park Boutique Hotel
• Vientiane: Don Chan Palace Hotel & Convention Vientiane
• Luang Prabang: Satri House Secrets Retreats
• Luang Prabang: The Grand Luang Prabang
• Luang Prabang: Santi Resort and Spa
• Luang Prabang: Burasari Heritage

Breakfast. Transfer to the airport and fly to Luang Prabang. Arrive
and transfer to the hotel. Refresh and we shall proceed for an
enjoyable a city tour. Visit Wat Visoun, the oldest living temple
here and see its collection of antique wooden Buddhas. Visit
the nearby Wat Aham before continuing to Wat Xieng Thong,
the crown jewel with its many ornate buildings and exquisite
mosaic and gold-stenciled murals. Stroll down the main street.
Visit Mount Phousi for a sunset view. The climb entails 328 – 410
steps depending on where you enter. Overnight.

Day 3: Luang Prabang – Sightseeing Tour & Tham
Pak Ou

Breakfast. Visit the National Museum (former Royal Palace), a
modest but graceful building which combines traditional Lao
and French beaux-arts motifs. Continue to Wat Mai, once the
residence of the Patriarch of the Buddhist clergy. Enjoy a boat
excursion up the Mekong River to Tham Pak Ou Caves, housing
hundreds of Buddha images. On the way back, visit Ban Xang
Hai Village, famous for its lao lao - the local rice wine whisky and
Ban Xang Khong village known for its traditional hand woven
cotton and silk and local mulberry paper. Overnight.

Day 4: Luang Prabang – Kuang Si Waterfall

Breakfast. Check out and we shall proceed to travel by road
to Kuang Si Waterfall near Luang Prabang. Swim in the clear
turquoise waters or just relax. Visit Ban Ou or Ban Na Ouane
village before returning to Luang Prabang. Transfer to the
airport.
Satri House Secrets Retreet, Luang Prabang
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Wat Si Saket and Patuxai

The Treasure of Laos - 9 Days
Day 1: Vientiane – City Tour

Arrive in Vientiane and transfer to your hotel. Refresh and go on a
city tour that includes Pha That Luang, a gleaming golden stupa
- the national monument, Ho Pha Keo, the former royal temple,
now a museum with beautiful examples of Buddhist sculpture;
Wat Si Saket and Patuxai, a monumental arch inspired by the Arc
de Triomphe, but executed with Lao motifs. Overnight.

Day 2: Vientiane – Buddha Park

Breakfast. Visit Wat Xieng Khuan (Buddha Park), an open-air
museum to see a collection of whimsical but compelling statues of
Buddhist and Hindu gods. Rest of the day is at leisure. Overnight.

Day 3: Vientiane - Vang Vieng

Breakfast. Drive to the north through the scenic province of
Vientiane. Stop at a salt field in Ban Keun and then enjoy a boat
ride on Nam Ngum Lake, a serene, man-made reservoir. Arrive
Vang Vieng and check in at your hotel. Overnight.

Day 4: Vang Vieng - Phonsavanh

Ancient capital of Muang Khoun
Plain of Jars

Breakfast. Enjoy a short trek through rice paddies and stop at a
Hmong village in Ban Pha Thao to visit the cave. Continue to
Xang Cave (Elephant Cave), which contains Buddha images and
a Buddha footprint plus elephant shaped stalactites. Stop for
lunch on your own. We shall transfer by vehicle from Vang Vieng
to Phonsavanh with a stop at local villages on the way. Overnight.

Sui. Visit the Wat Ban Phong, the 2nd oldest temple in the province,
the scenic Nong Tang Lake, and Pha Cave which contains a 5m high
Buddha image dating from 777 AD, surrounded by smaller gold and
wooden statues of Arrive and transfer to your hotel. Overnight.

Day 7: Luang Prabang – City Tour

Breakfast. Visit Wat Visoun, the oldest living temple and see its
collection of antique wooden Buddhas. Visit the nearby Wat Aham
before continuing to Wat Xieng Thong, the crown jewel with its
many ornate buildings and exquisite mosaic and gold-stencilled
murals. Stroll down the main street. Visit Mount Phousi for a sunset
view. The climb entails 328 – 410 steps depending on where you
enter. Overnight.

Numerous Pagodas dotting the skyline of Bagan

Day 8: Luang Prabang – Pak Ou Caves

Myanmar

Breakfast. Travel by boat down the Mekong River to the Pak Ou
Caves filled with Buddha images. On the way back, stop at Ban
Xang Hai village famous for its lao lao, the local rice wine whisky.
Visit Ban Xang Khong village well known for its traditional hand
woven cotton, silk and local mulberry paper. Overnight.

Myanmar, formerly Burma, is a sovereign state in Southeast Asia
bordered by Bangladesh, India, China, Laos and Thailand. It has an
uninterrupted coastline along the Bay of Bengal and the Andaman
Sea. One of the world’s most mysterious and undiscovered
destinations, it is a land of breathtaking beauty, virgin jungles, snowcapped mountains, pristine beaches and spectacular monuments.
Come, explore its 2000 year old glorious heritage.

Day 9: Luang Prabang

Breakfast. Transfer to the airport.
Pak Ou caves

Do you know??
•
Wine-making is a popular industry - Sauvignon, Chardonnay,
	Late Wine and Inle Valley White Wine and many more.

Day 5: Phonsavanh – Plain of Jars

Breakfast. Visit the famous Plain of Jars, a mysterious and ancient
area, where over 300 huge stone jars apparently carved out of
solid rock are scattered around. The jars range from 1 to 3.25m in
height and weigh up to 6 tons each and are around 2,500 to 3,000
years old. According to legend, they were used to store wine. You
will visit Site I and Site II. Continue to Muang Khoun, an ancient
capital which was destroyed during the Indochina War and rebuilt
after 1975. Also visit Wat Phia That and That Foun. Overnight.

Day 6: Phonsavanh - Luang Prabang

Breakfast. Visit a lively open-air local market. Transfer by vehicle
from Phonsavanh to Luang Prabang with sightseeing at Muang

Balloon rides over Bagan

•

The Irrawaddy or Ayeyarwaddy River in Myanmar is believed to
be a symbol of ‘continuity.’

•

Plumpness is regarded as a sign of health.

•

Myanmar has over 135 ethnic tribes, “Barma” being around 68%
of the population.

•

A yellow paste from the Thankhatree is worn by women and
children on their faces as an insect repellent, sun block and
makeup.

•

Betel nut is very popular and people chew on it all day.
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Mandalay
Bagan

MYANMAR
Inle Lake
Yangon

Shwedagon Pagoda, Yangon

Hotels of all categories are available in Myanmar.
Unique Stays:
• Yangong : Chatrium
• Yangong : Kandawgyi Palace Hotel
• Yangong: Park Royal
• Yangong: Sedona
• Yangong: Strand
• Yangong: The Governor’s Residence

Yangon

Twante Excursion

destination
information
Capital
Nay Pyi Taw
Official Language
Burmese
Government
Unitary Presidential
Constitutional Republic
Currency
Kyat
Time Difference
Myanmar is 1 hour ahead of
India
Electricity
The electrical current is
230 Volts, AC 50 HZ. Two
prong plugs are common in
Myanmar.
Best Time to Visit
November to February

Burmese Cuisine

Cuisine:

Burmese food is heavily influenced by Chinese, Indian and South East Asian
cuisine. Typical dishes are curry-based and make use of chicken, seafood,
and mutton. Try Thouq - spicy salad, Peh-hin-ye - lentil soup, the unofficial
national dish- Mohinga - rice vermicelli in a fish broth served with boiled
eggs, fried fish cake and fritters and Khauk Swè Thohk - wheat noodle
salad with dried shrimps, shredded vegetables and other ingredients.
Try the Htan ye - fermented palm juice and Mandalay beer. Most hotels
and restaurants in Yangon offer a wide variety of international cuisine but
western fast food chains are absent.

Shopping:

You’ll find unique, reasonably-priced items in Yangon like lacquer ware,
tapestries and fabrics hand woven with gold and silver thread, antiques
of brass and wood, finer jades, sapphire and rubies. Go bargain-hunting at
Bogyoke Aung San Market (Scott Market) for low priced souvenirs, shop at
Chinatown and shopping centers around the city.

Nightlife:

Nightlife in Yangon barely existed. That has changed now and although
more venues are opening up, it cannot be compared to Bangkok or New
York. Visit trendy bars and pubs, relaxing rooftops, nightclubs and late
night Karaoke bars. 19th Street is a good place for street food. Along with
traditional Burmese, Chinese, and Indian restaurants, there are now Italian,
Japanese, Thai, Korean and western food outlets.

This morning, see rural Yangon - Twante which has very retained
its original character. Transfer to the jetty and take a local ferry
across the Yangon River to Dala. Take a local taxi to Twante,
glimpsing life along the Twante Canal. Visit Shwesandaw, Baung
Daw Gyoke Pagoda and take a trishaw to the pottery workshops.
Return to Yangon by the same way.

Tradition and Culture in Yangon

Meet your guide at City Hall and visit the Aung San Museum; walk
through Kandawgyi Park and take a tea break. Visit Shwedagon
Paya with its magnificent 98 m high golden dome covered with
tons of pure gold and numerous precious stones. The 2,500 year
old Pagoda enshrines strands of Buddha’s hair and other holy
relics. See the local market inside the eastern entrance and climb
the long, stair-filled corridor up to the pagoda platform.

Bago Excursion

Drive 80 km by private AC vehicle to Bago, an ancient capital of
the 6th century Mon Kingdom. See Shwethalyaung - the beautiful
55m long reclining Buddha, and the Mon style Shwemawdaw
Pagoda, one of the most venerated in Myanmar. Visit the wellrestored former Kambozathadi Palace and walk around the
colorful market.

Bagan

Hot Air Ballooning over Bagan

Enjoy and early morning hot air balloon trip to see the plains with
all Pagodas and the Ayeyarwaddy River. Glide over the pagodas
and enjoy the sunrise.

The Governor’s Residence, Yangon

river cruises

Experience the enchanting sights, scents and sounds of the
Ayeyarwaddy River on 3 to 11 night cruises aboard the Road
To Mandalay.
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Mystical Myanmar – 8 days
Picturesque Inle lake

Day 1: Yangon – City Tour

Arrive Yangon Airport where our representative will meet and
transfer you to your hotel. On your afternoon tour, visit the old
colonial part of downtown and the famous Shwedagon Pagoda,
one of the wonders of the world with its golden dome covered
with precious jewels. See the beautiful pavilions, stupas, images
and bells. Return to your hotel. Overnight.

• Highlights of Myanmar: Mandalay to Bagan - 4 days
• Images of Golden Land: Bagan to Mandalay - 5 days
• Ayeyarwaddy Adventure: Bagan – Mandalay – Bagan 8 days
• Gorges of Far North: Mandalay – Bhamo - Bagan 12 days

panoramic view of Bagan and beautiful sunset in the evening
from the elevated terraces of Shwe San Daw Stupa. Overnight.

Day 4: Bagan – Mandalay

Day 2: Yangon – Bagan – Sightseeing Tour

Early breakfast and transfer to the airport to fly to Bagan. Arrive
and transfer to the hotel. This morning, visit the 11th century
Shwezigon Pagoda and the Ananda Temple with 4 huge
standing Buddha images. In the afternoon, visit a lacquer ware
workshop and the Myingaba Gy Byauk Gyi Temple, famous for
its ancient mural paintings; see Myazedi Stupa - Myanmar’s
“Rosetta Stone,” bearing inscriptions in 4 languages. Visit
Bu Paya Stupa and enjoy a breathtaking sunset. Overnight.

After breakfast, transfer to the airport and depart for Mandalay.
Arrive and proceed to Amarapura to visit the famous Maha
Gandhayone Monastery and picturesque U Bein Wooden Bridge
on Taungthaman Lake. Continue to Mandalay, passing a street
where thousands of Buddha images are made out of marble. See
the gold leaf making workshop. Visit the beautiful teak monastery
of Shwe Kyaung (Golden Palace Monastery) and Kuthodaw Pagoda
with 729 marble slabs of Buddhist scriptures. Enjoy the sunset from
Mandalay Hill. Return back to the hotel and check in. Overnight.

Day 3: Bagan - Sightseeing Tour

Day 5: Mandalay – Heho – Inle Lake

After breakfast, morning is at leisure you can stroll through
busy Nyaung Oo Market and pick up some local produce.Leave
from your hotel by horse-carts and travel over dusty lanes, past
temples and monasteries to Taung Bi village. Visit the noodle
makers, a Myanmar-style movie theatre, the village hairdresser
and the local tea shop. Continue to the Irrawaddy River and along
the way pay a visit to some of the family businesses including
blacksmiths, brick makers, dry snack ‘factories’ and bamboo
roof producers. Return to your hotel. In the afternoon, enjoy the
Shwedagon Pagoda, Yangon

Choose from:

Stupas on Inle Lake

After breakfast, transfer to the airport and fly to Heho. Arrive Heho
and transfer to Nyaung Shwe town and enjoy a boat ride on the
vast and picturesque Inle Lake. Observe the unique one-legged
rowing technique and traditional methods of fishing. Overnight .

Day 6: Inle Lake – Sightseeing Tour

Breakfast. Explore Inle Lake, the floating gardens, the Nga Phe
Chaung monastery, the Phaung Daw Oo Pagoda, local weaving
industries and fascinating Indein village. Overnight.

Day 7: Inle Lake – Heho – Yangon

After breakfast, transfer to Nyaung Shwe and proceed to Heho. Fly
to Yangon. Arrive and check into your hotel. In the afternoon go
shopping at the sprawling Bogyoke Aung San market for gems &
jewellery, lacquer ware, wood carvings, silverware, paintings and
other handicrafts. Overnight.

Day 8: Yangon

Breakfast. Transfer to Yangon Airport.

Hong Kong
Macau
China
Japan
Taiwan
South Korea

Victoria Peak Tram

Hong Kong
Hong Kong City

Situated on the southeast coast of China, Hong Kong’s strategic location
on the Pearl River Delta and South China Sea has made it one of the
world’s most thriving and cosmopolitan cities. It is the world’s most
vertical city. A unique blend of East and West, it has left its colonial past
behind, and is truly Chinese at heart. Come, explore its colorful history
and diverse culture.
Do you know??
•

Hong Kong means Fragrant Harbor

•

Hong Kong is the most densely populated city in the world.

•

Hong Kong has more Rolls Royce’s per person than any other city in
the world.

•

The Hong Kong dollar is the 8th most traded currency in the
world.

•

In Hong Kong, architects take Feng Shui (wind/water elements)
into consideration in the design and construction of buildings.

•

The Tsing Ma Bridge is the world’s longest road and rail suspension
bridge.

•

Hong Kong has the most skyscrapers in the world, classified as
buildings with more than 14 floors.
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Besides the 3 - 5 star hotels, Hong Kong has
lot to offer its visitors. However, it has some
the most unique hotels that you can find:

HONG KONG

Deluxe Hong Kong Island Tour

On this full day tour visit the famous Man Mo Temple, Aberdeen Fishing Village,
Stanley Market, a shopper’s paradise. After a delicious dim sum lunch at Jumbo
Floating Restaurant, visit a jewellery factory where and take a Peak Tram ride to
Victoria Peak (one way ticket included).

Hong Kong

destination
information

Hong Kong Disneyland

Capital
Hong Kong
Official Language
Cantonese, English
Government
Special Administrative
Region of the People’s
Republic of China

Dim Sum

Cuisine:

Jade Carving

Currency
Hong Kong Dollar
Time Difference
Hong Kong is 2 hours 30
minutes ahead of India
Electricity
The electrical current
is 220 Volts, AC 50 HZ.
Most power sockets are
designed for a 3-pin
rectangular plug and
socket.
Best Time to Visit
October to December

Cuisine: Hong Kong is a city of sizzling woks, tinkling wine
glasses, cozy eateries and celebrated culinary festivals. Its
cuisine is heavily influenced by Cantonese, Western, Japanese
and South East Asian cuisine. The staple is noodles or rice.
Street-side food is as popular as restaurant fare. Eat at seafood
districts like Aberdeen and Wan Chai, Lei Yue Mun, Sai Kung and
Lamma Island.

souvenirs, toys, watches and cosmetics – the choice is yours!
Shopping areas are Hong Kong island and Kowloon. Bargain
at market stalls at the Stanley and Ladies Market and shop for
traditional porcelain, silks, embroidery, scrolls and handicrafts
at China Arts and Crafts. There are plenty of skyscraper malls,
flagship stores, factory outlets, chic and hip boutiques to make
your day!

Enjoy the popular Dim Sum, Chinese Barbecue, Hotpot, Cha
Siu Bau - steamed pork buns, Roasted Pork Belly, Fish Balls,
Congee, Roast Pigeon, Sinning Jin Yuen Gain – lemon chicken
and Wife Cake - traditional Chinese pastry. There are over 11,000
restaurants serving Indian, Chinese, western and fusion cuisine.

Nightlife: Explore Tsim Sha Sui, the iconic Lan Kwai Fong and
Wan Chai areas, home to bustling eateries, restaurants, pubs
and bars. Western nightclubs or cabarets cater to foreigner
visitors and performances include singing, acrobat, folk dances
and Cantonese Opera. Discos are in the big hotels around Tsim
Sha Tsui, Wan Chai and Central. Take a luxury night cruise over
Victoria Harbor or a Lei Yue Mun Seafood Village Dinner Cruise.
Hong Kong has a flourishing arts scene that includes jazz
ensembles, orchestras, film festivals and street market operas.

Shopping:

Classic, cutting-edge, everyday and offbeat- designer brands,
designer imitation goods, Feng Shui charms, electronics,

Traditional Porcelain

Jumbo Floating Restaurant , Aberdeen

Avenue of the Stars

Avenue of Stars

Take a magical trip to Hong Kong Disneyland in the afternoon and enter Main
Street, U.S.A., Adventureland, Fantasyland and Tomorrowland. Enjoy all the
classic Disney attractions, unique shops, restaurants, dazzling entertainment
and a spectacular fireworks display.

The Avenue of Stars pays tribute to the names that helped make Hong Kong
the ‘Hollywood of the East’, while giving visitors a panoramic view of the
city’s most iconic sights. See commemorative plaques, celebrity handprints,
movie memorabilia, a life-size statue Bruce Lee and more.

All New Ocean Park  - Hong Kong’s must-visit attraction!

Ladies Market

Ocean Park Hong Kong is the 2012 recipient of the highly coveted and
prestigious APPLAUSE AWARD, presented by Liseberg Amusement Park. The
APPLAUSE AWARD is the single most highly acclaimed prize of the attractions
industry around the world. Home to many precious animals, including giant
pandas, red pandas and golden monkeys, Ocean Park offers a unique glimpse
into the habitats of these creatures and a message of conservation. Start
your discovery at Aqua City, an immersive ocean-themed area. Be amazed
by Symbio, the world’s first 360-degree water screen show, playing every
evening at the Lagoon! Take the iconic Cable Cars to Ocean Theatre and catch
“Sea Dreams”, featuring dolphins and sea lions!  On Thrill Mountain, get that
adrenaline pumping with the Park’s wildest roller coaster, the Hair Raiser! Take
a trip to Old Hong Kong, a gateway into the city’s golden age of the past. For
a cool experience, take a ride on the Arctic Blast to the Polar Adventure, where
southern rockhopper penguins, gentoo penguins, king penguins and pacific
walruses wait beneath the auroras. Come join the fun!

“

testimonial
Our tour was to Hong Kong, Macau and Shenzhen very well
planned and executed. The hotels were also very good.
Thank you for your services.
Mr. Marazban E. Kodia
Mumbai

“

Unique Stays:
• East
• The Upper House
• Mira
• Hotel LKF
• Hullet House

Try your haggling skills at the Ladies’ Market on Tung Choi Street, with over
100 stalls of bargain clothing, watches, cosmetics, bags, home furnishings,
accessories, souvenirs and trinkets up for grabs. Enjoy!

Victoria Peak & Jumbo Dinner

Visit Victoria Peak to enjoy the breathtaking night view of the harbor and the
city and enjoy an excellent dinner at Jumbo Floating Restaurant at Aberdeen

Macau & Cotai Strip

Discover Chinese and Portuguese heritage after arriving in Macau from
Hong Kong. See the statue of Kun Iam on the waterfront, the ruins of St.
Paul’s, visit the Museum of Macau and the observation lounge of Macau
Tower. Then, see the 400 year old Temple of A-Ma and the Lotus Flower in
Full Bloom sculpture at Lotus Square. Enjoy a 3 hour stop at Las Vegas Sands’
Venetian Macao Resort on the Cotai Strip. Try your luck at the casino, go
dining, shopping and see world-class shows before returning to Hong Kong.

Shenzhen “Window of the World” & Lo Wu Shoping

Shenzhen is just across the border from Hong Kong in a coach and after
immigration, enjoy a late Indian lunch at a renowned restaurant. Visit the
mineral museum and the Nanshan District. Spend about 2 hours at Window
of the World, the famous 480,000sqm theme park. Explore the World Square,
Asia Area, Oceania Area, Europe Area and North America Area. Stop at the
Lo Wu Shopping Mall for an hour. Depart for Hong Kong by 1st class train
followed by coach transfer back to your hotel.

cruises
Hong Kong is the foremost deep-water
harbor in Asia, and most of the well known
cruise lines call at Hong Kong. For sheer
luxury and convenience, nothing can beat a
cruise holiday.

Choose from:
• Avalon Cruise: Magical China and
Yangtze River Cruise – 11 days
• Silver Sea: From Hong Kong to
Singapore – 9 days
• Celebrity: South East Asia – 16 days
• Holland America Line: Far East
Discovery – 17 days
• Royal Caribbean International:
Best of Kaohsiung – 4 days
• Oceania Cruises: Pearls of the
	Orient – 17 days

suggested
itineraries

Hong Kong & Macau – 6 days
Day 1: Hong Kong – Macau

Land of Disney at Hong Kong – 4 days
Day 1: Hong Kong

Arrive Hong Kong International Airport, and meet our
representative who will transfer you to your hotel. Day at leisure visit Ladies Market or the Night Markets of Hong Kong. Overnight.

Day 2: Hong Kong – City Tour
Repulse Bay

After breakfast enjoy a half day city tour on seat in coach (SIC)
basis. Visit Victoria Peak, Golden Bauhinia Square, Repulse Bay,
a jewellery factory and Kowloon city area. Enjoy Hong Kong by
night on your own. Overnight.

Day 3: Hong Kong – Disneyland

After breakfast check out and proceed to your Disneyland hotel
by coach (SIC basis). Enjoy Disneyland. Located on reclaimed land
on Lantau Island, it is the first theme park inside the Hong Kong
Disneyland Resort. Enjoy yourself at the six themed areas: Main
Street, U.S.A., Fantasyland, Adventureland, Tomorrowland, Grizzly
Gulch and Toy Story Land. See fabulous fireworks at the Castle of
the Sleeping Beauty. Overnight at Disneyland .

Day 4: Disneyland Hotel – Hong Kong
TurboJet

After breakfast, check out and meet in the hotel lobby for your
SIC transfer to Hong Kong Airport.
Arctic Blast at Ocean Park Hong Kong

Upon arrival at the Hong Kong International Airport, make your way
to the Air Sea Express Counter for your trip via TurboJet to Macau.
Arrive and make your way to the free shuttle bus hotel counter
for transfer to your hotel. Explore the city on your own. Overnight.

Day 2: Macau - City Tour

After breakfast. Visit some World Heritage Sites including Na
Tcha Temple, Old City Walls, Mount Fortress and the landmark
of Macau – ruins of St. Paul’s Roman Catholic Church, built in
1602 and burned by fire in 1835. Enjoy a buffet lunch at a local
restaurant. End the tour at Macau Maritime Terminal and take the
free shuttle bus transfer to your hotel. Overnight.

Day 3: Macau - Hong Kong

After breakfast, take the free shuttle bus transfer from your hotel
to Macau Maritime Terminal for a 60 minute ride by catamaran to
Hong Kong arrive and transfer to your hotel. Overnight.

Day 4: Hong Kong - City Tour

Breakfast. After pick up from the lobby, visit Victoria Peak (1809
ft) to enjoy the famous panoramic view of Hong Kong Harbour.
Drive past the beautiful beach at Repulse Bay to Stanley Market,
a popular bargain hunting centre for clothes, paintings and
souvenirs. Drive past by Deep Water Bay to Aberdeen, an old
fishing village. Visit a craft factory. Overnight.

Day 5: Hong Kong – Ocean Park

After breakfast, proceed to Ocean Park, start off with a visit to
our new stars at Polar Adventure. Then scream like crazy on Thrill
Mountain’s wild rides! Watch the dolphin and sea lion at Ocean
Theatre. Meet the exotic animals at Rainforest, ride the cable
car for a 350 degree view. Take an awe-inspiring tour through
a world of fish at the Aqua City, and discover the fun tastes of
yesteryears in Old Hong Kong! Return to your hotel. Overnight.

Day 6: Hong Kong

After breakfast, check out and transfer to Hong Kong
International Airport.
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Macau
Macau is on the western bank of the Pearl River Delta in southern
Guangdong Province, China. It adjoins the Mainland city of Zhuhai
and lies some 60 km east of Hong Kong.
You’d be forgiven for thinking of Goa when you’re in Macau. The
cobble-stone streets, Art Deco buildings that house designer shops,
baroque churches, fortresses, gardens and museums add to the
charm of this former Portuguese colony. Heavily dependent on
gambling and tourism for its economy, this sleepy, Mediterraneanstyle city has a character very different from its mother-country,
China.
Do you know??
•

Macau was called‘Haojing’(Oyster Mirror) or Jinghai (Mirror Sea),
before the Portuguese immigrated there in 16th century.

•

Macau was the first and last European colony in China.

•
It has become the world’s biggest gambling market, outgrowing
	Las Vegas and is the only place in China where gambling
is legal.

Ruins of St. Paul

•

Though Macau is a part of China, it has its own currency called
Macanese Pataca.

•

The flights between Macau and Mainland China are considered as
international flights.

good
to know

things to do
and see

CHINA

MACAU

Macau Day Tour

After your hotel pick up, visit the Statue of Kum Iam, the goddess
of Mercy and the Macau Tower. Explore the shops or enter the
observation deck at 61/F for a panoramic view at your own
expense. Visit the 400 year old A-Ma Temple, the most famous
temple in Macau. After lunch, visit the Ruins of St. Paul and enjoy
a walking tour down to Ladies Street and Senado Square. Try your
luck at the world famous casino before returning to the hotel.

Macau

destination
information
Capital
Macau

Gondola Ride

House of Dancing Water

No trip to The Venetian would be complete without a romantic
glide down the Grand Canal in an authentic Venetian Gondola
accompanied by your singing gondolier.

Official Language
Portuguese, Cantonese.

Gondola Ride and Shopping at The Venetian

Government
Special Administrative
Region of the People’s
Republic of China.

Cuisine:

Local food is a blend of Cantonese and Portuguese cuisines. Its
ingredients and seasonings include those from Europe, Latin
America, Africa, India, Southeast Asia and China. Try the Portuguese
Bacalhau, a staple made of dried slices of codfish; Galinha à
Portuguesa/Africana - Portugeuse/African chicken, Macanese
chili shrimps and stir-fried curry crab. Popular street foods are
the Portuguese egg tart, traditional almond cookies and pork
sandwiches. Tapas are also an integral part of Macanese cuisine.

Currency
Pataca, but dollars are
more acceptable.
Time Difference
Macau is 2 hours 30
minutes ahead of India

Shopping:

Major luxury brands are available in Macau. Local brands and
souvenir shops offer quality goods, especially at the Ruins of St.
Paul’s. Avenida de Almeida Ribeiro region is good for jewellery and
souvenirs. Don’t miss the shopping malls in the Cotai Region.

Electricity
The electrical current
is 220 Volts, AC 50 HZ.
Most power sockets are
designed for a 3-pin
rectangular plug and
socket.
Best Time to Visit
October to December

Nightlife:

Almond Cookies

Macau’s nightlife is famous for its variety, frenetic pace and constant
change. Take a cruise from the Inner Harbor, go to the disco; Try the
bars and pubs along the Avenida Dr. Sun Yat-Sen and enjoy great
music. Go by Senado Square for lip-smacking treats; and of course,
try your luck at the casinos. A dazzling smorgasbord of shows can
now be enjoyed in entertaining Macau – the city that never sleeps!

House of Dancing Water

This breathtaking show is one of the greatest attractions in
Macau. It is housed in a 2000 seat purpose-built theater designed
with many breakthroughs including a stage pool that holds 3.7
million gallons of water. Enjoy an epic love story and spectacular
journey through time, showcasing dazzling costumes, special
effects and record breaking acts.

Macau Tower Sky jump and Sky Walk

Stand atop a man-made Macau Tower at 338 m, by climbing
100 m up the mast’s vertical ladder. Or freefall from the World’s
Highest Bungy Jump at speeds of up to 200km/hr! SkyJump
enables daredevils to fly through the air at 75km/h, without
rebounding or inverting, before decelerating to a comfortable
landing speed. Skywalk X is a thrilling walk around the main
outer rim of the tower, 233 m above ground. Safety is guaranteed
by a world-first overhead rail system . . . but there’s no hand rail!

Light and Sound Show

At sunset, enjoy the daily  ‘Lights & Sounds’ show with its special
theme images, incredible visuals and relaxing music in the heart
of MGM MACAU. Show Schedule: Daily from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.
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where to
stay
From international 5-star brand hotels offering shopping malls and leisure
facilities to chic medium-sized hotels, budget hotels and pousadas (inns),
there’s plenty on offer in Macau.
Unique Stays:
• The Venetian Macau
• The Sheraton Macau  
• Casa Real Hotel
• Galaxy Hotel
The Venetian

suggested
itinerary
Hong Kong & Macau – 6 days
Day 1: Hong Kong – Macau

Arrive at the Hong Kong International Airport, make your way to
the Air Sea Express Counter for your trip via TurboJet to Macau.
Arrive and make your way to the free shuttle bus hotel counter
for transfer to your hotel. Explore the city on your own. Overnight.

China

Day 2: Macau - City Tour

After breakfast, visit World Heritage Sites including Na Tcha Temple,
Old City Walls, Mount Fortress and the landmark of Macau – Ruins of St.
Paul’s Roman Catholic Church, built in 1602 and burned by fire in 1835.
Enjoy a buffet lunch at a local restaurant. End the tour at Macau Maritime
Terminal and take the free shuttle bus transfer to your hotel. Overnight.

Officially the People’s Republic of China, is a sovereign state located in
East Asia. It is the world’s most populous country, with a population of
over 1.35 billion. China is the world’s second-largest country by land area.

Macau Tower

Everyone’s talking about China. And if you’re not, you’re probably
wearing or using something that was made there. With one of the oldest
civilizations, a violent, imperial, and often reclusive past, and a now
booming economy that promises to take over the world. A terrain as
diverse as the cuisine, an ancient, all-pervasive culture, and some of the
most modern cities on earth, China is an absolute must-see.

Day 3: Macau - Hong Kong

After breakfast, take the free shuttle bus transfer from your hotel to Macau
Maritime Terminal for a 60 minute ride by catamaran to Hong Kong, arrive
and transfer to your hotel. Overnight.

Ferry Point
The ferry between Hong Kong and Macau is the only practical way to travel
between these two destinations.
• Ferries run from the Shun Tak in Sheung Wan on Hong Kong Island and
from the China Ferry Terminal in Tsim Sha Tsui (TST) in Kowloon.
Additional ferries run to the Taipa ferry terminal offering easier access to
Macau’s major casinos.
• Duration: 60-75 minutes, depending on sea conditions and the boat used.
• From Central: Every fifteen minutes from 07:00 until 24:00 with 7
additional sailings throughout the night. During peak hours Turbojet lays
on extra ferries to cope with demand.
• From TST: Every 30 minutes from 07:00 until 24:00, and currently no
additional night sailings.

Day 4: Hong Kong - City Tour

Breakfast. After hotel pick up, visit Victoria Peak (1809 ft) to enjoy the
famous panoramic view of Hong Kong Harbour. Drive past Repulse Bay
to Stanley Market, a popular bargain hunting centre for clothes, paintings
and souvenirs. Drive past by Deep Water Bay to Aberdeen, an old fishing
village. Visit a craft factory. Overnight.

Day 5: Hong Kong – Ocean Park

After breakfast, visit Ocean Park, one of the largest ocean aquariums in
the world, with dolphin and sea lion shows at Ocean Theatre, thrilling
rides, Asia’s largest film simulator ride and giant pandas. Visit the Middle
Kingdom and watch the 5,000 year-old history of China, ride the cable car
for a 360 degree view. Return to your hotel. Overnight.

Do you know??
•

The Chinese invented paper, the compass, gunpowder, and
printing.

•

China invented ice cream, and Marco Polo is rumored to have
taken the recipe (along with the recipe for noodles) back with
him to Europe.

•

The Chinese have made silk since at least 3,000 B.C.

•

The Three Gorges Hydroelectric Dam spans the Yangtze River
and is the largest dam in the world.

•

The Great Wall of China is the largest man made structure in the
world, stretching an incredible 8,850 km.

•

The summit of Mt Everest marks the border between China and Nepal.

The Venetian
Cable Car Ride at Ocean Park

Day 6: Hong Kong

After breakfast, check out and transfer to Hong Kong International Airport.
The Great Wall of China

Casino

Temple of Heaven, Beijing

good
to know

Beijing

CHINA

Xi’an

Chengdu

Shanghai

Guangzhou

Guangzhou City Tour
Chinese Opera

Visit the Dr. Sun Yat-sen, a gorgeous octagonal structure with strong national
features. Then visit the landmark of Guangzhou - the Five Rams Statue on Yuexiu
Mountain, Guangzhou Museum and the Arts and Crafts Center. After lunch at
a restaurant, continue to the Chen Clan Academy and then visit Hualin Temple
housing 500 golden Buddhist statues. Finally visit Shamian Island, a former
British and French enclave, home to some of the best preserved European
architecture in China.

Chinese Calligraphy

Ganzhou

Hong Kong
Macau

destination
information
Capital
Beijing
Official Language
Mandarin

Steamed rice and noodles form the staple food of China though
the cuisine varies according to the region. Cantonese cuisine is
healthier with more steamed, boiled or stir-fried food, Beijing
cuisine is famous for being rich and more elaborate, Hunan cuisine
is thick and pungent, while the cuisine of Sichuan is spicier than
the rest. Chinese tea is a part of every meal, throughout the day.
Enjoy Dim Sum, Buddha’s Delight - vegetables cooked in soy
sauce, Beijing Duck - thin, crisp slices of duck skin wrapped in a
fresh flour tortilla served with plum sauce, cucumber, and green
onions. Shanghai noodles, Sichuan soup and Longevity Buns. Try
Guangdong dumplings, Hot Pot - a simmering stew, with meat,
poultry, seafood or vegetables cooked in a central container and
Kung Pao Chicken.

Currency
Yuan/Renminbi
Time Difference
China is 2 hours 30
minutes ahead of India

Best Time to Visit
March to May and
September to November

Cuisine:

What to eat and drink

Government
People’s Republic
of China

Electricity
The electric current is
220 Volts, AC 50 HZ.
Most power sockets are
designed for a 2 – pin
plug and socket.

Peking Duck

Shopping:
Chinese Silk Dress
Chinese Pearls

China is famous for its designer imitations, silk, tea, antiques,
paintings, calligraphy, Yunani medicines, jade, pearls and
handicrafts. From roadside stalls to the large-scale modern
shopping malls, China is a shoppers’ dream!

Shanghai: This “Shopping Paradise” and “Oriental Paris” offers

shopping areas clearly divided into “Four Streets and Four
Cities”. Visit Nanjing Road for centuries old shops and modern
malls, Huanhai Road for top-end international designer brands,
North Sichuan Road for good inexpensive merchandise and the
Middle Tibet Road for local food, arts and crafts. Yuyuan Tourist
Mart, Xujiahui Shopping City, New Shanghai Shopping City and
Jiali Sleepless City are the bustling “Four Cities”. Buy silk, shoes,
porcelains, jade ware, bronze and wood ware, calligraphy,
paintings and embroidery.

Nightlife: China has lot to offer to all where nightlife is concerned.
Beijing: Beijing is the cultural centre of China. The 200-year old

Peking Opera is a true reflection of Chinese culture with singing,
dancing, acrobatics, a 2000 year old art form and martial arts.
Enjoy an opera at the Laoshe Teahouse, over cups of famous
Chinese tea. Sanlitun Pub Street and the surrounding embassy
area in the Chaoyang District are hot spots for the young. VICS,
JJ Bar, Hugo Club and Banana are some of the popular pubs on
the street.

Shanghai: Stroll down Yandang Road with its teahouses,
Beijing: Shop at the Panjiayuan flea market and large scale bars and Chinese and Western restaurants. Hengshan Road Bar

shopping centres like Beijing Friendship Store, Shin Kong Palace,
Lufthansa Centre and Parkson which offer luxury goods of super
brands. Some of the popular shopping streets are Hongqiao Street
and Silk Street. The Hongqiao Market is also known as the ‘Pearl
Market.’ Buy Beijing‘s cloisonné enamel and fresh water pearls.

Street is lined with dozens of bars, discotheques and teahouses,
Hengshan Road spoils you for choice. Dongdan Street, Xidan
Street, Donghuamen Gate and Longfusi Temple area are the main
four night market areas, great for delicious street food.

things to do
and see
BEIJING

Forbidden City, Temple of Heaven & Summer Palace

Visit the Forbidden City, the largest and most well-preserved ancient imperial
residence in China today. Next, visit the Temple of Heaven and then a Chinese
traditional Silk Arts Centre. Enjoy lunch at a local Chinese restaurant before
visiting the exquisitely designed Summer Palace, the best-preserved imperial
garden in the world.

Great Wall - Huangya Pass, Eastern Qing Tombs

Visit the Great Wall - Huangya Pass at the northernmost tip of the Tianjin. Then
visit the Temple of Solitary Joy (Dule si) with its 16m-high statue of Guanyin, the
largest existing terracotta figure in China. After lunch at a local restaurant, visit
the Eastern Qing Tombs, amongst the finest, best-preserved and largest of the
extant tomb complexes. Admire the exquisite architecture of Dingdongling,
the tomb of Empress Dowager Cixi and visit Yuling, the tomb of Emperor
Qianlong. Visit a Tea House to enjoy a tea ceremony.

Xiushui Silk Market Shopping

Visit Xiushui Silk Market at Xiushui Dongjie. Browse 410 stalls offering garments,
silk products, traditional handicrafts, souvenirs and various international
branded products. Enjoy a tea ceremony at a Chinese Tea House.

Imperial Cruise, Summer Palace & Imperial Dinner

Enjoy a royal cruise along the Changhe River from the Beijing Exhibition
Centre pier and cruise past the Beijing Aquarium, Zhenjue Temple, Purple
Bamboo Park, Longevity Temple and other landmarks to the Summer Palace.
Enter through the South Gate and enjoy your visit. Return to Beihai Park for a
delicious Imperial Dinner at Fanshan restaurant.

Yangtze River Gorge
17 Arch Bridge in Beijing Summer Palace

Pearl River Cruise

Cruise along the dazzling Guangzhou Pearl River, whose beauty matches that
of the Seine. Enjoy a delicious buffet onboard. Sail from the White Goose Pool
to the Guangzhou Bridge before heading to Baihedong, admiring the scenery
as you glide along.

Shanghai

Magnificent Shanghai

Visit Fuxing Park, originally a private garden during the Ming Dynasty; the park
was taken over by the French after the Opium War and converted it into a typical
Parisian city park. Visit the famous Jade Buddha Temple housing two very
precious jade Buddha statues which were brought from Burma. Visit Nanjing
Road, one of the best shopping streets in Shanghai and enjoy a beautiful
cityscape from the Bund. Enjoy lunch in a local restaurant. Visit the Shanghai
Museum and the 100 year old Yu Garden in the old city.

Su Zhou & Zhou Zhang

Visit Su Zhou, a 600 BC town in the Yangtze basin, with interconnected
waterways and beautiful environment and often referred to as “The
Venice of the East”. It escaped the ravages of the Cultural Revolution
and its famous gardens survived almost intact. Visit the Master of Nets
Garden, Panmen Ancient City Wall, Grand Canal and a silk factory.
After lunch, visit Zhou Zhuang famous for its simple architecture, well preserved
for over 900 years. Visit an old residence in the old town and take a boat ride.

“

Purple Bamboo Park

testimonial
Wonderful trip to China thanks to your planning of every detail. We
can’t thank you enough for such a great experience... will certainly go
with TBi for our next trip!
Usha & Ashok Bhandarkar
Mumbai

“

Shanghai City Skyline
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suggested
itineraries

Xian

Half Day City Tour

See the Great Wild Goose Pagoda, the symbol of Xi’an, first built during the
Tang Dynasty to keep safe Buddhist scriptures brought back from India by
Monk Xuan Zhang. Visit the Tang Dynasty City Walls built when Chang’an was
the capital. The wall is the only complete city wall that exists in China.

The Essence of China – 11 days

Half Day Terracotta Warriors Tour

See the 6,000 terracotta figures of warriors and horses that were buried
underground for more than 2000 years. The site is now the famous terra-cotta
Museum, which consists of three main buildings, Pit 1, Pit 2 and Pit 3. The three
pits occupy an area of 2,000 square meters, housing about 8,000 life-size pottery
warriors and horses. These are acclaimed as the ‘Eighth Wonder of the World.’
Great Wild Goose Pagoda
A Traditional Chinese Couple

cruises
Ocean Cruises

Many international cruise liners call at Hong Kong, Xingang (for Beijing) and
Shanghai. Amongst them are cruise companies like Cunard, P&O, Princess,
Seabourn, Star Cruises, Celebrity Cruises, Royal Caribbean, Holland America,
Crystal Cruises, Silversea Cruises and Oceania Cruises.

River Cruises
Waterhouse at South Bund
Terracota Warriors

where to
stay
China offers a wide range of accommodation options, with standards that rival
and in many cases, surpass the West. Besides 3 - 5 star hotels, try some unique
experiences too!
Unique Stays:
• Shanghai: Waterhouse at South Bund
• Shanghai: Grand Hyatt
• Shanghai: JW Marriott
• Guilin: Homa Chateau

Cruise down the Yangtze River and experience China’s rich history and
culture at a more leisurely pace. Cruise in April, May, September or October
when the weather is at its best.

Day 6: Xi’an - Three Gorges Yangtze River Cruise

Day 1: Beijing

Arrive at Beijing International Airport. Meet your guide and transfer
to your hotel. Overnight.

After breakfast, visit the well preserved Xi’an City Wall for a
beautiful view. Fly to Chongqing. Meet your local guide and
transfer to Chongqing city. If time permits, visit the famous
pandas in the zoo. Enjoy a Chongqing Hot Pot meal and transfer
to your deluxe Yangtze River Cruise ship. Overnight on board.

Day 2: Beijing

Day 7: Fengdu

Breakfast. Morning visit Tian’anmen Square, where many key
events took place. Visit the Forbidden City, where the Emperors
lived with their many wives. Go on a Tricycle Hutong tour to see
aspects of daily life; climb the Bell Tower. Enjoy a local Chinese
dumpling lunch. Tonight, enjoy a welcome dinner, serving the
most famous meal in Beijing—Beijing Duck. Also see an exciting
Chinese Acrobatic Show. Overnight.

Day 3: Beijing – Great Wall

After breakfast visit the Great Wall at Mutianyu, a 2 hours’ drive with
local guide and driver.
The Great Wall was built on high mountains. Take the cable car up to
the wall. Walk for about half hour on the Wall, to arrive at “Wild Wall,” a
part that has not been restored for over 500 years. On the way back,
stop at the Olympic Stadium, nicknamed ‘Bird’s Nest’ and the National
Aquatic Centre, also known as the “Water Cube.” Overnight.

Day 4: Beijing

Avalon River Cruise: Experience the heart of China with Avalon, well known
for small-ship cruising. The cruises include comprehensive sightseeing, many
ports of call, elegant dining and plenty of free time to enjoy a slow paced
holiday. The modern ships offer staterooms which are comparatively larger
and many have floor-to-ceiling sliding glass windows for unrestricted views
of beautiful scenery.

Breakfast. Fly to Xi’an. Upon arrival, meet your local guide and
driver and transfer to your hotel downtown. Visit the Shannxi
Historic Museum, with 1.7 million year old collections. Stop at the
well preserved Big Wild Goose Pagoda. Enjoy the special dumpling
dinner and taste more than10 types of dumplings. Enjoy the Tang
Dynasty Show, an impressive interpretation of ancient China 1400
years ago. Overnight.

Choose from:

Day 5: Xi’an

• Magical China & Yangtze River Cruise – 11 days
• Cultural China & Tibet with Yangtze River Cruise – 15 days
• Enchanting China & the Yangtze River Cruise – 15 days

In the afternoon, drive to the 742 AD Great Mosque, built for Muslim
traders from Central Asia and still active today. This evening, enjoy
an optional Chinese herbal foot massage. Overnight

After breakfast visit a prehistoric settlement at Banpo and the
famous Terracotta Warriors and Horses - the most significant
archaeological excavations of the 20th century, listed by UNESCO
as one of the world cultural heritages.

Enjoy the shore excursion at Fengdu. Visit the Temple of the
Emperor of Hell, filled with garish statues of demons and devils.
See the partly-submerged rubble of the old town of Fengdu and
the shiny new housing across the water. Join the Captain for
welcome drinks and dinner. Overnight on board.

Tian’anmen Square

Day 8: Three Gorges – Shennong Stream

Be on deck early morning as you sail through the towering cliffs
and mountains of the Qutang and Wu Gorges. In the afternoon,
enjoy an interesting 3 hour Shennong Stream trip. Transfer into
smaller boats pulled by teams of “trackers.” Later, enter Xiling
Gorge. Overnight on board.

Day 9: Three Gorges Dam – Yichang - Shanghai

Visit the site of the enormous Three Gorges Dam, which required
up to 30,000 labourers to build and 1.3 million people to be
relocated. Return to your boat and cruise to Yichang. Disembark
and transfer to Yichang airport to depart for Shanghai. Arrive and
check in at your hotel. Overnight.

Day 10: Shanghai – City Tour

After breakfast, visit Yu Garden, outside which is the Old Town.
Enjoy a walking tour of the small alleys. See refurbished tenement
homes with doors framed with large stones, including the
old homes of Zhou Enlai and the home of Sun Yat-sen. See 1st
National Congress, French Park and St. Nicholas Church. After
lunch, visit Shanghai Museum. Enjoy a night cruise along the
Bund. Overnight.

Day 11: Shanghai

Breakfast. Check out and transfer to the airport.

Tang Dynasty Show
Yu Gardens Shanghai

The 3 Gorges, Yangtze River Cruise

Beijing Delights – 5 days
Day 1: Beijing

Arrive Beijing Airport, where our representative will meet you
and transfer you to your hotel. Overnight.

Day 2: Beijing – City Tour

Breakfast. Visit Tiananmen Square, the largest city square in the
world and enter the massive Forbidden City complex which was
the centre of the Ming and Qing dynasties. With almost 10,000
rooms, this well-preserved imperial palace is the largest in the
world. Visit one of the former royal gardens – Beihai Park. In the
evening, enjoy a delicious Peking Duck Banquet at Duck King
Restaurant. Overnight.

Day 3: Beijing – Great Wall & Ming Tombs

Breakfast. Experience the splendour of the Great Wall, the pride
of China and one of the Seven Wonders of the World. It is an
amazing man-made structure built over 2000 years ago to
protect China from northern invaders. In the afternoon, visit the
Ming Tombs. Overnight.

Day 4: Beijing – Summer Palace –Olympic Venues –
Temple of Heaven

Breakfast. In the morning, tour the Summer Palace, the largest
and best preserved of all imperial palace gardens. Then visit
the 2008 Olympic venues of Bird’s Nest & Water Cube. Visit the
magnificent the Ming Dynasty Temple of Heaven. Overnight.

Mt. Fuji

Olympic Park, Beijing

Japan

Shanghai at its Best – 5 days
Day 1: Shanghai - Hangzhou – Sightseeing Tour       

Leave Shanghai and drive to Hangzhou to visit the Lingyin
Temple, a famous ancient Buddhist temple also known as Temple
of the Soul’s Retreat. In the afternoon, visit a tea plantation, see
how tea is refined and sample some of the best green tea in China.
Overnight.

Day 2: Hangzhou – Lake Cruise – Wuzhen - Suzhou              
After breakfast, take a leisurely cruise on the stunning West Lake
before going to Flower Harbour (Huagang) Park to see the Red
Carp. Drive to the small historical town of Wuzhen,a typical water
town, and enjoy a cruise on its zigzag waterways. In the late
afternoon, drive to Suzhou, the “Venice of the East” built around
a network of canals and bridges. Suzhou is also famous for its
charming gardens. Overnight.

Day 3: Suzhou – City Tour

After breakfast, visit Tiger Hill and the remarkable leaning
Cloud Rock Pagoda (A.D. 961). Visit the picturesque Humble
Administrator’s Garden, the most famous garden in Suzhou. After
lunch, see the 2500 year old Panman Water Gate and then visit
Number One Silk Factory to see how the finest silk in China is
produced. Overnight.

Day 4: Suzhou - Shanghai               

Drive back to your Shanghai hotel or airport.

Itsukushima Shrine

Japan is an island nation in East Asia, in the Pacific Ocean. It lies east of
the Sea of Japan, China, North Korea, South Korea and Russia.
Japan is Manga comics, soft geishas, deadly Samurai swords, Ninjas,
eccentric karaoke bars, WW2, exquisite cuisine, electronic gadgets,
elaborate tea ceremonies, Zen, cherry blossoms and more. With a
history that includes the horrors of Hiroshima and the tsunami on 11th
March 2011, Japan has been shaken, but the spirit of its people remains
stronger than ever.
Do you know??
•

Japan is an archipelago of 6,852 islands, the 4 largest being Honshu,
Hokkaido, Kyushu and Shikoku.

•

Over 70% of Japan consists of mountains and over 200 volcanoes.
Mt. Fuji, the tallest mountain, is an active volcano.

•

Anti-smoking laws are practically non-existent as the politicians
support the tobacco industry.

•

To say no directly is considered rude in Japan.

•

Japan is about the size of California and has half the population of
the entire United States.

•

The sun is red in Japan and the country is often called “the land of
the rising sun.”

Day 5: Beijing

Breakfast. Check out and transfer to the airport.

Cherry Blossoms
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good
to know
Japanese Style Pub, Izakaya

Kyoto

Fushimi Inari Walk, Sake Brewery & Sake Tasting Tour

Meet your guide and take the JR train to Inari station to get to the Fushimi Inari
shrine, lined with thousands of red Torii gates where Memories of the Geisha
was filmed. After a short train ride, reach Gekkeikan Okura Memorial Hall to see
how Sake is traditionally brewed and sample 3 kinds. Visit a small liquor shop
offering over 80 kinds of Sake. Walk through a shopping arcade. The tour ends
at JR Kyoto station.

Ryukyuan Dance

JAPAN
Tokyo
Kyoto
Nagoya
Kobe Osaka

Full Day Hiroshima & Miyajima Tour

destination
information
Capital
Tokyo

Cuisine:

Government
Constitutional Monarchy

Time Difference
Japan is 3 hours 30
minutes ahead of India
Electricity
The electric current is
100 Volts/60 HZ.
Electrical plugs have two,
non-polarized pins.
Best Time to Visit
March to May and
September to November

things to do
and see

Sushi

Official Language
Japanese

Currency
Yen

Nikko

Japanese Fan

Get to Hiroshima by the fastest transfer Shinkansen bullet train. Visit Itsukushima
shrine on the sacred Miyajima Island a world heritage site known for its
breathtaking beauty. Visit the Atomic Bomb Dome and the Peace Memorial
Museum in the Peace Memorial Park, a reminder of the tragic damage caused
by the atomic bomb in WW 2. Transfer by Shinkansen to Kyoto station.

Cuisine: Simple, subtle flavors and fresh, healthy ingredients are
typical of Japanese cuisine. Rice or noodles are staples, with
fish, meat, vegetables, tofu and seaweed flavored with dashi,
miso and soy sauce. Eat the world famous Sushi - fish wrapped
in sticky rice and seaweed, Sashimi - fresh raw fish, Miso Soup,
Teriyaki - grilled or pan-fried meats or vegetables with sweet soy
sauce. Prawn Tempura, Ramen, Udon or Soba noodles, Motoyaki
- baked seafood with a creamy sauce, Uiro - steamed rice flour
cake, Taiyaki - fried, fish-shaped cake, with a sweet filling. Drink
Sake - rice wine. International cuisine is widely available in Tokyo
and Osaka.

Shopping:

Stores for all budgets offer souvenirs, the latest electronics and
local and international hottest fashion brands. In Tokyo, shop at
the huge Matsuzakaya Ginza store, Hello Kitty and Kiddyland,
Yodobashi Camera and Sony building for electronics. Visit

TOKYO

Uniqlo, Garret or the flea market for classy goods at reasonable
prices. Take home Pokemon paraphernalia, handmade fans,
kimonos, yukatas, antiques, jewellery, make-up and accessories.
Osaka’s two largest shopping districts are Umeda and Namba,
with shopping arcades, extensive underground shopping malls
and department stores like Takashimaya, Hankyu, Daimaru,
Kintetsu and Sogo.

Nightlife:

Tokyo’s Ginza, Kabuki-cho in Shinjuku and Roppongi are full of
nightclubs, bars, jazz bars and discos. The Ageha Dance Club,
La Fabrique, Seventh Haven or the Watami are popular spots.
Visit Milwaukee and Hobglobin bars or the Mogambo with its
eclectic African décor. The main entertainment districts in Osaka
are Umeda, Namba and Dotonbori with nightclubs, bars, pubs,
restaurants and theaters. Take in a Bunraku puppet show or a
Kabuki performance.

Peace Memorial at Hiroshima

Morning Tour

Visit the Tokyo Tower for a panoramic view and the Meiji Shrine, the finest
example of Japanese shrine architecture. Drive past the Akasaka Guest House,
a magnificent palace built in baroque style, the Japanese Capitol and visit the
Imperial Palace East Garden. Drive through the shopping district of Ginza,
where the tour terminates.

Mt.Fuji & Hakone (Return by Bullet Train)

Drive to Mount Fuji and enjoy a beautiful view of the Pacific Ocean and grand
mountains from 8000 feet. After an optional western style lunch (to be pre
booked), take the double-wired sky gondola for a breath-taking view of the
volcanic Hakone Mountains and arrive at Owakudani Valley. Enjoy a tranquil
boat ride on the crater Lake Ashi. Return to Tokyo by bullet train. The tour ends
at Tokyo station.

Full Day Nikko World Heritage Tour

Drive to Nikko and visit Toshogu Shrine, the 17th century mausoleum of the
first Tokugawa Shogun, a gorgeous complex of colorful structures. After a
Japanese-style lunch, enjoy the Irohazaka zigzag driveway up the mountains
with 20 hairpin curves. Visit the Nikko National Park’s Lake Chuzenji surrounded
by forests, hot springs and the 97 m high Kegon waterfall, one of the 3 finest
waterfalls in Japan. Return via Irohazaka driveway to Tokyo. The tour ends at
Ginza or Shinjuku.

Todaiji Temple, Nara

Full Day Kyoto & Nara Tour

In Kyoto, visit Nijo Castle, Tokugawa Shogun’s Family Palace, famous for its
solemn appearance and gorgeous interiors. Then visit the Golden Pavilion a
nobleman’s villa and the Imperial Palace. Enjoy shopping and lunch and leave
for Nara. Arrive and visit Todaiji Temple, the world’s largest wooden building,
housing a colossal image of Buddha. Visit the peaceful Deer Park and continue
to the amazing vermilion-hued Kasuga Shrine with its thousands of lanterns.
Visit Nara Nagomikan souvenir shop. Return back to hotel.

Tea Ceremony in the Teahouse EN

Learn how to make and enjoy traditional Japanese green tea from the Tea
Master and make it yourself. Enjoy it with Japanese small sweets.
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rail

Nagoya

Full Day Ise Jingu Shrine & Traditional Pearl Divers
Tour

Japan Rail Pass

The Japan Rail Pass offers an incredibly convenient and economical way for unlimited travel
throughout Japan by rail, buses and ferries. It is also the ideal way to see Japan, as vistas of a nation
glide past your window – mountains, forests, lakes, highlands and the sea. You can purchase the Japan
Rail Pass from TBi.

Take a train and visit the famous Ise Jingu, a shrine dedicated to
the Sun Goddess. Walk around Okage Yokocho, the shopping
district. Visit Mikimoto Pearl Island to see the process of making
cultured pearls. After a western style lunch, return to Nagoya by
local bus and train to Kintetsu-Nagoya station.

Nagoya Castle & Toyota Commemorative Museum
Tour
Nagoya Castle, the city’s symbol, was constructed by Ieyasu
Tokugawa. The construction is typical of those built on flatlands.
The best-known items here are the golden dolphins on the roof.
Visit Toyota Commemorative Museum and learn the history of
Japanese manufacturing technology. Return to Nagoya station.
Osaka

Nagoya Castle

2 classes of Japan Rail Pass:
1. Green (for superior-class Green cars).
2. Ordinary.
Each is available as a 7-day, 14-day, or 21-day Pass.

A typical Ryokan

where to
stay

Type
Duration

Japan offers a wide range of 3-5 star accommodation, with
standards that rival and in many cases, surpass the West. Experience
a stay at a Ryokan or traditional style inn with Japanese style rooms.

7 day
14 day
21 day

Unique Stays:
• Tokyo: Peninsula Hotel.
• Osaka: Dotonbori Hotel
• Kyoto: 9 hours Capsule Hotel
• Osaka : St. Regis
• Tokyo: Four Seasons Hotel
Ryokans (Japanese Inns): are the best way to experience Japanese
culture and enjoy the true comforts of Japanese hospitality and
service. Staying at a Japanese ryokan is a uniquely Japanese
experience and one that should not be missed by any traveler.
Some of the popular Ryokans are:
Kyoto - Heianbo
Miyajima – Momijiso

testimonial

“

Four Seasons Tokyo

“

Green

Most popular routes of the Shinkansen or Bullet Train

Ordinary

Adult

Child

JPY 38,830
JPY 62,950
JPY 81,870

JPY 19,440
JPY 31,470
JPY 40,930

Adult
JPY 29,110
JPY 46.390
JPY 59,350

Child
JPY 14,550
JPY 23,190
JPY 29,670

Note:
• Prices are subject to change without notice.
• Prices for children apply from age 6 to and including age 11.
• Pass must be utilized within 3 months from the date of the Exchange Order issued.
• Prices are subject to exchange rate fluctuation.
For more details & the applicable exchange rate please contact us.

cruises

Eligibility for Japan Rail Pass:
• For tourist staying in Japan for a short amount of time.
• For Japanese nationals living outside Japan.

Ocean Cruises

Shinkansen or the Bullet Train

Many international cruise liners call at Tokyo, Kobe and other
ports on their Far East cruises.
Princess Cruises: Ancient Capitals Tokyo to Tokyo – 9 days

Our trip to Japan was absolutely wonderful...
unique...amazing...awesome!
I will contact u guys again.
Dr.T.S.Ramaswamy
Dr.Pramila Ramaswamy
Olavakkode, Kerala.

Bullet Train

Princess Cruises: Circle Kyushu Kobe to Kobe – 8 days
Silver Sea: Tokyo to Alaska – 13 days
Royal Caribbean: Tokyo to Taipei – 4 days
Celebrity Cruise: Yokohama to Vancouver 14 days

Japan is very proud of its high-speed train system, the Shinkansen or the Bullet Train, which is known
and admired throughout the world.
The Shinkansen connects most of the major cities on the main islands of Honshu and Kyushu. With
maximum running speeds of over 300 km/h, Shinkansen provides more conveniences and safety to
both commuters and travelers.
The ride on the Shinkansen is more like an airplane trip without some of the hassles. Cost wise, the
bullet train is fairly similar to flying within Japan, but with the advantage of starting and ending your
journey right in the city centers.

1. Kagoshima-Chuo to Shin-Yatsushiro
2. Hakata-Fukuoka to Osaka
3.	Osaka to Tokyo
4. From Tokyo:
• Tokyo to Nagano
• Tokyo to Hachinohe
• Tokyo to Takasaki
• Tokyo to Morioka
• Tokyo to Niigata
• Tokyo to Akita
• Tokyo to Fukushima
• Tokyo to Shinjo
• Tokyo to Yamagata
• Tokyo to Sendai

Please Note: Japan Rail Pass is not valid on NOZOMI trains (Shinkansen or the Bullet Trains). This
is the newest and the fastest train.

Other Japan Rail Passes

Japan Rail Hokkaido Pass
Japan Rail East Pass
Japan Rail West Pass: JR West Sanyo Pass & JR West Kansai Pass
Japan Rail Kyushu Pass
Important
• Avoid rush hours
In major cities, avoid travelling during the morning and evening rush hours (approx. 7.30 to 9.30am
and 5 to 8pm)
• Seat Reservations
On peak travel days and especially during Golden Week, Obon and the New Year holidays, trains
can get booked out several days in advance. For peace of mind seat reservations are always
recommended, especially when traveling in groups and preferring to sit together. On a few
shinkansen trains along the Tohoku Shinkansen (Hayabusa, Hayate and Komachi) seat reservations
are mandatory.
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suggested
itineraries
Japan at its Best – 7 days
Day 1: Tokyo

Arrive Tokyo and meet our representative for your transfer to your city
centre hotel. Overnight.

Day 2: Tokyo – City Tour

After breakfast, go up the 333 m high Tokyo Tower, the world’s tallest
self supporting steel tower, taller than its model, the Eiffel Tower. Get
a bird’s eye view from the main observatory deck. Visit the Imperial
Palace, the former site of Edo Castle. Explore the park, surrounded
by moats and stone fortifications and proceed to Ginza, Tokyo’s most
famous shopping, dining and entertainment district.
In the afternoon, board a cruise ship for a 40 minute ride along the
Sumida River to Asakusa. At the Nakamise walkway browse the many
stores leading to Tokyo’s oldest and most famous Buddhist Temple,
Sensoji Temple. Cross the Rainbow Bridge for stunning views of
Tokyo Bay. Visit the manmade island of Odaiba and see cutting edge
architecture and night view of Tokyo Tower and Rainbow Bridge.
Return to your hotel. Overnight.

Day 3: Tokyo – Kanzaiji Onsen

After breakfast, check out and depart for Mt. Fuji by private luxury
coach. Enjoy the changing scenery en route. Stop at Mt. Fuji 5th
station (depending on weather) to admire the world famous peak.
Take a tour of Hakone by taking a 20 minute ropeway from Togendai
to Owakundani, an active volcanic zone. See the hot springs, rivers and
splendid views of Mount Fuji. Take a Shinkansen bullet train ride to
Kanzaiji Onsen and check in your hotel. Overnight.

Day 4: Kanzaiji Onsen – Kyoto  

After breakfast visit the Toyota Kaikan Museum and depart for historical
Kyoto, once the capital of Japan and its cultural centre. Visit the famous
Kiyomizu Temple with its wooden stage jutting out from the main hall,
offering a view of the numerous cherry and maple trees below. Enjoy a
traditional Japanese tea ceremony. Overnight.

Day 5: Kyoto – Sightseeing Tour

Breakfast. Visit the 17th century Nijo Castle and Ninomaru- goten
a typical samurai style building. At the Nishijin Textile Centre, see
displays of kimonos and watch a kimono fashion show. Visit the
Kinkakuji Temple (Golden Pavilion) covered with 18 carat gold leaf,
built in 1397 and visit Ryoan-ji Rock Garden. Tour Gion, the old Geisha
Quarter and Pontocho, the night life area. Overnight.
Yehliu Park

Day 6: Kyoto - Osaka

Breakfast. Visit the scenic and historic Fushimi district, one of the
brewing capitals of Japan. Visit the stunning vermilion coloured
Fushimi Inari Shrine, whose 4km long tunnel of scarlet torii gates
was featured in Memoirs of a Geisha. At the Gekkeikan Okura Sake
Museum, learn the fascinating history of sake brewing and taste some.
Continue to Nara, the oldest capital city of Japan. Visit the Todaiji
Temple, the largest wooden building in Japan. It houses the largest
bronze statue of Buddha and the surrounding park is filled with over
1,000 Sika Deer. In the afternoon, travel to Osaka and visit Dodonbori, a
popular shopping, entertainment and food district. Overnight.

Taiwan

Traditional Japanese Tea Ceremony
Tapei 101

Hakone Ropeways

Taiwan in East Asia was originally based in mainland China. The Republic
of China now governs the island of Taiwan, which is 99% of its territory
and other minor islands. The People’s Republic of China lies to the west,
Japan to the east and northeast, and the Philippines to the south.
Explore Taiwan’s majestic peaks, rolling plains, coastlines and natural
landscapes. Go trekking at Taroko Gorge, take a ride on the Alishan Forest
Railway and soak up the sun in Kending. Visit Sun Moon Lake, wander through
the East Rift Valley or visit the offshore islands of Kinmen and Penghu. It’s fun
in capital letters as well as an awesome journey of natural discovery!

Day 7: Osaka

Breakfast. Transfer to Osaka Kansai Airport.

Add On Hiroshima – 2 days
Day 1: Osaka – Himeji Castle - Hiroshima

Arrive Osaka and meet your tour guide and transfer to your hotel.
Refresh and take a 2 hour ride by luxury coach to Himeji to visit Himeji
Castle, a UNESCO site. It is known as “White Egret Castle” and “White
Heron Castle,” as it resembles a bird taking flight. This is the largest and
most visited castle in Japan, and is one of the few remaining original
castles. Visit Kurashiki, a former port for rice shipments. Taste Sake as
you stroll along the streets. In the afternoon, continue to Hiroshima.
Arrive and check in at your hotel. Overnight.

Do you know??

Geisha

•

The island was called “Formosa” (“beautiful”) by the Portuguese in
the 16th century when they first laid eyes on it.

•

Taiwan’s 13,000 ft tall Jade mountain is the highest mountain in all
of S.E. Asia.

•

The land mass of Taiwanese islands are only about the size of
Massachusetts in the USA.

•

Taipei 101 is now the 3rd tallest building in the world, thanks to
Dubai’s Burj Khalifa and Tokyo’s Skytree.

•

Taiwan’s best year in the Olympics was 1977 when 22 athletes
competed and came back with 22 gold medals.

Day 2: Hiroshima – Sightseeing Tour

Breakfast. Visit the Peace Memorial Park and Atomic Bomb Museum.
After lunch, take a short ferry ride to the sacred scenic island of
Miyajima. See the famed vermilion torii gate of the Itsukushima Shrine
complex, a UNESCO site. Extend your trip or transfer to the airport.

Queen’s Head
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Taipei

good
to know

Yangmingshan National Park

Visit Yangmingshan National Park, a mountainous area famous for its scenery,
traces of volcanic activity, abundant natural resources and hot springs, with
beautiful views of the Tatun Mountain Range.

Taichung City
Taiwanese Traditional Dance

Jioufen Village & Night Market

Meinong Oil Paper Umbrellas

See the simple old life style in Jioufen village and enjoy beautiful mountain
and coastal scenery. Learn about its gold mining history and taste traditional
country snacks like herbal cakes and taro balls. Visit the Raohe Street Night
Market where you can taste the famous herb-steamed spareribs soup or visit
Wufengpu Garment Wholesale Area which is nearby.

TAIWAN

Taichung

destination
information
Capital
Taipei

Shek Memorial

Don Ding Oolong Tea

Sun Moon Lake

Cuisine:

Official Language
Mandarin / Taiwanese/
Hakka / Indigenous
Languages
Government
Democratic

Snack Shops

Currency
Taiwanese Dollar
Time Difference
Japan is 3 hours 30
minutes ahead of India
Electricity
Taiwan is 2 hours 30
minutes ahead of India
Best Time to Visit
July to September

things to do
and see

Yong Sheng Cloth Bags

In Taiwan, it is said that there is a snack shop at every three
steps and a restaurant at every five. Pork, seafood, chicken,
rice, and soy are very common ingredients. Try the popular
Xiaochi - substantial snacks like Spanish tapas, Chiayi - Turkey
rice bowls, Oyster Omelet and Taiwan Sausage. Enjoy roasted
duck, smoked chicken, fish in wine sauce, turnip balls, honey
ham, stir fried shrimp.
McDonald’s hamburgers, KFC, Italian Pizzas Swiss Fondue’s, and
just about everything else are widely available. Try Shaoxing
– Taiwan’s famous rice wine. Dong Ding Oolong Tea is very
popular among tea connoisseurs.

Shopping:

Go shopping at Pacific SOGO Department Store and CP City
Living Mall. There are lots of electronic chain stores in Taipei.
Don’t miss the popular Taipei Shilin Night Market which offers
street food, trinkets, clothes and accessories.

TAIPEI

City Tour

Visit the majestic Chiang Kai-Shek Memorial Hall, towering over 25 hectares
of landscaped gardens, graceful pavilions, and ponds. Continue to Martyr’s
Shrine dedicated to the fallen heroes of China’s wars, to see the colorful
changing of the guard ceremony. Visit the National Palace Museum, housing
the world’s largest collection of Chinese art treasure. See a traditional Chinese
temple and visit a Handicraft Center.

Must buys are YongSheng cloth bags, hand painted pottery
and porcelain, Hualien rose marble, crystals, wood carvings,
Chinese opera face masks and Meinong oil paper umbrellas.
Pick up exquisite creations in colorful glass from internationally
renowned LiuLiGongFang and Tittot. Most cities have a specific
jade market dealing in jade and other precious stones.

Nightlife:

Taiwan never sleeps. Vibrant Taipei offers a truly invigorating
nightlife scene. Most shopping centers, entertainment outlets,
boutiques and even restaurants close late at night. Pubs, bars
and karaoke lounges are usually open from dusk to the wee
hours. For classy ambience, visit one of the many lounge bars
in the cities.

Taipei Night Tour

The Grand Hotel, Taipei

Enjoy a Mongolian BBQ Dinner at a popular downtown restaurant. Then see the
beautiful ancient Lungshan Temple and visit Huahsi St. Night Market, famous
for the snake shops, various commodities and dishes. Continue to Taipei 101
building, 508m tall with 101 storeys and check out the fashionable stores or
visit the observatory for a night view of Taipei.

Northern Coast Tour

Drive 40-minute drive takes to Keelung, an international seaport and
transportation hub in N.E. Taipei. At Chung Cheng Park, view the huge statue
of the Goddess of Mercy and enjoy a panoramic view of Keelung Harbour. Visit
Yehliu Park, famous for its natural rock formations and see the Queen’s Head,
the most well-known one.

Sun Moon Lake with Cruise

Board a cable car connecting Sun Moon Lake and the Formosan Aboriginal
Cultural Village. Arrive and hike to the jetty to board the pleasure boat cruise,
gliding over serene Sun Moon Lake. Buy the famous black tea, millet mochi
and traditional Thao souvenirs at Shueishe or Ida Thao. Enjoy lunch at a local
restaurant and cruise round the shopping zone to buy aboriginal products. Visit
Xiangshan Visitor Centre and enjoy beautiful views of the Sun Moon Lake. Visit
the Wenwu Temple on the way back.

where to
stay
Taiwan offers an abundance of accommodations, whether you’re looking for
high-class hotels or simple, friendly smaller hotels.
Choose from Unique Stays:
Taipei: The Grand Hotel
Taipei: Sun World Dynasty Hotel
Taichung: Hotel One
Kaohsiung: The Lees
Tainan: Shangrila Far Eastern Plaza
Chiyai County: Small Swiss Homestay

cruises
There are few but excellent opportunities to take ocean cruises from Taiwan.
Princess Cruises: Ryukyu Islands Hualien to Hualien – 8 days
Princess Cruises: Hualien to Kobe – 3 days
Royal Caribbean: Japan Explorer Cruise – Taipei to Kobe – 8 days

Lotus Pond, Kaohsuing
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suggested
itineraries
Taiwan at its Best – 6 days
Day 1: Taipei

Arrive Taipei, meet our representative and transfer to your hotel. Overnight.

Day 2: Taipei – Full Day City Tour

Breakfast. See the impressive C.K.S. Memorial Hall and National
Palace Museum where 5,000 years of Chinese Imperial arts and jade
collections are exhibited; Martyrs’ Shrine of traditional architecture,
Red House, Xinemdning shopping area and Taipei 101 Observatory.
Overnight.

Day 3: Taipei – Sun Moon Lake

enjoy enchanting scenery. Return to Taipei and visit Wufenpu, Xinyi
Commercial Area and Guanghua Commercial Area. Overnight.

Day 7: Taipei

Breakfast. Transfer to Taoyuan Airport.

Add on Taroko Gorge – 4 days
Day 1: Kaohsuing – Kenting – Taitung

After breakfast, visit Puli Town, the cultural & artistic haven and the
famous Sun Moon Lake, 762m above sea level in Central Taiwan. Visit
the famous Wen Wu Temple or Literature Warrior Temple dedicated to
Confucius as Master of Pen and to Kuan Ti as Master of Sword, Holy
Monk Shrine. Check in at your hotel for overnight.

Day 4: Sun Moon Lake – Kaohsuing

Day 3: Hualien – Full Day Taroko Gorge – Taipei

After breakfast, visit the 2nd largest city’s E-Da theme park. Then visit
Cheng Ching Lake, the largest lake in the area and the historical site
of the British Consulate. This evening visit Love River and Dream Mall
shopping center.Overnight.

After breakfast, visit Taroko National Park. Taroko Gorge is an
exceptionally beautiful, narrow ravine created by a river which has cut
deep into the mountains of solid marble. A road carved into sheer rock
walls snakes past forested peaks and cliffs above while hundreds of
feet below a river roars past gigantic marble boulders. Stop at Eternal
Spring Shrine, Swallow Grotto, Nine Turns of Tunnel, Marble Bridge,
Tienshiang and marble factory. Drive back to Taipei and arrive at
around 7pm. Check in at your hotel. Overnight.

Day 6: Kaohsuing – Bullet Train - Taipei - Sightseeing

Day 4: Taipei

Day 5: Kaohsuing – City Tour

After breakfast, visit the famous Spring & Autumn Pavilions, and see
the seven-tiered Dragon and Tiger pagodas. Stand in the water of
Lotus Lake at Tzuoying near the graceful Spring and Autumn pavilions.
A nine-cornered bridge links the pagodas to the shore. Take the bullet
train back to Taipei.
This afternoon, drive to Pitou Cape, Nanya Rocks Formation and
the quaint Chiufen Villages, once centers of gold mining in Taiwan.
See closely-packed houses clinging to steep mountainsides and

South Korea

Day 2: Taitung – East Coast National Scenic Area –
Taroko

After breakfast, tour the East Coast National Scenic Area, known as
“Taiwan’s last unspoiled land.” which stretches 170 km down the east
coast. Weathering, erosion, and accumulation have produced a wide
range of landforms here. Stop at Siaoyeliou, Sansientai, Stone Steps
and Caves of the Eight Immortals. Late afternoon, proceed to Taroko
for overnight.

After breakfast, visit Formosan Aboriginal Culture Village and continue
to Kaohsiung city by bus or train for overnight stay.

Busan

Take a morning tour to Kenting National Park at Taiwan’s southern tip
and view the 37 miles of coral-rimmed shoreline of the park. Stop at
Oluanpi light house, Maopitou Coast scenic area and Kenting forest
recreation area. Drive to Taitung for overnight.

Namdaemun Gate

South Korea is in East Asia, on the southern part of the Korean Peninsula.
It shares land borders with North Korea to the north, and over sea borders
with China to the west and Japan to the east. The Korean Peninsula is also
studded with many beautiful islands.
Discover South Korea, a land of scenic beauty and unique cultural and
historical heritage. Visit numerous ancient temples and shrines, royal
palaces, sculptures, pagodas, archeological sites, fortresses, folk villages
and museums.
Taroko Gorge, Taipei

Do you know??
•

South Korea loves its newspapers. The country has 63 daily editions
in print.

•

South Korea is the only nation that is completely broadband
connected, at 100Mb.

•

Snuppy, the world’s first cloned dog, was created in South Korea at
the Seoul National University.

•

Tipping is not required in Korea.

•

In South Korea, you are considered a year old when you are born.

•

Drinking in public is one-hundred percent legal.

•

Korean taxis are color coded and each color indicates the type of
services offered.

Breakfast. Transfer to the airport.
Eda Theme Park
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things to do
and see

good
to know

Seoul

SEOUL

Seoul City Tour

SOUTH KOREA
Busan

Jeju
Bulgogi

destination
information
Capital
Seoul
Official Language
Korean
Government
Republic
Currency
Won
Time Difference
South Korea is 3 hours 30
minutes ahead of India
Electricity
The electric current is
220 Volts/AC 60 HZ.
Most power sockets are
designed for a 2-pin
round plug.
Best Time to Visit
June to September

JUMP Dance

Cuisine:

Korean cuisine is largely based upon rice, noodles vegetables, seafood and
meats. Kimchi - pickled vegetables, in garlic and red chili powder accompanies
every meal. Try Bulgogi - a sweet meat dish, Galbi - grilled meat dishes, especially
pork ribs. Kimbap - a seaweed wrap with vegetables and egg. Ganjang gejang
- crab marinated in soy sauce, Bibimbap - lunch-in-a-bowl with rice, mixed
vegetables, beef, egg, and sesame oil chili paste. International cuisine is widely
available.

Shopping:

South Korea is a shoppers’ paradise, with some of the biggest shopping malls in
the world. The stores are open until 4 in the morning. Buy jewellery, ginseng, silk,
antiques, lacquer ware, brassware and embroidery. Pick up beautiful celadon
and white and blue/green porcelain at Incheon Pottery Village.
Myeong-dong, Seoul’s prime shopping and entertainment area, contains some
of the city’s top stores offering international brands and fashion boutiques.
The Itaewon area is lined with boutiques and stores. Hongdae area is home
to reasonably priced clothing stalls, discount and vintage shop; the Yongsan
Electronics Market is the largest electronics market in Asia. The Dongdaemun
Market, open 24 hours, is Korea’s largest wholesale and retail shopping district
find the latest fashions and almost anything you want at bargain prices.

Nightlife:

The main areas for clubs in Seoul are Hongdae, Cheongdam-dong, Gangnam
and Itaewon. Enjoy live music from jazz and rock to Noraebang - Korea’s version
of Karaok; visit Apgujeong-dong or nearby Sinsadong, for pricey nightclubs,
wine bars and dancing. Numerous theme parks and recreational activities are
available after dark. Try your luck at 24-hour casinos exclusively for international
visitors. However not all cities in South Korea have a vibrant nightlife scene.

Visit the Buddhist Jogyesa temple, Cheongwadae Sarangchae, a presidential
museum that informs visitors about Korea’s past, present and future and
photo stop at Blue House. See ‘Changing of the Royal Guards’ before visiting
the main palace of Joseon Dynasty - Gyeongbok Palace. After lunch, visit
Changdeok Palace home of many Joseon Dynasty kings and a UNESCO
site. See traditional art and culture in Insadong. Continue via Amethyst or
Ginseng Center before being dropped off at Namdaemun market, with its
shopping mall complexes and return to your hotel.

Aquarium Tour & Han River Cruise

Visit Coex Aquarium an exciting sea world and walk through the glass ocean
tunnel. Take a cruise on the beautiful Han River. Visit the oldest temple,
Bongeunsa Temple built in 794, containing many cultural treasures.

Everland Theme Park

Visit one of the most popular attractions in Korea. Have fun at the Everland
theme park and the Caribbean Bay water park. There are 5 theme areas
within the park with over 30 attractions to enjoy.

Hanok Village with Seoul Tower

See the major attractions in Seoul. Visit Seoul Tower overlooking the whole
city, Hanok Village, a former upper class village with original Korean style
houses and gardens. Also visit the World Cup Stadium and drop by Ginseng
Shopping Center and be dropped off at Itaewon Shopping Street.

JUMP Performance

Jump has been incredibly popular in Korea since 2003. It also has had
remarkable international success, ending up on London’s West End and New
York’s off-Broadway, proving that this musical comedy has universal appeal.
This innovative show incorporates many of Asia’s martial arts, including
Korea’s Taekwondo and Taekkyeon, as it tells the story of a family of martial
arts specialists who have to defend their house from robbers.

Dado (Tea Ceremony) & Kimchi Making Tour

Learn Korea’s Greeting Etiquette and Dado - the tea ceremony. Learn how to
bow, sit and serve tea wearing Hanbok - traditional costume. Learn how to
make ‘Kimchi.’

suggested
itineraries

Busan

Busan City Tour

Visit APEC Nurimaru in Dongbaek Island, built in traditional Korean
architectural style. Continue to Dalmaji Hill, visit Yonggungsa Temple. After
lunch visit Gwangan Bridge, the 2nd longest bridge over the ocean after the
Incheon Bridge. See Busan Museum’s 1,500 historical and cultural collections
and visit Gwangan Beach, Busan Cinema Center and Marine City. Return to
your hotel.

Busan Cultural Tour & Markets

Visit Beomeosa Temple located halfway up Geumjeongsan Mountain. After
lunch, visit Gamcheon Culture Village with its artistic collections and Jagalchi Fish
Market. Then visit Yongdusan Park and the imposing 120m-high Busan Tower and
enjoy a city view from the observatory. Visit Gukje Market, the busiest wholesale
market comprising Ggangtong Market, Manmul Street and Changsun Shopping
Mall, selling goods at reasonable prices. Return to your hotel.

Seoul – 4 days
Day 1: Seoul

Arrive at Incheon International Airport and transfer to your hotel. Rest of the
day at leisure. Overnight.
Gyeongbok Palace, Seoul
Everland Theme Park

Breakfast. Pick up from hotel to see Changing of the Royal Guard Ceremony,
Gyeongbok Palace (on Tuesdays)/The National Folk Museum, Presidential Blue
House (photo stop), Shopping Center, Myengdong, Namsangol Hanok Village,
N. Seoul Tower, Observation Deck and Duty Free Shop. Rest of the day is at
leisure. Overnight.

Spend the day at this popular tourist attraction. Visit the observatory at the
southernmost tip, explore coastal walking trails along the rocky cliff face and
see a light house. There is also a temple, hot springs, boat cruises, museums
and plenty of fresh seafood restaurants to enjoy.

Day 4: Seoul
War Memorial

Ocean Cruises
Cruise ships of Princess Cruise, Cunard and Celebrity call at either Jeju or
Busan on their longer voyages in the Far East. Royal Caribbean offers 3 - 5
night cruises from Busan.

Breakfast. Transfer to airport by airport bus.

Jeju Island – 4 days

Besides the 3-5 star hotels and resorts, you can stay at high-class
accommodations with varying themes ranging from health and beauty;
experience a Hanok stay at a traditional Korean house. Come and experience
the comforts of Korea!
Unique Stays:
• Jeongdongjin: Sun Cruise Resort & Yacht
• Busan: Paradise Hotel
• Jeju: Hyatt Regency
• Jeju & Seoul: The Shilla
• Seoul: Grand Hyatt

cruises

Breakfast. Enjoy a coach tour of Imjingak Park, the Bridge of Freedom, the 3rd
Infiltration Tunnel, DMZ Theater/Exhibition Hall, Dora Observatory, Dorasan
Station, go past Unification Village and be dropped off at the Namdaemum
Market, containing shopping mall complexes. Overnight.

Day 3: Seoul – Coach Tour

Taejongdae Resort Park

where to
stay

Day 2: Seoul - Coach Tour

Day 1: Seoul - Jeju by air

Breakfast. Transfer to Gimpo Airport and fly to Jeju Island. Arrive and transfer
to your hotel. Jeju Island is a volcanic island, dominated by Halla Mountain: a
volcano 1,950m high and the highest mountain in South Korea. Overnight.

Day 2: Jeju – Island Tour

Sun Cruise Resort and Yatch

Breakfast. The tour the island also known as the “Island of the Gods” includes
Hallim Park and Suweolbong Trekking; enjoy lunch (Green Buffet) and see the
Spirited Garden, ALTHR airfield, Mt. Sanbang and Cheonjeyeon Waterfall or
Teddy Bear Museum. Return to your hotel. Overnight.

Day 3: Jeju

Breakfast. Day at leisure to go hiking on Halla-san, catch sunrises and sunsets
over the ocean or view majestic waterfalls. Overnight.

Day 4: Jeju Island - Seoul

Breakfast. Transfer to the airport and fly back to Seoul.
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The World at Your Doorstep

all india
TBi offices
Mumbai
902, 9th Floor, Centre 1 Building,
World Trade Centre Complex,
Cuffe Parade, Mumbai—400005
Tel: 0091 22 022-61940940

Cochin
1st floor, Mattammal Building,
M.G. Road, Ravipuram,
Cochin - 682015
Tel: 0091 484 4029910

Mumbai
170, Jeena House B Wing,
OM Nagar Sahar Andheri (E),
Mumbai 400 099.
Telephone No: +91 22-61370338

Chennai
G - 21, Wellingdon Estate,
Commander in Chief Road,
Egmore
Chennai - 600105
Tel: 044 - 42638071 / 72 / 73 /74

Ahmedabad
SF-17 Kalapurnam,
Above Citibank,
Nr. Navrangpura Municipal Market,
C. G. Road,
Ahmedabad – 380 009.
Tel: 079 66610730-31
Aurangabad
Shop No1, Raj Hotel Building,
Near Patidar Bhawan,
Jalna Road,
Aurangabad 431001.
Tel: 0240- 6651006

Gurgaon
5th Floor, Seva Corporate Park,
Near IFFCO Chowk,
MG Road, Behind HP Petrol Pump,
Gurgaon (Haryana), NCR Delhi
Pin Code - 122001
Board Line : 0091 124 4872700 Extn 709
Goa
201-204, Gera’s Imperium II,
Patto Plaza, Panjim,
Goa – 400 301
Telephone : +91 832 6456466

Pune
170, Dhole Patil Road,
Pune - 411001
Tel - 020 67286000
Visit us at
www.trailblazertours.com
Contact us at
vacations@tbi.co.in

The Datai Langkawi
Landmark, iconic and legendary, The Datai is a haven for luxury seekers, catering to a culture of cognoscenti of travelers from around the
world seeking utter seclusion and tranquility. Here, the ancient rainforest spills onto an endless strip of shoreline; lush, green-to-blue Elysium.
Located on the northwestern tip of Langkawi, Malaysia, a mystical island of jungle-covered mountains, lake, caves and waterfalls, swathed with
legends of romance and mystery, the property is just 30 minutes' drive from Langkawi International Airport.

+6 04 9500 500

reservationsdatailangkawi@dataihotels.com

www.thedatai.com/langkawi

Trail Blazer Tours India Pvt. Ltd.
World Trade Centre Complex,

The World at Your Doorstep

902, Centre 1, Cuffe Parade,
Mumbai 400 005.

Tel: +91 22 61940940
Fax: +91 22 61940900

vacations@tbi.co.in
www.trailblazertours.com

